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Top execs see lDodest 
pay increase in 2001 
o Tax records show Carter fourth highest paid private college president in Illinois 
By Chris Coates 
EIiIor-i>Cliel 
Most lOp college officials received 
modest pay raises during the last fis-
cal year, according to data acquired by 
The Chronicle. While most increases 
hovered around the 5 percent mark. 
two administralOrs saw substantial 
double digit hikes. Qne official 's com-
pensation increased by a third. , 
The numbers were obtained by 
IRS 990 forms submitted by 
Columbia for the 200 1-2002 tax sea-
son. the last peri od fo r which data is 
available. 
Even wi th sl ig ht rai ses. 
Columbia's highest-paid administra-
tors remain in the upper quarter on 
the pay sca le for pri vate college 
executives in Illinois. The official s 
on the current li st nearly mirror last 
year's rankings. 
College President Warri ck L. 
Carter received a 3.6 percent raise 
during lhe 2002 fiscal year. Carter. 
who has been president of Columbia 
since April 2000, pulled in $376,925 
in pay and benefits during the peri-
od. The amount reflects an increase 
from his 2000·2001 fiscal year 
income of $363.823. 
Carter received $295,483 in pay 
and $81.442 in contributions to hi s 
benefit plan during the latest time 
fra me. 
The amount does not include 
Carter's reside nce fees or t ravel 
costs, which the college provides 
free of charge. The college also paid 
Carter $13,368 for expenses. 
However. Carter was the only col-
lege offlc ial on the list not to receive 
an increase in his benefits package . 
the records show. 
Carter's sa lary increase came 
nearly a year before the college 
began asking its departments to 
make budgetary cuts. Carter's 
increase trans lates to $13.102. 
According to a study by The 
C hronicle of Higher Education, 
Carter 's tota l inco me is s lightl y 
higher than the average of private 
college pres ident s. The amount 
makes Carter the fourth highest paid 
president of a private college in 
Illinois, up fro m the s ixth position 
last year. 
Theodore L. Gross, the former 
president of Roosevelt University. 
tops the list a t a co mpensat ion 
amount totali ng $610,029. The pres· 
idents of orthwestem University 
and the Universi ty of Chicago 
rounded out the top fou r position s in 
the sta te. Behind Carter were the 
presidents o f Bradley and 
Dominican universities. 
Nationally. the s tud y by The 
Chronicle of Hi gher Education 
shows four private college presi-
dents with incomes totaling more 
than $800.000. Sh irley Ann Jackson. 
the pres ident of the Ren sse laer 
Polytechnic Inst itute in Troy, N.Y.. 
was the hi ghest-paid administrator 
of a private college in the United 
Stales. For the fiscal year, she 
rece ived $891.400 in total compe n-
sation. 
At Columbia. the second highest 
paid admi nistrator for the fisca l year 
was Bert Gall, the college's former 
executive vice president. Gall al so 
received a 3.8 percent raise. 
Gall, who left Columbia thi s sum· 
mer. made $224,064. up from the 
2001 amount of $2 15,827. The col-
lege also paid Gall $3,809 fo r 
expenses in 200 1-02. 
Records indicate Gall and"C~rter 
are the only officials that the college 
provides ex pe nse accounts for. 
Vice President of Finance Michael 
DeSaile also recei ved a modest com-
pensation increase of 4.3 percent. 
The increase puts DeSalle's benefit 
and compensati on package at 
$2 19.499. 
The col lege's former vice presi-
dent of institutional advancement. 
Woodie White. appears on the list 
for the compensation he received 
before his March departure as wel l. 
According to the reco rd s. Wh ite 
received $214 ,074 during the fiscal 
year. up 5.6 percent from 2000. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of stu-
dent affairs . received a compensa-
tion increase of 4.6 percent. In 2002. 
he made S 159. 120. 
Rounding out the li st of the lOp 
five hi ghest· paid Columbia admin is-
tration o ffi c ials is Provost and Vice 
See Salary, Page 4 
Columbia's highest paid administrators, educators 
Dr. Dr. Zafra Lerman Dr. Phillip J. Klukoff 
$295,483 $196,628 $183,684 
2001 -2002 2000-2001 
Salary Benellta Expenses Salary Benellta Expenses 
I. Warrick L. Carter $295,483 $81,442 $13,368 $282,38 1 $81.442 $90,167 
p-
2. Zafra Lerman $196,628 $53,722 N/A $196,882 $53,796 N/A Department _, ScIence Institute 
3. Phillip J. K1ukolf $183,684 $45,3 17 N/A $140,627 $32,830 N/A 
Former V.P. COntinuing education 
4. Bert Gall $173,693 $50,371 $3,809 $ 167,308 $48,519 $3,958 
Execulive v.p. 
5. Steve Kapelke $173,400 $50,286 N/A $70,833' $20,542 N/A 
p""",, 
6. R. Michael DeSaUe $171,761 $49,8 11 N/A $ 164,613 $47,738 N/A 
V.P. Finance 
7. Woodie T. White $169,309 $47,367 N/A $ 160,338 $44,765 N/A 
Former V.P. lnsitutionaJ Advancement 
8. Mark KeUy $159,120 $46,145 N/A $ 152,000 $44,080 N/A 
v.P. SIiJdenl AlIaIr 
9. Nicholas Rabkin $ 155,833 $41 ,892 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Executive Director, Center for Arts Policy 
10. Cheryl Johnson-Odlm $ 148,271 $39,702 N/A $ 131,033 $34,703 N/A 
Dean, Sc:tOO of UbeIaI Arts and Sciences 
II. J. Dennis Ricb $146,417 $39,165 N/A $ 138,211 $36,785 N/A 
0.;" Ma/\a98mOI1I Source: IRS 990 tax (onn 
·SaJary reflects partial year 
CI).II ~ Campus A&E "eu '- :r The college's net I spy an iPod . (I) . portal goes into overdrive C~ Page 3 Page 21 
- wwwColumhluChronlclu com 
"I just wanted to be around film all the time," said Columbia alum-
nus Bob Teitel at the Merle Reskin Theatre, 60 E. Balbo Drive. 
By Jordan Troka 
Assistanl_ Elilor 
Columbia alumnus Bob Tei tel spent 
an evening with Columbia students on 
Nov. 25 speaking about his successful 
film career and giving advice to film 
majors. 
At the Merle Reskin ThealJ'e, 60 E. 
Balbo Drive, Teitel discussed how he 
and his collaborator, fe llow Columbia 
graduate and frie nd George Tillman Jr .. 
were able to mao;termind such film hits 
as SO IlI Food. Mell of Honor. 
Barbersho/) and its upcoming sequel. 
Fi lm and Video Department Chair 
Bruce Sheridan moderated the event. 
"They made really good use of their 
time at school. " Sheridan said. 
"[Tei tel and TilIman1 are living exam-
ples of the willingness and the 
strength of the college." 
Teitel. who graduated from 
Columbia with a film degree in 1990, 
said he always loved film. 
"I just wanted to be around film all 
the time." Teitel said. noting that he 
even took a job at a drive-in movie the-
ater thinking he would be able to watch 
movies all the time. but ended up 
cleaning bathrooms. 
When he met Tillman in college, the 
two became frie nds because he said 
they "shared the same vision." While it 
Wa'i the mi llion dollar sale of their first 
fea ture film that brought the duo to Los 
Angeles. it Wa'i the creation and release 
of Soul Food that marked Teitel and 
Tillman 's firs t big Hollywood !-Iuccess. 
Teitel went on to produce Men of 
Honor starring Robert DeNiro and 
Cuba Gooding Jr. 
When Teitel and Tillman received 
the Barbers/lOp script in 2000, Teitel 
said it needed a lot of work and no one 
ever thought it would !-It ir up the con-
troversy thai it did. Teitel said thai he, 
Ti llman and the writer were not wise 
enough to real ize the negative impact 
some scene!-l in the fil m would have on 
the African-Americ:m community. 
"Jesse Jackson Iwas] calling our 
office screaming at us," Teitel said. 
Teitel said that while he tried to shy 
away from the controversy surround-
ing Bllrber.~IIop. MGM w:mted to cap-
italize on it for the sequel. 
"We kind of stayed :Iway frorn lcon· 
troversy 1. because it took us by surprise 
lafter the original was rclc:lsed1," Teitel 
said of Barbershop 2. 
Sheridan said that Teitel was unique 
in the film bus iness because of his 
fri endly and helpful personality. 
"He represents a new atti tude for a 
new generation," he said. 
It is not the first time Teitel has 
returned to the college to share his 
experiences with students. He had 
Columbia students as interns on the 
Chicago seto; of both Barbersllop and 
Barbershop 2. which wrapped up pro-
duction in September. Teitel said he 
feels obli gated to come back to 
Columbia because of what the school 
gave to him. 
Adam Beny. a career adviser for 
film majors in the Career Center of 
Arts and Media. was a Columbia stu-
dent when Barbershop Wa'i filming and 
had the opportunity to intern on the set. 
Beny echoed Sheridan's words, saying 
that Teitel made his ftrst encounter with 
a professional film production a posi-
tive one. 
" He was very approachable and 
accessible," said Beny, who helped 
plan the event. "He provided encour· 
agement to interns. He always said 
'just do it. get it done. '" 
Dirk Matthews. a film career and 
internship coordinator in the Career 
Center, said he Wa'i very pleased that 
Teitel Wa'i willing to participate in the 
event. 
"We' re very gratefu l to Mr. Teitel for 
being wi lling to give back to the stu-
dents," he said. 
Teitel answered student questions 
that covered a wide range of topics-
everything from shopping scripts to 
landing internship!-l-and also offered 
advice fo r breaking into the film busi· 
nes!-l. 
He said that short fil ms were great 
calling cards but that only fi nished 
work should ever be screened. as first 
impressions are what matter the most. 
Teitel told students to finance their 
fi lms "by any means necessary." He 
explained. however. that when a studio 
invests more money in a film, they 
often want more control of it. He said 
he had no problems with intrusion 
while making Barbershop. but he had 
many fights with studio heads whi le 
makinb Barber.\·I!op 2 because the stu-
dio invested more in it and expects it to 
be a success. 
"Barbn~lzop 2 should have tx.--cn the 
easiest film I've ever made, but it Wa'i 
the hardest," Teitel said. 
Thomas Brown, a senior fi lm major 
said Teitel did not tell him lmything he 
did not already know but did provide 
him with "a boost." 
" He's very inspirational," Brown 
said. 
City Beat 
...and we spy you 
with our camera 
phones 
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MONDAY 
In observance of World AIDS Day 2003, information 
tables will be set up around campus beginning at 1 J a.m. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7569. 
TUESDAY 
An AIDS video marathon begins at 4:30 p.m. in Hokin 
Hall of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7569. 
The Museum of Contemporary Photography presents a 
gaUery talk wilh artist John Ruskey at the museum in the 
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., at 6 p.m. 
For more information, call (312) 663-5554. 
WEDNESDAY 
The Wednesday Screening Series is at 6 p.m. in Room 302 
of the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave . The event will fca-
ture short films by Shuk-Shan Lee, WenHwa Ts'ao and Chi-
Jan Yin, all Columbia Film Department faculty members . For 
more information, call (312) 344-6708. 
" A Conversation with Animator Jon McClenahan" is at 
4:30 p.m. in room 302 of 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
McClenahan directed "Pinky and the Brain" and 
"Ani maniacs." For more information, call (312) 344-7280. 
THURSDAY 
Jump Rhythm Jazz Project 's Winter 2003 se ries is at 8 p.m. 
in The Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave. TIckcts are S 16 
to S24, and the show also runs Dec. 5 and 6. For tickets, call 
(3 12) 344-8300 or visit www.ticketweb.com 
"Hot 'n' Heavy Workshop: Eroticizing Safer Sex" is at 1:30 
p.m. in the Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 
S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (312) 344-7569. 
As part of the continuing Intersections lecture series, "This 
Ain't No Side Show: Popular Culture as Black World 
Metaphor" is at 6 p.m. in the fifth floor confe rence room of the 
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St . For more 
information, call (312) 344-7953. 
FRIDAY 
The Career Center for Arts & Media is sponsoring 
"Performarket" at I 0 a.m. in the Conaway Center of the 1104 
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. The event will include actors, 
voice-over talent, singers, musicians, dancers, comedians, 
casting directors, talent managers and association and union 
representatives. Admission is free, but those who wish to 
attend must RSVP to careercenterrecept@colum.edu with 
"Performarket" as the subject. For morc information, call 
(312) 344·6325 . 
Students wishing to test out of the class Foundations of 
Computer Applications can purchase the test at a reduced 
price ofS10 (usually S35) in Suite 400 of the Wabash 
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7526. 
If you have an upcoming event or 
announcement, call The Chronicle's 
news desk at (312) 344·7255, 
'Of. 
COILUMJaIlA Cl!!lIllON[CILI& 
New. 3 • 7 unr poll r .... lt. 
Art- you looking forward to Thanksgiving? 
VH; 87 percent No; 13 percent 
Vote at CoIumbiaChronlcJe.com 
Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief 
How to forecast bad luck 
M y column predicts the future. In this space last week, I wrote of 
my self-diagnosed obsessive-compulsive 
disorder. 
ft was fresh in my mind then when I 
realized Nov. 19 my car was broken 
into. Parked on the dark street in front 
of m)' apartment, it was a perfect bur-
g lary target- CD case exposed, CD 
player face still attached, several dozen 
quarters spread across the interior. 
Damned meters. 
The stealthy burglar (my mind has 
concocted a Unabombcresque soul) 
broke the rear window with a blunt 
I object, reached inside, unlocked the 
door and ripped my rather antiquated ! stereo from its plastic shelter. 
He or she g rabbed the handful of 
quarters and then took my CDs. Or 
maybe the CDs were first. I hear 
Sammy Davis Jr. and Chuck Mangione 
are huge on the petty criminal junket. 
What's worse is that it was a ll my 
I fau lt. Sitting in my rather chilly car, I 
felt a tinge of irony. There was no win-
dow, after all. 
If only I hadn't written that column! 
If on ly I hadn ' t professed my obses-
sion with locking things! If on ly I had-
I 
n't, upon reading my own words, real-
ized such an obsession was totally 
illogical and decided to not check 
twice that my CD player face was 
removed! 
If I had checked twice, r would have 
discovered the facade still attached and 
I then stowed it in its plastic carrying ease. My car would have been passed 
"Times change and students change 
from '68 to '88" reads thc demur head-
line inside the Dec. 5, 1988 edition of 
The Chronicle. The article revisits the 
pivotal '60s and how the nation- and 
Columbia- dealt with the women's lib-
eration movement , protests and the war 
I 
in South Vietnam. 
It also delves into Columbia's history. 
In 1968, the college was operating out of 
a rented, "run-down seven-story build-
ing" at 540 N. Lake Shore Drive- a lot 
now occupied by a high-rise. 
According to the article, "an elevator 
man transported some 200 students to 
the fifth and seventh floors where all 
classes were held. There were no depart-
ments." 
In 1976, the college purchased the 15-
sto ry Harvester Building at 600 S. 
Michigan Ave., converting it into the 
first in a string of building acq ui sitions 
by the college in the South Loop. The 
building sits less than a block from the 
Chicago Hilton and Towers- the nash-
point of the now-infamous 1968 
Chicago riots. 
Announcements 
Can we visit the set? 
• Brad ,Jilt and Jennifer Aniston 
grabbed the film rights to the novel The 
Time Traveler s Wi/e, written by faculty 
membe r Audrey Niffencggcr. 
The Hollywood power couple will 
star as husband lind wife in the film 
IIbout a man who unwillingly travels 
through time because ofa genet ic condi-
tion . No word on when filming will 
begin . 
It's herel 
• Early online registrat ion for the 
spring 2004 semester begins Dee. I. All 
sti ll be mine! Alas, if on ly I hadn ' t 
written that column! 
It was history repeating itself. 
About a month ago, I penned a criti-
cal column on the merits of my automo-
bile. r said it was nothing but a pain and 
I should try taking the cI a bit more, see-
ing as it 's only a block or two from my 
apartment. (After the events of Nov. 19, 
I now feel a little nervous leaving my 
car alone all day on my street.) 
That night, after my critical column 
about my car was complete, I arrived 
at my vehicle only to discover ... it 
wouldn't start. No ignition. No head-
lights. No CD player. (It hadn't been 
stolen yet.) 
The battery was dead. 
I guess my car isn't a fan of my col-
wnn. Or me, for that matter. Or, as t con-
tend, my colwnn can, and in fact does, 
predict the future. It makes a lot of sense. 
In this space a year or so ago, I pre-
dicted the American-led invasion of 
Iraq. Who saw that coming? Not John 
Kass, I can tell you that much. 
Before that, my co lumn predicted 
that the college will raise tuition rates 
for the semester. Was it my journalistic 
instinct? Nope, it was my column's 
prediction. r can't he lp it. 
My column also has an impressive 
batting average when it comes to elec-
tions, too. It foretold the outcome of 
the 2000 presidential race, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger's victory in the 
California gubernatorial race and 
Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley's re-
e lection in February. 
(Word to the wise: Watch that 
students will be able to register, but 
those who still have an unpaid fall 2003 
bill in January will have their classes 
dropped . 
Students will be able to register from 
any computer with an Internet connec-
tion, and registration times have been 
mailed to all OASiS e-mail accounts. 
For more information, contact the 
Oasis Student Help Desk at (312) 344-
7788. 
A penny for your thoughts 
• The student organization penny war 
has begun and donations can be made in 
the Hub of the 1104 Center, 1104 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
Donate pennies in support of a n 
organization or contribute other curren-
cy to help eliminate opponent o rganiza-
tions. The winning organization will 
win a cash prize. 
Progress Is smooth 
• "In Progress" opens Dec. 4 and 
runs through Jan 4. in the C-33 Gallery, 
33 E. Congress Parkway. 
The ex hibit features photographic 
works in progress by Bill Friedman 's 
Photography Seminar. 
A reception for the opening of the 
event is at 5 p.m. on Dec. 4. Gallery 
hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. and Saturdays by appointme nt. 
Listen up 
• WCRX Radio, 88. 1 FM will col-
laborate with the Unive rsity of Illinois at 
Chicago's Internet Radio to broadcast 
seven 2003-2004 regular season men's 
and women's UIC basketball games. 
This is the first time in WCRX's his-
tory that play-by-play wil l be broadcast. 
The brolldeast team consists of s ix 
Co lumbia students and three UIC stu-
dents. 
Broadcasts begin on Dec . 4. For more 
informlltion and a schedu le of a ll brond-
casts visit www.wcrx .ncl. 
Oet audited 
• Have you been audited by your 
friendly aClldemic IIdviser ltltc1y? If you 
plan on grllduating in June, it's about 
time for the !ludit to begin . 
Kuein ich fellow for the 2004 nod.) 
This column a lso forecast the new 
charges against Michael Jackson, 
which surprised even me. 
The only time my Page 2 column 
faltered was with the Cubs. r guess the 
curse is bigger than all of us. 
So, in the end, I learned a lot from 
my car's burglary: 
Listen to yourself. If you have OeD, 
listen a few times. 
• Be thankful for the men and 
women of the AAA for their swift help. 
My car went from being vandalized 
property on the street to vandalized 
property in a garage in less than an 
hour. Thanks AAA! 
• Be particularly thankful for the fine 
staff of Erie and LaSalle Body Shop in 
the city's River North neighborhood. I 
had my car back in a day. When your 
CDs are stolen, you're window's broken 
and you're mad at yourse lf, call (312) 
337-7486. 
• Always thank understanding 
instructors when you're late. Even if they 
don't believe you. 
• Be appreciative of people you date 
or work with after you've been a jerk. 
They deserve a lot of credit ... and an 
apology. 
So, I guess my burglary taught me I 
had a lot to be thankful for. It's never 
as bad as it seems and life's too short 
to get mad at a face less criminal. In 
reality, you should just give thanks for 
the things you already have. 
They should really have a holiday 
for that. 
-ccoales@chronic/email.com 
Audit applications can be found in the 
Academic Advising office in the Wabash 
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., 
Room 300 from any adviser. The 
process allows the school to make sure 
seniors are on the right path for that fate-
ful walk on graduation day, which is on 
May 29. 
Applications will be available on 
Columbia's website after Jan. I. 
And the winner is ••• 
• Columbia television instructors 
nominated for 2004 Emmy Awards 
include: Bond Li, Annie Esp, Pablo 
Alfaro, Tom Schnecke, Kevin Cross, 
Vince Munyon, John LaSanche. Lisa 
Lubin and Frank Partipilo. 
All f<nCuts provided by 
A«uWuthu.com 01003 
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Student Center 
remains on hold 
o College ' remains committed' to project, says official 
By LIsa Balde 
ManaJing Etfrto! 
A lack of funds and space · 
restrai nts stand in the way of negoli · 
aling solid plans fo r a Columb ia stu-
dent cenler, causing the coll ege to 
remain uncertain about a cancrele 
timel ine for the center's completion, 
schoo l officia ls said. 
Space barriers, plus a slumpi ng 
economy and a tight internal budget, 
wi ll push construction dates for the 
center even funhcr past the origina l 
2004 deadline, administrators said. 
the prope rty located just south of the 
Wabash Campus Bui lding, 623 S. 
Wabash Ave., Deb ish said. 
The space, a parking lot on the 
comer of Wabash Avenue and Balbo 
Drive, is currently owned by Buddy 
Guy's, accord ing to Debish. 
This lot was one of many consid-
ered by the college. 
Debish sa id thc college looked 
into build ing the cente r in the 
TheaterlFil m Annex, a Columbia-
owned building located at 14 15 S. 
Wabash Avc. The proposa l was 
turned down due to an "out of the 
way" location. 
The "greatest hope" for the center 
as of now is to acquire more land in 
Mark Lloyd, vice president of 
communications and marketing, told 
The Chronicle that the college is not 
currently prepared to move on the 
S35 million student cenler proposed 
by the school several years ago due 
to a lack of funds for the projecl. 
addition 10 the Buddy Guy's lot, Charles KushnerJThe Chrooicle 
acco,ding 10 Dcbish. Symon Ogeto (background), coordinator of International Student Affairs, attends a preview of The 
He said that, depending on the New Americans, a seven-hour PBS miniseries that documents the lives of immigrants in search of 
He said the future of the center 
depends on fu rther development of a 
" fund-ra ising infrastructure" to sup-
port the cost of the facility without 
dipping into student tuition . 
"successful" talks with the Spertus the American Dream, on Nov. 18. 
Institute of Jewish Studies, the col- .f--------------------------------------------' 
lege will obtain thc building still 
occupied by Spertus at 618 S. 
Michigan Ave. Columbia could then 
consider building a student center 
there. The infrastructure is not yet ready 
to support the full costs of a student 
center he said. 
Del Valle's history in his work 
o Faculty member keeps story of Lati no culture ali ve with class and perfonnances 
Columbia President Warrick L. 
Carter first announced the school's 
in itiatives to buil d a student center 
in 2000. The project was developed 
in conjunction with Carter's plans 
fo r a capital campa ign to ra ise out-
side funds for the schoo l. 
The project was created to supply 
a mullifaceted student center fo r stu-
dents to congregate outs ide of c lass. 
Like centers at the Univers ity of 
Illinois at Chicago. DePau l 
University and the Illinois Inst itute 
of Technology, the proposed facil ity 
wi ll conta in study spaces, a food 
court, recreati on hall s and computer 
labs. 
As the school continues to look 
for a pl ace to bui ld , the project 
rema ins in limbo. 
The college initiaily se lected a spot 
on the comer of Wabash Avenue and 
Eighth Street, where blues club 
Buddy Guy's Legends sits. 
An anonymous be nefactor donat-
ed the land to Columbia in 1999. 
The earliest that Columbia can 
build on this land is in May 2005, 
when Buddy Guy's lease ends. 
according 10 Mike Debish, vice presi-
dent of facilities and operations. 
Whether or not the blues club will 
move from that. location has yet to 
be determined . 
Columbia may consider "swap-
ping" the donated land, which has an 
est imated worth of $3 mi lli on. with 
Despite complications in the cen-
tc r's completion, administrators say 
the cente r remains a top priority of 
the co llege. 
By Dominick Basta 
SlaftWrit~ 
"The co llege remains committed For Tony Del Valle, writing stems 
to the long-term goa ls of a student the stories of his childhood. 
center," sa id Ma rk Kelly, into a poor family in Chicago, 
Co lumbia 's vice president of student . Co,lu,nbiia professor, musician and 
affa irs. Del Valle is constantly 
Students are skeptical of the col- by memories of his upbring-
lege's comm itment to the project, he was growing up, Del 
though. said he remembers his parents 
Earl ier th is month, the Student stories and folktales. 
Government Associat ion met with i father was like many sojourners, 
the board of trustees student affa irs work in the Slates and then 
committee and addressed concerns his fami ly from Puerto Rico to 
about the progress of the ce nter. i him. 
Top SGA senate members told the Like many Latino immigrants who 
trustees in attendance that they are came to the United States, De l Valle 's 
"d isturbed" at the disproportionate father did not bring books, but only the 
progress of the student center and meager possessions that he could carry. 
the University Center of Chica'go, What he and many other Latino 
the largest dormitory of its kind. immigrants brought was a "rich store of 
Meghan Juneau, SGA vice presi- literature in the fonn of stories, songs, 
dent, pointed out that the schoo l poems and other genres." It is this ora l 
took less time to propose and bui ld history that influences thc writing of 
the University Center wh ile the stu- Del Valle to this day. 
dent center rema ins at a standsti ll , "My desire to write springs directly 
according to the meeting's minutes. from a lTadition of story telling within 
The trustees to ld the SGA that my fam ily and funny narratives from 
they fu lly supported the initiative to my father," Del Valle said. "I keep pic-
complete the center, SGA Pres ident tures of mountains and waterfall s, 
Justin Kulovsek said . which I call my childhood playgrounds. 
Debish said short-term solutions Sometimes they serve as background 
have been discussed to compensate for what I write." 
for the lack of the center, including Del Valle is the author of the book 
expand ing the schoo l's C-Spaces Literacy Features of Three Puerto 
into min istudcnt centers. Rican Family Networ/c.s in Chicago: An 
Ethnographic Study. His work has been 
published in the short story co llection, 
Chicago West Side Stories, as well as in 
numerous Chicago Lat ino publications. 
Del Valle is also currently at work on a 
novel. 
Among the classes De l Valle teaches 
arc United States Latino Litenlture, 
English Composition I and II , and 
Introduction to Literature. 
'n addition to teaching, hc has also 
been a strong part of both the Chicago 
Latino and Columbia communities. 
"There are many extraordinary 
Latinos out in the Chicago Lat ino com-
munity," Del Valle said. Hc al so feels 
there arc several important issues 
involving Chicago Latinos that are 
worthy of more attention. 
FllafThe Chronicle 
Columbia is the landowner of the lot at the corner of Eighth Street 
and Wabash Avenue, which currently houses Buddy Guy's 
Legends and a row of abandoned storefronts. A deal to build a 
Columbia student center has been in the works for more than three 
years, but has slowed due to a lack in funds, college officials said. 
"Migration, bilingualism trad ition 
and modcrnity," Del Valle said. 
"Displacement, education, scarcity of 
Latino students and teachers in higher 
education. These arc import:m t 
issues." 
According to Columbia 's Office 
of Instit utiona l Planning and 
Resea rch, th e percentage of 
His panic stude nt s, both undergradu-
ate and graduate, at Colum bia is 
a lmost I I percen t, approx imately 
Tony Del Valle has watched the 
Columbia. 
1,068 students. 
'" am glad to sec more Latino pro-
fessors al Columbia. I remember a time 
when I was maybe one of two here." 
Del Valle said. "However, we need a lot 
more Latino teachers." 
De l Valle received his bachelor's in 
creative writing from Columbia in 
1978. He earned a master's in English 
from Northwestern University in 1982 
and a Ph .D. in English from the 
University of Ill inois at Chicago in 
1998. To enhance the learning expcri· 
ence fo r the Columbia community, Del 
Vane likes to organize events that high-
light important aspects of Lati no cui· 
ture, whether it be music or iitcrarure. 
"When I need a particular kind of 
artist. I call people like Ana Maria SOlO 
[Columbia's director of Latino Cultural 
Affairs] . I also have many contacts 
within the Ch icago art and music 
scene," Del Vallc said. 
Earlier this semester, he organized a 
pcrfonnance of Afro-Caribbean percus-
sion by local musicians. Through this 
performance, students and faculty 
leamed about native instruments of the 
Taino Indians of Puerto Rico, as well as 
the African percussion in folkloric and 
modem Latin music. There were also 
Afro-Caribbean dance lessons. 
Most recently, Del Valle brought 
guest presenter Jesus "Chuy" Negrete, 
an interpreter and preServer of 
Mex ican-American fo lk music. to 
Co lumbia for a pcrfonn:lnce of cOlTi-
dos (tradi tional Mexican running-verse 
ballads). 
The Nov. 10 pcrfonnance at C-33 
Space, 33 E. Congress Parkway, was a 
mov ing presentation by Negcclc, who 
is well-known throughout Chicago, and 
has becn described by author Studs 
Tcrkcl as the "Chicano Woody 
Guthrie." 
De l Valle sees performanccs such 
as Negrete 's as attempts to preserve 
Latino culture. 
"Music can se rve as a recupe ra-
t ion of cultural productions and a 
response to the threat of annihil ation 
and erasure," Del Valle said. 
De l Valle's says his writing comes 
from childhood family ex periences, 
as does hi s music, which has been 
performed in many large Chicago 
vcnues. 
"My ex. posure to music came 
since I was a child," Del Valle said. 
"My mothe r woul d roc k me in her 
hammock and sing me to sleep wi th 
fo lk songs. I have memorics of hear-
ing her sooth ing songs sometimes 
under the thunde rous blast of rain on 
our corrugated sin k roof." 
De l Va lle was part of a sa lsa 
orchestra that recorded three albums; 
the orchestra went on to perform in 
New York on stage with Afro-Cuban 
music legend, Machito. 
Currently, Del Va lle composes, 
arranges and writes lyric s. He al so 
plays keyboa rd, guitar and has sung 
with orchestra musicians. 
Strongest of Del Valle's pass ions 
though, is his writing, which is root-
ed in the earlier Latino generations 
th;lt used writing as a means to keep 
their oral hi story ali ve . 
For Co lumbia students and aspir-
ing writers at large, De l Valk advis-
es wrilers not 10 be afrai d to dwell 
upon personal histories. 
" Luok into what you have lived 
;lIId trust that il is worth sharing," 
Del Valle s:lid . "Live full y, awake to 
all your senses, guthering ex peri-
ences ;as yOll go 
4 December 1, 2003 
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Dresses sit dormant inside a storage room in Columbia's 1006 S. Michigan Ave. building. The 
wardrobe, dating back to the 19605, is donated by designers for reference by fashion majors. 
For SOC, fund raising more than 
grandma's· goodies and bake sales 
o Groups stage film screenings, exhibits to fire up support and funds 
By Dominick Basta 
StalfWriter 
The fund-raising season for 
Columbia student organizations has 
officially kicked off. 
Columbia's Student Organization 
Council recently hosted a panel dis-
cussion for all student organizations 
and their staff members, in the hopes 
of sparking interest in developing 
ideas for fund-raising events during 
the year. 
The panel, made up of students 
from several different student organi-
zations. diseussed the cost, prepara-
tion, campaigning. perks and difficul-
ties of the fund-raiser. as well as 
advice aboU1 fund-raisers in general. 
Many of the organizations at 
Columbia do not need to have fund-
raisers, because the money available in 
their SOC account is ample, according 
to ehante Stepney. graduate assistant 
and coordinator of student leadership, 
There are those larger organizations, 
however, that require fund-raisers to 
pay for the events they need to stage in 
order to continue to attract members. 
There is a standard process that all 
recognized Columbia student organ-
i7..ations must go through to stage a 
fund-raising event. Any organization 
planning a fund-raiser must submit 
an official proposal to the Office of 
Student Leadership, 1104 S. Wabash 
Ave .• that specifics funding requests, 
venues for proposed events, a 
description of the event as how it 
relates to the organi7.ation's mi S5 ion, 
and a letter of support/attendance 
from a facuity adviser, 
The proposal is then evaluated by 
the treasurer's counci l to determine the 
amount oflhe rcquc!ll and availability 
of facility space, Domink Cuttonc, 
direcllJr of student leadership, and 
Sharon Wilson·Taylor, dean of stu-
dcn($, Iwer~e lind advise this proccss, 
"All fund raising mwtt be approVed 
by the dean {of l tudcntJ)," COllonc 
• aid, .... nle Or~ni7-<itioll" mUlit provide 
prvoflheir organi:.t...ation is in ex iMe nce 
and depo#it all funds railled intu a 
fUrld-r<ti~inK account." 
Af.:cotding IV vMious leadern tilJlII 
~vend Mudent orw.ni~ali onlj , 
Novell1ber and DecemDcr an.: lite he'" 
f)iIJrlth,. to plMl lUld cUjJ,'d,nllle fund~ 
tai1ln~ eWtillJ, Spofl;Ofllhjp dur iull, Il,ilt 
limc i~ more likely " ;' I/X bllhlnt.:flflCfI 
if Ie IIp! If 1 ;, 11'1(;:1111: fUfItI-rail'l illU cV'CrH lI' 
11110 'Mir YC::ilr. t.:nd nud~1, 
"'~vt'tlt .. wkc MJ milch plillll1ing und 
org;milarlutl,f' s ... ,d Nick (i"lrlet, l,rclI-
,dem lA' Cat lllo AIIJiltfcC WId a jlmll.u 
cultural studies major. "It's good to 
have ideas and a reliable group of peo-
ple for a successful fund-raiser." 
Gomez knows about the balance 
fund-raisers require. Last year, the 
Latino Alliance, which is one of 
Columbia' s largest organizations 
with nearly 70 members, organized 
the very successful Culture Night 
event at Columbia held in the Hokin 
Annex of the Wabash Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The 
event featured art exhibits, perform-
ances and Latin American cuisine 
from around Chicago. Gomez said 
the biggest fac tor in the event's suc-
cess was word-of-mouth. 
"We didn't do a lot of promotion, 
but the word got out and nearly 200 
people showed up," Gomez said. 
Latino All iance wi ll be holding a 
fund-raiser for . Uhlich Children's 
Home on Dec, 12. All funds raised at 
the event will go toward a Christmas 
Party for the children, according to 
Gomez. 
Daniel Guzman, Student 
Government Association tr~asurer, 
praises community-based initiatives 
like the one hosted by Latino 
Alliance because anyone, not just 
those interested in the organization, 
may participate. 
Another one of Columbia's largest 
organizations, The Sunrayz Film 
Society, has had enonnOU5 success 
with its fr:ee movie nights (donations 
are recommended), held several times 
a year at the Bumham PIa1.a Theatre, 
826 S. Wabash Ave. 
Headed up by sophomore directing 
major Yah-Mari Cole, the organi7 •• uion 
works with marketing lind di stribution 
companies for the showings of movies 
for Columbia studenb. According to 
Cole, this has becn Sunmyz's on ly 
sourcc of fund raj!! ing unli ll1ow. 
"Thj , year we WiJllt 10 eithcr throw a 
party in the Hukin or hold a banquet," 
Cole l'uid, "We're looking for film-
relutcd ~pol1wr' und 11 phlf.:c to hold 
Ithe evenlj sn il'K nol definite yet." 
A~hlcy JilckllOn. presidcnl Qf the 
Columbiu Co ll cl4c Assucialion of 
BI ... ck JoUrtWli tlHI, :faid lali t yl.!ur's 
Wanlla Be all Idol'! I.!VCIII, which wall 
ltplJnMJred by WX I<T atlltc I Jerlll an 1>. 
( 'mlflway Cenler, II U4 S, Wulia!!h 
Ave" walt a terrifi c !luecc'S!!, 
"( )vcr I O(i pevpll.l !tlnlcd Ilul fill' I hI,; 
cVt: nt II/HJ WC IHade nver ~:1 !){j ," 
)lICktllJ ll nalli. " Wc' lI he d~. l IlU Ihe 
,w HII; CWllI lll'.uln th lu year dUf',uK tim 
1lprlll l-' IIC/flcllt!;r" 
"wt/ IIIItCf' u' I,(Ull i'l:utiuou, Ili c 
Columbia Urban Music A:ssociation 
and the Columbia College Fashion 
Association, have had success with 
past fund-raising events, ' 
Asia Johnson, CUMA member, was 
part of last spring's event, wh ich 
brought leading music industry insid- , 
ers to Columbia, 
"It's a lot of work, but it's also 
expensive," Johnson said, who has 
also helped organize a successful non-
Columbia-affiliated food drive in the 
past. "You have to spend money to 
make money." 
The Columbia College Fashion 
Association sale is an annual event for 
the CeFA, CCFA asks for donations of 
household items to promote inventory 
in the event. Funds raised benefit the 
CCF A's community outreach program, 
My Fair Lady, which serves women in 
recovery from drug and alcohol abuse. 
The project brings together fashion 
students and a local salon to produce 
makoovers. With donations and funds, 
CCFA provides business attire to 
women which they can use for future 
job interviews. At the end of this 
process, the CCFA produces a fashion 
show that fe'aturcs the women from the 
recovery center. 
This year's CCFA sale is sched~ 
uled to be in the Hokin Annex, Dec. 
16 and 17. 
Many organizations find collecting 
the actual funds at events the most dif-
ficult part of the process. Since most 
students don' t have the money or 
interest to spend their money on stu-
dent activities, it is important admis-
sion be kept low, around $3 or 54, 
"The only way we can rea lly raise 
enough mOlley to pay for the event 
and such is to charge," Johnson sa id. 
"If we only churge 51 for the evcnt 
and 70 people show up, thcn it was-
n't really II success," 
Fund ruising forces orgunizations to 
be crcat ive in their cfforts. 
Advcrtisement can be as simple liS get~ 
tillg the word out und posting II few 
flicrs unmlld cnmpus, 
"GCI the wur(j around thwu/oth fa c~ 
lilly," Guzma ll su it! . "If teuc: "r:; CII II 
Il1llHl\lllCe event s in thei r classcs, wc 
hllust uur ChUlIC("!I \If bett er a t ll.' ll · 
dUIlf.:c." 
Mmll illlportnill III eV\lnl l\llId I 'uis~ 
Il lS is Clll 111J1 it il lCIII to the ol'g n l1 i7tIlIOt l, 
lIl1I l Ihl; tlf.:' ,in,l lll ~cc the cvc lltlh t'OllBh; 
!r'OIt I tllc bt'gl l1f1i l lll lu the end, 
"Think olll!lldc Iht.: hvx 11m! mllsldc 
thc rlo'd IU1'II,; ," ('tilc !ltll~l , "A nd Ill llSI 
IIlJptll\lIJ1Ii)', lJ.cl ul'lwl11/cd, 'fhul' lI k\')'," 
Campus News 
Registration for 
spring kicks off 
o New servers, more staff intended to ease process 
By Fernando 0181 
N ... Edftor 
Expect changes to Columbia 's 
online student portal, OASIS, to take 
effect this semester just in time for 
spring semester early registration. 
Intended to streamline usc of the 
service. college officials have 
focused on making the service a one-
stop shop for everyth ing from aca-
demic records to online registration. 
The spring semester registration 
period is the first real opportunity 
for students to register in their paja-
mas, a convenience advertised dur-
ing _last year's fall registration peri-
od: Students will be able to enroll in 
classes for the spring from any com-
puter with an Internet connection. 
"[Students} can register at four in 
the morning if they want to," said 
Marvin Cohen, director and registrar 
-of the Records Office, who expects 
about half of the student population 
to register eady. "They can do it 
Christmas Eve on the brand new 
computer that Santa Claus brought 
them." 
Studehts will still have to meet 
with a faculty member in their 
declared major's department to 
receive an advising clearance before 
signing up for classes. 
This is also the first semester that 
students will be eligible to register in 
spite of certain financial restrictions. 
Among other changes, Cohen said 
that letters have not been sent to 
infonn students of their registration 
time slot. The Registrar's Office 
mailed yellow postcards last week 
advising students to check their 
OASIS e-mail account for registra-
tion times; Like last semester, stu-
dents can register during their desig-
nated time slot or any time after. 
Early registration begins Dec. 1 and 
runs through Jan 16. 
OASIS will also ofTer increased 
'visibi lity for prerequisites and an 
ability to query electives that can 
help determine what classes satisfy 
wh ich requirements, said Bernadette 
McMahon, director of Information 
Technology. The Topics classes, 
commonly offered in all depart~ents 
with rotating subjects, will also be 
included she said. 
Students who have not paid the 
full balance of their fall tuition will 
be allowed to register but will be 
required to bring their balances 
below 5500 before Jan. 16. 
Schedules will be voided and stu-
dents will ,have to wait until open 
registration to re-enroll if that 
requiremen't is not met. 
Last month, the Information 
Technology Department .added two 
servers to make portal traffic run 
smoothly. In January, OASIS will be 
upgraded from its current version to 
OASIS 3.0, according to McMahon. 
The IT Department has ~lso planned 
a schoolwide infrastructure, upgrade 
for next semester to improve con-
nectivity for the college's computing 
resources. 
This week, while registration is 
underway, academic advisers and 
help desk personnel will be on hand 
in the Residence Center, 731 ·S. 
Plymouth Court, to field any qUl!S-
tions or problems during the regis-
tration process. Otherwise, "every-
body is on their own," McMahon 
said. 
However, one perennial problem 
going into the registration period is ' 
apparent. 
"Students are not getting 
advised," McMahon said, who keeps 
a tally of those that have been 
cleared for registration through 
OASIS. As of last week, 3,941 stu-
dents had been cleared, McMahon 
said. She noticed a spike in the num-
ber of approvals, but almost two-
thirds of students are still ineligible 
to register. Seniors with the most 
credits accumulated are slotted to 
register first with each year and 
respective number of credits sched· 
uled thereafter. 
Support staff at the Residence 
Center won't be clearing students $0 
they~an rCg!~r, Cohen said. As ~a 
re~sult. most departments will contin-
ue to clear students for registration 
after it has begun. 
"We have to," said Latoya Brown; 
a secretary in the Television 
Department. "There are going to be 
plenty of [students] who haven't had 
advising yet." 
"You always have a small number 
who are last-minUte people," Cohen 
said. 
The IT Department has staffed the 
Student Help Desk to handle a possi-
ble increase in calls from students 
needing help. 
For registration information. log 
into your OASIS account at 
hllp:lloasis.colum.edu. For help using 
the onlinePorlal, call (312) 344-7788 
.or e-mail studentoasis@colum.edu. 
Salary Continuedfrom Front Page 
President of Academic Affairs Steven 
Kapclke, who earned 59 1,375 for a 
partial year in 200 I. A year later, 
records show Kapelke made 5223,686 
in pay and benefits. Last year, 
Kapclke was the 11th highest paid 
administrator at the college, 
Thc highest paid head of an aca-
demic depurtment for the second 
yenr is Zufl'll Lermul1 , head of the 
co llege's Institute for Science 
Education. The records indicate 
Lerman dipped 5300 from last year, 
During the 2002 tiscu l yellr. Lermlln 
e:lrllcd $ 196,882 in puy Ilnd $53,122 
in benefit s. , 
Phi li p J. KI\lkoff. Ihe former nsso-
chIle vic", prcsidl.lnt of continuing 
educution, received 1\ 32 percent 
ra ise dur ing the !iscid yetI the 
highest or ('o lumbiu's \,lxCl;uti vcs, 
Klllko lT nHidc $229.00 I, lI P from th\l 
200 1 n:leal ye llr inco lllu of 
$ 176,\)1)7, KIl\l\VlI us (\)[umhiu 1, 
Illu COllllnllin ij HdllCllthll1 
I )cplIl'lmlJllt \Vus c1Llscd hy the I ' lil. 
1~¥1,l in MIUTh l\luk\llr is nuw UII 
11ISI!'IICtOl' ill 1 11t~ l ~ lIl1c llti\ItI\ll Sllldlcs 
l)cpul'tnl ulll , 
A II~W 1I \l\.lllhlll II) lhl.l list i~ 
Nicholas Rabkin, who has served as 
the executive director of the Chicago 
Center for Arts Policy since Nov. 
200 I . For his first year at Columbin. 
• Rabkin- who previously served as 
commissioner of the city's 
Depnrtment of Cultural Affairs and 
worked for the John T, and Catherine 
D. MacArthur Foundation- received 
5197,725 in pay nnd benefits. making 
him the seventh highest paid. official 
at the college. 
Cheryl Johnson-Odim. dean of the 
College of the School of Liberal Arts 
and Science, is buck un the list for 
the second time in I\S numy yean . 
Johnson~Odim, the (,lnly coUcge 
delln (m the list. ntUde $185,582 dur-
illS the 2002 fisc"1 year, 
With:\ I.)OlllllCIIs8tion pnckn~t.' total~ 
lnt; $18S,~SJ:. Dennis Rich, th,' clu\ir-
mnn of the Arts, Med i~\ I'm" 
Muna~C1U ll llt DOI'~urtmcnt. N~mds "\It 
Ihe list. Ills StlllU)' um.l ~nct1t$ com~ 
pens"t!on p~H!kl\£.e ren~cts sli@htly 
IIlI.'lNlimn n 6.:1 I'-.!rclJ:lIt r(\iSl\ 
Thu HI~ 1\\ll\\s niSI) shu\\ s 
t'uhuuhla's CXI)Cl\llll\u'1:s tllt:lh.'<I SilO 
1111111\111 ,lIl1'ill» Ih~ tis~i\l YCtlf. whh 
I\' \' CI \~IC:-o uI'IICIW!)' $I I ~ milHon, 
Mobility's Nobility. PowerBook G4 
The 12-inch. 
Presenting the new 12-
inch PowerBook G4. 
featuring a brilliant 12-
inch active-matrix display 
housed in a stunning 
aluminurn alloy enclosure 
. weighing Just 4.6 pounds. 
Starting at $1 ,399 
With SuperDrive: $1,599 
The all-new lS-inch. 
Fully loaded with a 
1.25GHz PowerPC G4, 512K 
of L2 cache, AirPort 
Extreme Card, rnegawide 
display, Hadeon graphics 
and a slot-ioading 
$uperDrive, the 15·inch 
PowerBook G4 boasts 
jaw·-dropping features. 
Starting at $1,799 
As described: $2,299 
The 17-inch. 
The next big thing from 
Apple:The new 17-inch 
PowerBook G4. Featurina 
the la rgest, most 
spectacular display ever 
to grace a portable. 
miraculously engineered 
into a l-inch-thin 
notebook that's ultralight 
and ultradesirable. 
Starting at $2,699 
Another great offer when you buy a Mac. 
Buy any Mac and get Keynote for only 
$49 - an instant savings of $30. 
No matter which Mac you choose, you can save $30 on 
Keynote at the time of purchase. Offer available 
through December 27. 2003 
Back to school basics, available from Apple. 
In addition to 5% to 15% 
discounts on most Apple 
products, you can buy all the 
accessories you need from the 
Apple Store for Education, many 
d iscounted for students. 
HP Deskjet 5150 
$99.00 
Pro Skater 4 
$39.95 
Microsoft Office v.X 
$149.95 
JBL Creature Speakers 
$129.00 
.. Authorized Reseller 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College 
623 S. Wabash, Suite 205 
Pho ne: 312.344.8MAC 
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/ 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 
S99.95 
December 1, 2003 -S 
17" Flat Panel ' $1,699 
Il'IdYdfS 1.25 Gil G4 &$usmon~ 
Tnret:' slimmer- rnode:!$. Ahe.3d-<lf-the·curv~, desIgo, More 
w3y~ to- ~"avefun, Th€' perfe<t tTaYf'1 mmpanjQn, 
10 GB • 2,500 Songs ' $269y 
20 GB • 5,000 Songs' $369 
40 GB • 10,000 501'195 • $469 
:~: 
Power Mac G5 
l1ie wQikYs f;Stestpenonal 
computer. flC1\"I with 64,bit 
\<l<hnology ~ bandwidth to bum, 
iBook _ 
eMac 
The most affordable Mae, portabte 
ever - now wit~ G4 po ..... er. 
rZ" iBook· $949 
includes 800 MHz G4 &: (D,ROI\' 
Fit:< in )'0'" ba~kp;,(, - and you, 
Hfe. A killer <;ornbo, 
14" IBook· $1199 
tndude$ 913 M.Hz G.i & C!){'(!bq, Oriv~ 
PerfOfmacn.c.~ and value, aU in (me~ 
Affqrd.bl~ G4 P"""'" 
Combo Drive' $749 
Includo, 1 ~~ 4-4',40 GQ Hf,td Drive 
SuperDrive ·.$999 
!ndudUl~~.~GB~~ ~ 
",,,,,._'l\L%'W .. ~,~ @ 
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Tues, Dec. 2 
Student Concert Series 
7:00 PM 
Music students perform with faculty trio: Doug 
Lofstrom, bass; Frank Donaldson, drums; Thomas 
Gilnther, plano. 
Qualifies for Recital Attendance credit " 
Wed. Dec. 3 
Donald Neale Solo Piano fJj; 
12:30 PM 
Neale perfonns Beethoven's Sonatas #1 - 3 
Qual/Des for Recital Attendance credit 
Thurs. Dec. " 
Gary Yerkins & Friend 
12:30 PM 
" 
Acoustic set of original songs written and 
performed by GaryYerklns. with accompanist 
Grant Tye, 
All events are free. "or more Info: 31~300 
Muoio ~ pianos __ by OrIIgora'. MuoIC1Iille, Inc. 
Fiction Writing Department 
Looking 
for a c/~ss? 
Think 
Fiction 
Writing! 
Are you interested in writing? 
Are you creative? 
Do you have stories to tell? 
s~ your department advisor 
during counseling for Spring 2004 Early,Registration 
" Fiction Writing classes available in 
.:. Short Stories 
.:. Novels 
.:. Creative Nonfiction 
.:. Script Forms 
Story Workshop® and other 
Fiction Writing Department 
courses will improve reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, visualizing, and 
creative problem-solving skills 
useful for every college major and the job market. 
Fiction Writing Department 
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue 
312·344· 76ft 
lEGET I AS • ZA Jq TIME TO REGISTER! 
YES, IT'S TIME FOR SPRING 2004 REGISTRATION. 
HERE'S THE DEAL: 
December 1 - January .16 
For all continuing degree-seeking under-graduate and graduate students. 
Check your OASIS email For your assigned time slot, which is between December 1 -
December 12 based on cumulative earned credit hours. The Format For your OASIS 
e-mail login is: Firstname.Lastname@myoasis.colum.edu and your e-mail password is 
the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it) . 
1. Contact your major department For an odvising clearance BEFORE YOU R 
REGISTRATION DATE: 
2. Check your balance on OASISI Students with an outstanding balance may still 
register. However, your spring 2004 closs schedule WILL BE VOIDED on 1/16/04 
if your balance is greater than $500.00. Payment to meet this requirement must be 
received by the college no later than 1/16/04. 
3. Do itl Once you are cleared in your department, you can register from ANY 
COMPUTER WITH INTERNET ACCESS ON OF AFTER YOUR ASSIGNED TIME. 
STILL NEED HELP? 
just let us know and we'll walk you through it. 
Freshman Center 312.344.7925 
Student OASIS Help Desk 312.344.7788 
Student Help emai l: studentoasis@colum.edu 
Walk-in Help Desks in all of Columbia's open labs 
Oilers 
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FREE & confidential HI" testing' 
Planned Parenthood 
Par.nt., Families and Friend. of Lesbiu. ud Cay. 
SerNnlng. for d.prlllion, hlpolar dlsord.r & gen.raliz.d luilly disord.r 
Ra,. 'IIctlm AdwoCltll . 
A •• y. Clre profes.ional 
A chiropractic group 
A vari.ty of 11t.,.IIiva MHieia. practltion.rs 
A. acupuncturist 
A n lllrition ill 
Uf YOU!1 
~C£ H£Rf 
Ik Chronicle i5 hir/"nJ for -file. .spriflj semtSw' 
InttrtSffd? 'HcJ( u.p an o.pp',(4·"'''o" @ /923 S. W4bfSh, 1m. IDS: 
and -fall< -10 Chn:s (6,htd, 312- ~~tf- 7'f3Z. . 
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This is you and your partner. 
These are your past partners, and your partner's past partners. 
These are the people who have had sex with the people who have had sex with the people who have had sex with the people you have had sex with. 
(Honestly, what do you know about them?) 
YOU NEED THE FACTS! 
AIDS Awareness Week 
Mon., Dec. 1st World AIDS DAY 2003 
Tue., Dec. 2nd 
Wed., Dec. 3rd 
Thu., Dec.4th 
Info tables arou nd camp us, b rought to you by Umoja, Latino Alliance, 
and Columbia Spectra 11am-2pm Project Vida 1- 3:30 pm, 623 S. Wabash Ave . lobby 
AI DS Video Marathon! 
5-8:30 pm, Hokin Hall 
All-College Heath Fa i r 
A sexual Health Task Force production. Noon -4 pm, Hokin Annex 
Hot ' n ' Heavy Workshop: Eroticizing Safer Sex 
with Joe from Howard Brown Health Center. 1 :30-2:30 pm, Hokin Annex 
COME GET YOUR FREE PIZZA & LATEX COL~ o 
Sponsored by MULTI - CULTURAL AFFAIRS, a division of Student Affai r s, Funded by Student Act ivity fees . 
10 NATIONAL CAMPus N EWj_"2003 
Tragedy in memory, Texas 2nlinois students. make 
-c_ Rhodes Scholar list A&M bonJ.lle bums on 0 'Shocked and excited,' says one of32 winners 
o Only one minor injury reported in annual pre-football game ceremony 
By Sonia Maghe 
The Battalion (TexasA&M U.) 
(V-WIRE) COLLEGE STATION. 
Texas-The center pole in this year's 
Texas A&M Univcrsiry otT-campus 
student bonfire collapsed at 3: 13 a.m. 
on Nov. 22. predicting that Texas 
A&M would beat the University of 
Texas in last months' highly-anticipat-
ed foolball game. 
Traditionally. if the center pole of 
the bonfire collapses before midnight, 
it is predicted that A&M will lose to 
Texas. bUi if it collapses after mid-
night, A&M will win. 
This year marks the second year a 
bonfire has been held off campus. 
Sincc the 1999 Aggie Bonfire collapse 
that resulted in thc deaths of 12 Texas 
A&M students and the injury of 27 
more, Aggie Bonfire's lies with the 
university have been severed. 
Approximately 13,000 people 
attended the bonfire, which took place 
on the privately-owned property of 
Brad Zimmennan, an Aggie sUPjX>rt· 
er, said Mack Lampton, Unity Project 
director. 
Paul Harding. a senior animal sci· 
ence major who helped build the bon· 
fire, said the atmosphere last Saturday 
night was one of anticipation and 
excitement. 
"People weren't quite sure what (0 
expect because it wasn '( a cake design 
like the old bonfire," he said. 
1be event was a success, Harding 
said, bringing together new and old 
Aggies. This year's attendance 
exceeded last year's. 
"When it lit, there was a moment of 
silence;' Harding said. "People were 
in awe at how amazing it looked." 
One minor injury was reported at 
the bonfire, which was treated on 
the scene. None of the 
"gray pots," students who were 
tending the bonfire, were hurt. 
Lampton said. 
Aggie yells were conducted on 
autopilot in the absence of the yell 
leaders. as thousands of people ...... aited 
at the site for about 7,000 others, who 
were held up en route because of shut· 
tie bus delays. 
"We probably should have had 
more buses," said Aaron Stagner. 
spoktsman for the Unity Project "We 
Sh""" MtdIblehhflhe_ 
Texas A&M senior agricu~ure major Jim Bouse leads the crowd 
in Aggie yells during Unity Project's ofJ-campus bonfire held Nov. 
22 night. 
even had lots of people walking down 
the road to get there." 
Shuttle bus delays were due to a 
swge of people heading to the bonfire 
around 7:30 p.m., Harding said. 
"We knew it was going to be a long 
trip, but the problem' was that every· 
one showed up at the same time," he 
said. "We weren't prepared for all the 
traffic." 
Will Trevino, a senior psychology 
major, said seeing the bonfire bum 
was worth the trouble it took to get 
there. 
"Coming to this university, ( had 
always looked forward to seeing the 
bonfire," he said. '" was really disap-
jX>inted when I learned that I wouldn't 
be able to see one here during my time 
atA&M." 
Trevino said he initially didn't sup--
jX>rt Student Bonfi res but changcd his 
mind after ancnding and giving it a 
chance. 
"( feel that for me it continues thc 
spirit," he said. 
Stagner said the bonfire got started 
later than ever since it was held off 
campus. "Back when it was still held 
on campus it would be lighted at 
'dark·thirty' because thcre was no set 
time," he said. 
The bonfire took almost a year of 
planning. including months of cutting 
trees and stacking logs. During "push 
week." the week before bonfire, stu· 
dents helped build the bonfire every 
day from 6 p.m. until midnight. ft is 
called push week because of the push 
to get the job done before Saturday, 
Stagner said. 
The students who get to light the 
fire walk around it three times before 
it is lighted-as a tradition, Lampton 
said. 
"Three times around the bonfire: 
one for you, one for your mother and 
onc for your date," Lampton said. 
Bccause the bonfire is no longer 
associated with A&M, the Corps of 
Cadcts and yell leaders were not 
required to anend the event as groups, 
but they could do so if thcy chose, said 
Corps public relations officcr Justin 
Woods. Because of a call to quarters, 
freshmen cadets were not able to 
attend. 
"The yeilleadcrs are their own stu· 
dent organization," Woods said. "The 
bonfire was not recognized as a uni· 
versity related event." 
Protesters object to coUege employee comment 
By J .... n AmlrhadP 
eavar"" Daily (U. Virginia) 
(U-W1RElCHARLOTTF.5VILLE. 
Va.- Carrying signs and chanting slo--
gans in pr~t of alleged racial 
retTJarkj by a University Medical 
Center supervisor, more than 50 stu-
dents, staff and activi't! turned out 
SQ'V. 21 to pkk.ct in front of the 
University of Virginia', hospital. 
The hour·long lunchtime gathering 
attracted the attention of many 
byslanders but did not impede: traffic 
or divupt normal opera1iom at the 
hospital. 
E1i:.r.abeth Cok~, it manber of the 
Staff Union at the U",ver~ ity or 
VifiJnta and phy~JCal tech K11ior in 
'Ile Mwi<>1 S<hool. ",id the purpooc 
of the prO'k:M wa.'t to make people 
~"e of ,acl~ ptoblem~ lit the uni· 
''''''Y. beyond tho wldely-publicittd 
tAatkf:.u inddult , ... Halloween Itnd 
tho alleged ....... k on S'uderrt COIll1d l 
~,_'" Doisy Lundy du' ing the 
.let1ion. 
t.Mt wak, t~ IJVA lIdmmiMNltkm 
_lpfed ,I.K ... ,hat • medic.1 
~ U9«I II r.til'd ePithet in 
,,"'" of OmpklY_ OOf",e a ".IT 
muI,,,, N<1v. 10. AiI<'r .. ord of tho 
oIlcpd lneldellt JfJt""" (,om th< ... 
im'hfwd, JttIIf' UftKYN rrHmtbett ~nl &0-
... ,1. ,., VI,g'ni' (h... M"~ K 
iN",,,., Inc '1'lIoodoy. ""'~. 00''''' 
university President John T. Castt:-cn, 
In rcleased an official statement about 
the incident. 
Included in the statement was a 
report by Medical Center CEO R. 
Edward Howell, who conducted sepa-
rate interviews with those pre.scnt at 
the original meeting. The rcport 
included thc supervisor" allcged 
remark. 
'" can't belicve in this day :uld agc 
that there ', a ' ports team in our 
O3lioo', capital named the R cdsk in~ . 
That is as derogatory to I ndi,,"' as 
having a leam called Ni"cTS would 
be to blacks," WM roughly whnt the 
supervisor reportedly said. 
Colc, Mid ~ wa.'t inrurmed or the 
allcged incident SOOIl lInCr it flCCurrcd 
and doubts thai anyone would hll\l(; 
taken issue with thllt Ycrsiol1 of I I~ 
t"{JfTImcMb. 
'" don't think iI Wll~ Ilsed Ihlll wuy," 
~hc sltid. "Anytime thaI word i~ used. 
that i ~ of"Tcn~ive." 
Unlve"ity spokC!lWOmlUI ('11101 
Wood Mid , he belic ... e~ '·Iowell's 
report ttl be lCCuude ~U!lO . 11 tokl· 
~lint pRnics JWoVide:d cotmbutt. thl¥ 
acwuntill "rthe Inc;klcnl, 
'''rhey were inte ..... ieww lmJlvidilbl. 
I)': .110 ""t "It w .. elm 'hot th.y 
wete 311 .t the 8imtl tonvet8Mtiun." 
o..p;'. ,hi. dl'pIllty. Cui.. ..Id 
.,he ill Mlisfled with the Ufllve"It)"1I 
action in response to the incidcnt, 
which, according to Casteen's stale· 
ment, included a follow·up with thc 
supervisor. 
"I don't want her to be fired," she 
said . "I just want her to be aw3l'e that 
word can't be said." 
In addition to addrcssing the 
alleged incident, last Friday's protest 
was part of thc staff union's latge, 
fight for worker's rights, said Dena 
Bowers, a member of the Stan-Union 
at thc Un ivcrsity of Virginia, the 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored PL'Ople and 
II ulliver.Jity employee, 
"Afr1cIIn-Ameritnn worktl'3 hnve 
not been lIblc to budge from II low 
IncolI\c level," shc su it.l, 
Bowcl'll udded thIn u "pluntutiol1 
mentality" cxlsl!t lit the university, 
with the IIdlllinistl'ntion ijlvinH IUcl'C 
" lip scrvlce" to divcn ity i5lJUt:l'I, 
"llhlnk thut they think in Ihllir Ilur~ 
row mim.!s Ihut hllving high rtlllkiulf, 
AfriclIll·Americulls in edUCltllol1 wil l 
!lol1'lchuw dhnini!lh tho villuc, rttnkhlM 
aud cducationuJ qunll,y of the ll1l1 t1lu· 
tlOtl W~I1, 111 flMil, It I~ Just tho Of'pt1oo 
lite," sho sa id. 
"W.'" trylnK 10 ",.lIy ,olk . lJwt 
dlvi!l'iit), lI,allt1.! '" th4! u"lv~I'iIl)\" lile 
!HIld. '"'n te bottom lin, III dta unlv,,.I-
ty 18 tlommlttoo to behllJ II welcoltllllU 
pi ... rut .II IJCI~! I • . " 
~="PZs 
BOSTON (AP}-The newest 
class of Rhodes Scholars includes a 
female fonner wing commander 
who led 4,000 cadets at the U.S. Air 
Force Academy, a political science 
major who has worked with 
refugees in the Balkans and 
Afghanistan and a national Frisbee 
champion who was a contributing 
sc ientist on a NASA Mars mission. 
• Two are also Illinoisans: Robin 
Rotman, a student at the University 
of the South from north suburban 
Lake Bluff, and Bethany L. 
Ehlmann, a student at Washington 
Uni'Versity from downstate 
Edwardsville. 
As the winners were announced 
Nov. 21 and 22, many of the final· 
ists waited impatiently at cere· 
monies in cities around the country. 
"It was really nerve·racking," 
said Rachael A. Wagner, 21, a win· 
ning Harvard University senior 
from Virginia Beach, Va., who 
waited with a group in Washington. 
"I turned to the woman next to me 
and said. 'did he say my name?' I 
was really shocked and excited." 
Harvard led the class of 2004-
the l00th year of American Rhodes 
Scholars- with four of the 32 
American scholars . The U.S. 
Military Academy, Stanford 
University, Boston College, 
Williams College and Washington 
University can each boast of two. 
The winners were selected from 
963 appl icants endorsed by 366 
colleges and universities to attend 
the University of Oxford in 
England starting next October. 
Their schola,ships provide two or 
thrce years of study. 
Raub is in her final yeat at the 
Mi litary Acadcmy, in West Point, 
N. Y. A mcchanical engineering 
major, she's second in her class a~d 
hopes to work as an engineer for 
the U.S. space program. Her 
,equirement to serve in the military 
will be deferred until her return. 
(shizuka is a senior majoring in 
chemistry at Williams College in 
Massachusetts. His mother, Karen, 
said he's volunteered at a clinic for 
children with HIV and AIDS in a 
remote mountain region of 
Honduras and hclped secure a grant 
for the clinic to obtain new medica· 
tions that help the children live 
longer with the disease. 
His research toward a doctorate 
in medical sciences will focus on 
developing a better vaccine. 
Telephone messages were left at 
Raub's and lshizuka's dormitories. 
Other scholars joining them at 
Oxford include a published author, 
an actress-playwright and students 
majoring in everything from histo-
ry to medicine. 
Wen Shi, 20, a Johns Hopkins 
biology student, came to the United 
States in 1999 from China, where 
his mother and other relatives still 
live. His father lives in West 
Bloomfield, Mich. 
He plans to study medical oncol-
ogy at Oxford, focusing on ways to 
stop the fonnation of new blood 
vessels in tumors. 
'1"he hope is that the tumors can 
beeome more manageable in the 
long term, like heart disease. 
instead of the fatal disease it is 
now." he said Nov. 22. 
Among the other recipients, 
Harvard senior Dov Fox, of West 
Hartford., Conn., is a standup come· 
dian and author of the book , The; 
Harvard Mystique. '. . ~. 
Daniel I. Helmer of Colts Neck. 
N.J., is a graduate of the United . 
States Military Academy who 
expects to be shipped to Iraq within 
30 days. 
See Rhodes; Page 12 
Community con~e aid in danger .. 
PHlLADELPHJA (AP}-More increase tuition, cut the number of 
than S 16 million in state aid is in sections for some popular courses 
jeopardy as enrollment rises at the and mluce access to expensive 
state's 14 eommunity college~ programs like nurung, 
spurred in part by adults retUrning Such changes would most hurt 
to school because of the sluggish adult students who juggle classes 
economy. The money would be with work and family duties. 
lost if legislators do not remove Community college enrollment 
language in a huge spending bi1l _. typical.1y rises during ' recessions.. 
that ' would change the way CC?m:,' as', ,ad~l~ look ~ i~prowr their , 
munity colleges are fun~~  ;. skills. 
Community college officjals "' ~ontgomery.. ~ounty 
contend tbnt the ' cuts tould jcop-- Community College wOuld ~vo., 
udize their mission to offer edUca.. to reduce or get rid of new pro-
tion to eve!)'one. They said that gram • . Ihat teach ~ish·dcmund 
adult. reluming to coUege likely skill •• , said collelle Pr.sid.nt 
would 00 hardest hi~ wiIh course Katen StoUI. The school _nlly 
options and on,irc subject areas inc~ased enrollment in its n~na. ". 
limited. proaram ·by one-third. to ISO; ot 
"Many or our students would the request of local hO$pitail ftoo- . 
have no place to go if we don"t ins nursina sh.ortages. 
keep our doors wid. optn." said Cuttina ,\leA pro&fll1l$ "*'<mo· 
Diane BU:Ulk. cx«:uti\lC director or cuunterproductlve t\) the $t~te'$ 
the PennsylvllfliD Cununi~iori for dl!sife for jobs-crtutlon.." StU\lt 
COnlmunity Calloies, " We' re saId, . . ' 
atTordlible nnd I)fi)vidt th~ln with StoV\\ Curti$ of the COI)\o\llnity 
n .. ibl. '.h.dul..... Cul lo'1I0 or Phi l.~.lphl. said 
TIle I,\hllllWO, inscn«lllUt n\t»ith .notht'r optian ' WOUld be ttl' Ni:lO . 
Amid budg.t ",Ik. botWC<ln ao.. lUlllu" at r.o" Of ""It.. . 
Ed Rendell ."d Hou.. I •• del'll, CQlllmulI!I)' ""lIol!"$ !)'p1 .. 1!), ' 
•• , . ..... tho .tot. fiCC •• $2.5 bll· · "",.1"" ,to ... ld bot«<I on .IU\III· 
lion denolt oao •• a by luwt' ,!Ix n\."I. 111\1 yw, ha",o"ot, 1\"'1<1011 
rovo"uo <iUtlna tho ...... 10It. Tho III\d the Hn""" lIN pt\lpI)IIilll thot 
Hou •• "" .. tid th. tn • .,o"" alld Ih. the I~ ,eh,lOls ""'." ... lump 
S.t"". I. o."""tod lu .dd",~ It , "'1\·-$210 .,iIIloo-· tu 00 dl .... 
. n.r T""n""lIlvitIi- 0\1 Itp ,~uNIIIi t\l """,U,",,,". 
"In i yw When "'Oll hllhe.. Tho lthlli!1 ...... ,,'\'<1. tut\l1 ot 
o<l"".lIon IlIitlluIiOtt! hit.. boOn $210 mlllioo liM ~III. bul tIIroll· 
uktld to tlllht.n th.lr bollt, this It l'I\tl\t hili I'lil<t~ .u • ·tIlotl 1lI'MtiI-
• nlllllnl_1 A.'O\I,1\ tll ok of "t.. di!nt IIId would bo aIloot $1,)$0 
outlllllunlt)' oolleyOl," kOlld,n \lkIwn II'tlItl !huun."t $1 ,$00 l* 
I1l<Ikltwomlotl Kile I'hlillilsllll. 1IWtttt) II1II 1M Iuu _Ill lit 
OIfttnWlllY •• 11.... piMldont. IfMItt It I\ll'IIII ",roll till 
IIiIld iIttIy likely WI.uld hltllt III Il001 .lIItllllaltild. 
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University program encourage~ Skip class: students 
minority achievement in sciences head west to battle 
By Robert Secker 
Chicago Tribune 
BALTIMORE- Like their peers at 
colleges around the country, the top 
science students at this little-known 
branch of the University of Maryland 
sweat tough physics classes, grouse 
about professors and swap study 
strategies. 
But the best science and engineer-
ing students al the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County differ 
from their fellow students in one sig-
nificant regard: They are most ly 
black. 
At a time when the undergraduate 
attrition rate for minority students in 
the sciences and engineering hovers 
around 70 percent nationwide, 
UMBC and its groundbreaking 
Meyerhoff Scholars program is mak-
ing a nalional name fo r itself, graduat-
ing students tTom underrepresented 
groups and sending them to the best 
graduate schools in the country. 
A combination of recruiting top 
minori ty high school students, an 
extensive academic support system 
and a faculty that has opened its labs 
10 undergraduates has created an envi· 
ronment where more than 90 percent 
of the students enrolled in the 
Meyerhoff Scholars program earn sci· 
enee and engineering degrees. 
Along the way, Meyerhoff students 
have transformed this predominantly 
white school located in the rolling 
countryside between Baltimore and 
Washington into a place where minor· 
ity students dominate the school's 
tutoring center and flock to the front 
rows of organic chemistry classes. 
" I recognize there are expectations, 
and I am going to fu lfill them," said 
Isaac " inde, a junior Meyerhoff 
Scholar ·' and biology student from 
Redlands, Calif, who turned down 
Stanford Univers ity and the 
University of California, Berkeley to 
attend UMBC. "For me, doing badly 
in school is not a possibility." 
Faculty voice the same expectation. 
"We now on a very regular basis see 
how well these students can achieve 
when they're expected to achieve at a 
very high level," said UMBC profes· 
sor Michael Summers. 
Much of UMBC's success stems 
from its charismatic president- and 
University of Illinois graduate-
Freeman Hrabowski, who has par· 
layed more than $8 million in gifts 
from Baltimore's Meyerhoff family 
into an educational juggemaut for 
underrepresented students. 
Hrabowski, who served as a dorm 
adviser during the University of 
Illinois' push in the late 1960s to bring 
more minorities to campus, puts it 
simply: "For us, we ' re disappointed 
when students only go to medical 
school. That's the standard we' re talk-
jng about. We're excited about M.D.-
Ph.D.s and Ph.D.s." 
By aiming high, Hrabowski has 
elevated his visibility and that of his 
school. 
"They take students in and give 
them the confidence and get them 
involved in faculty research immedi -
ately and show them that the only 
thing accepted is success," said 
Ri chard Morimoto, dean of 
Northwestern Un iversity's Graduate 
School. "They arc not allowed to 
fail ." 
Hrabowski has "made the minority 
kids the elite on campus- you never 
see that," added Daryl Chubin, senior 
vice president of research, policy and 
programs for the National Action 
Counci l for Minorities in 
Engineering. 
But school officials like Morimoto, 
while impressed with UMBC's 
resuits, say its " Ph.D. or bust" 
approach may prove a tough sell at 
other top schools. 
'" don't fee l comfortable tell ing a 
Heather Stone/Chicago Tri bune 
Danielle Robbins, a computer science major at the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County, raises her hand during a cohort 
meeting for juniors in the Meyerhoff Program on Oct. 7. 
student he can' t be pre·med," 
Morimoto said. "Hrabowsk..i can pull 
that off because that's his motto as 
president." 
There's an urgency underlying 
Hrabowsk..i's focus on launching his 
students into research. Minorities con· 
tinuc to make up only a fraction of the 
faculties at U.S. colleges and universi-
ties. Worse, the percentages of stu-
dents from undelTepresented groups 
that finish thOeir undergraduate srudies 
in the sciences continue to trail com-
pletion rates of whites. 
Minority students leave the sci· 
ences and engineering program for a 
variety of reasons. First, the course-
work is demanding and the curricula 
are traditionally geared to separate the 
serious science and engineering stu· 
dents from the wannabes. 
Elaine Seymour, di rector of 
ethnography and evaluation research 
at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, said almost a ll students 
"share a problem with the way science 
is taught and learned." 
Seymour, who has co-authored a 
book on why students leave the sci-
ences, said the transition from the inti-
mate classes of high school to large 
lecture sections taught by a distant 
faculty member "is a shock that some 
young people don 't get over." 
Seymour said that while science or 
engineering curricu la pose challenges 
fo r most students, minori ties face 
additional obstacles. 
Isolation, poor high school prepara· 
tion and stereorypes all contribute to a 
brittle confidence that is easily top-
pled. 
And once confidence and perform· 
ance slide, students of color are rcluc· 
tant to seek help. 
"There's a stigma associated with 
seeking help," Seymour said. " 't's 
harder to overcome if you're a person 
ofeolor." 
Hrabowski has spent years 
wrestling with the issue of attracting 
and retaining minority students in the 
scholars. 
Part boot camp, part pep rally, the 
Meyerhoff Scholars program- which 
began in 1989 with a gift from Robert 
and Jane Meyerhoff---offers structure 
and support for its 224 scholars, who 
averaged 1285 on their SATs and 
earned offers of admission to schools 
with much tonier reputations. 
Originally aimed at black males, 
the program has s ince been opened to 
women and students of all back-
grounds. Currently, about 65 percent 
of the Meyerhoff Scholar are black. 
Meyerhoff administrators monitor 
grades, hold compu lsory meetings 
and are not shy about recommending 
that a Meyerhoff Scholars increase his 
or her srudy hours on the weekend. 
Participation in study · groups is all 
but mandatory. Make a C in a core sci-
ence course and you're encouraged to 
retake the class. 
Nothing, it seems, is left to chance. 
At a recent meeting of third-year 
Meycrhoffs one recent afternoon, 
Meyerhoff Executive Director 
Eamesti ne Baker put the students 
through their paces. Students took 
turns discussing thei r summer accom-
plishments: an internship at Harvard 
University; work in a laboratory at 
Yale University; Alzheimer 's research 
at Rutgers University. 
Srudents seem generally tolerant of 
the heavy hands-on approach, say ing 
that the $70,000 price tag of the schol-
arship per student entitles the univer-
sity to make sure they are getting their 
money's wonh. 
Students say the big attraction to 
UMBC- in addition to the avai labili-
ty of intensive academic mentoring-
is the sense of family that develops. 
Gregory Johnson· transferred to 
UMBC after a year at The Johns 
ijopk ins University, where "the 
atmosphere was more cutthroat." The 
infonnation systems major said his 
peers at UMBC are not reluctant to 
help. '" had none of that at Hopkins," 
Johnson said. 
California wildfires 
o With no money, students slept in cars at night 
By Katie Heinz 
Daily Ilini (U. Illinois) 
(V- WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, 111.-
Trent Jackson, Brennan Hughes and 
David Pavlik, Alpha Tau Omega fra-
ternity members at the University of 
Ill ino is, packed thei r bags last 
month and flew to southern 
California, but vacat ioning was the 
last thing on their minds. 
Jackson, a sen ior; Hughes, a soph· 
omore; and Pavlik, a senior, wen t to 
help with the wildfire relief effort. 
The wildfires started Oct. 25 and 
burned for severa l days, destroying 
more than 600,0.00 acres of land in 
San Diego County. About 3,000 
families were left homeless wi th 
nothing more than a pile of debris 
and ash in place of thei r res idences. 
Afte r read ing about the wild fires 
in the Chicago Tribune and see ing 
images of the devastation on CNN, 
the students said they were com-
pelled to do anything they could to 
help the re lief effort . They registered 
with the American Red Cross and 
flew to California to offer their 
assistance in person. Jackson said it 
was an opportunity to help out with 
somethi ng different . 
"It seemed like a good experience 
and you'd get exposed to something 
you wouldn't see in the Midwest," 
Jackson said. 
Although their decision to go to 
California involved missing a week 
of class and p~stponing a few job 
interviews for Pavlik, the students 
fe lt strongly about helping out and 
thought they cou ld afford to give 
time to the re lief effort . 
"We wanted to bring some pos i-
tive energy to the re lief effort," 
Pav li k said. 
The s tudents ren ted a car in 
Ca lifornia and drove to the 
American Red Cross cente r in San 
Diego. They attended a training 
seminar, and drove the next day to 
the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency center in Ramona, Calif., to 
directly assist with the re lief effort. 
Hughes described the sight of the 
devastation as an eye-opening ex pe-
rience. 
" I was shocked," he said. " It was 
really different seeing il on the news 
and then seeing it fi rsthand. " 
Jackson and Pavlik said that the 
scenes and scents of the damage 
were some thing they wou ldn 't soon 
forget. 
" I didn ' t expect it. Every th ing 
smelled like ashes," Jackson said. 
"You couldn't see anything- it was 
li ke a barren desert ." 
For two days, Jaclsson, Hughes 
and Pavlik worked from 7 a.m. to 7 
p.m. helping fire victims in Julian , a 
small co mmun ity ncar Ramona. 
They spent the fi rst day s ift ing 
through ash and removing trees, cars 
and other debris from the disaster 
area. The studen ts assisted a couple 
who lost a 600~acre hou se and nine 
trailers. 
Allison Crotty, manager of the 
Ramona. Ca lif., FEMA center, said 
she found the students' se lflessness 
unbe lievable. She said that in addi· 
tion to the assistance they provided 
during the day, they also packed up 
portions of their own dinners to 
de liver to the couple at night. 
The second day, Jackson, Hughes 
and Pavlik sandbagged a 30-foot 
firewall around a home to protect 
the property from possible mud-
s li des. After a 12- hour shi ft, they 
handed out food to victims and shut· 
tied them to loca l emergency she I· 
ters. 
Although the students said they 
felt fulfilled with the physical assis-
tance they were ab le to provide, they 
said they felt most rewarded by the 
relationships they made while inter-
acting with the victi ms. Pavl ik met a 
divorced woman who had just 
moved to California . The family lost 
everything, but the mother main· 
tained a great att itude nonetheless. 
"h puts everything in perspec· 
tive," Pavlik said. "They were really 
a source of inspiration." 
The students d id not have enough 
money fo r a hotel room, so they 
s lept in the ren tal car a few nights. 
Julian res idents late r offered room in 
thei r homes for the group to sleep, 
and a few people who lost thei r 
homes even offered room in thei r 
tent. 
Crotty said that the residents real· 
ly apprec iated the s tudents' help and 
enjoyed their company. 
"They reall y touched a tot of peo-
ple," she said. 
Crotty explained that the majority 
of the volunteers were from San 
Diego County, and many were older 
people who could not lift things or 
do the kind o f strenuous work that 
the students did. 
"They' re just amazing," she sa id. 
"They put their heart into it and their 
hands and really made a difference." 
. All three students sa id they would 
,do something like this again if pre-
sented with the opportunity. 
" It 's really fulfilling knowing that 
you' re he lping people ," Hughes 
said. 
WE'RE AHEAD O F YOU ." 
Find out what we're 
working on for next week. 
Only on NewsBeat 
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Engineering students go AWOL 
By Leah George-baskin 
Oaiy Illnl (U, Im";'l 
(V-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, III.- A 
new computer sct up is now allowing 
University of Illinois students to go 
AWO L for general engineering labs. 
then sends the allotted voltage through 
the plant- a piece of equipment, in 
this case a moveable arm. The voltage 
output of the experiment is compared 
to the input and the data is sent back to 
thc students for analysis. 
High debt poses a test for 
future of Ivy League school 
This new type of laboratory, called 
Asynchronous Web Operated 
Laboratory. will allow students to set 
up experiments of control system 
engineering classes without having to 
physically go into the lab and set up 
equipment. 
AWOL is the brainchild of Louis 
Wozniak. associate professor of cngi-
nf.."ering. who teaches the class 
General Engineering 222, 
Introduct ion into Control Systems for 
\vhich A \VOL is designed. 
Wozniak said it is increasingly 
common in engineering practices to 
have an engineering tech set up an 
experiment's hardware and have the 
engineer test the equipment and get 
back the data for analysis. 
There are about five labs for GE 
222. located in a shared space in 
E vcrin Laboratory. Their purpose is to 
apply the principles covered in lec-
turc. 
"Typically students go to assigned 
laboratories and do experiments, col-
lect data. go home and write up a lab 
report and subm it it," Wozniak said. 
This semester Wozniak began using 
AWOL. where the tcaching assistant 
sets up and interfaces the lab, allowing 
students to sit down in their donn or 
wherever they have Internet access 
and the equipment and do experi-
ments and collect data. 
"Nobody needs to be [at the lab}. 
The data comes back and students can 
look at it and redo it or write it up," 
Wozniak said . 
Roberto Andrade, engineering 
g raduate studen t. worked with 
Wozniak to create AWOL as his 
graduate project. 
He said he hopes students wi ll like 
using the program and that it wi ll con-
tim~e to be used after he graduatcs in 
December. 
"The idea is to have a way for stu-
~dcnts to access labs and experiments," 
Andrade said. " It 's easier, because 
you don ' ( need to set up anything; you 
just need to run the experiments, as 
opjX>sed to going to the lab and wiring 
everything. It 's a different expericnce; 
it can complement lab and in ., ,. le 
instances even replace it." 
Andrade said another advantage is 
that AWOL will help free up the limit-
ed equipment and labs that must be 
shared throughout the Engineering 
Depanment. He said increasing class 
sizes make it difficult for everyone to 
gel into the labs. 
AWOL works by using. an electro-
magnetic actuator that acts as a "con-
troller" for the experiment. Students 
enter an equation into the controller 
along with parameters for the experi-
ment they intend to run. The controllcr 
Andrade said the laboratory could 
be used on different types of experi-
ments with minimal changes. 
Wozniak said the entire process 
takes about 20 seconds, which is thc 
amount of time it takes to send thc 
data 10 the computer, have Ihe con-
troller interpret it and run thc experi-
ment, and then send thc results back. 
Because of thc time delay, there is a 
queue that forms, but as long as thc 
laboratory is left on students can 
access it 24 hours a day. 
" It 's conceivable that students 
could go out to thc bars at 11 p.m., get 
back at around 2 a.m., do the test and 
sti ll tum in the write up by 8 a.m.," 
W07.Jliak said. 
Cont rol Systems Manager, Dan 
~Iock, .built the computer that AWOL 
IS runmng on. 
He said he th inks the laboratory is a 
fine idea. but feels it is sti ll extremely 
important for students to also have 
hands-on experience. 
'''[Students] come in for labs 
throughout the semester, this one lab 
they will do over the computer and 
that way they will be able to run it a 
few more times," Block said. He said 
AWOL is beneficial only in conjunc-
tion with nonnal labs. 
W07.Jliak said he is not expecting 
AWOL to replace labs, especially not 
at the introductory level when stu-
dents need to learn how to use the 
equipment. But he said there is the 
possi bility that it might become 
extremely beneficial at higher levels 
of education. Wozniak and Andrade 
are now preparing AWOL for beta 
testing- the release of the program 
for public consumption. 
Wozniak's GE 222 class of 95 stu-
dents will have an assignment over 
Thanksgiving break working with the 
AWOL. Andrade said if AWOL works 
out well, he hopes it will be able to 
benefit other classes on campus. 
Ali S.jldilOaly IMini 
Graduate student Roberto 
Andrade, who wrote some of 
the AWOL software. 
By James M, O'Nalll 
Kn~hl-Ridder Newspaper 
PHILADELPHIA- It's one thing to 
kecp up with the loneses. It's entirely 
another to keep pace with the 
Vanderbilts and Rockefellers. 
The University of Pennsylvania has 
taken the laner route, more than hold-
ing its own in national academic rank-
ings among its far wealthier Ivy 
League peers. But living beyond one's 
means has a flip side. 
Penn is shouldering a heavy mantle 
ofS I.4 bi llion in debt and ranks lowest 
among the Ivies in assets relative to 
debt. 
That docs not put Pcnn in financial 
trouble, but it will make staying com-
petitive harder as the school battles its 
peers for top students and stellar facul-
Iy. 
"A university's ability to spend on 
innovative teaching and technology is 
imjX>rtant, and if a school has a less 
hcalthy debt ratio, it will forbear some 
spending," said Richard Alfred, a pro-
fessor at the University of Michigan 
who studies university finances. "That 
could affect a school's ability to attract 
top students." 
The debt will also make it harder for 
Penn- Philadelphia's largest private 
employer- to remain an engine of 
economic change in the region. 
Penn 's debt also will playa key role 
in determining whom thc trustees 
choose to replace President Judith 
Rodin next year. Expect someone who 
has a Midas touch with corporate 
donors and wealthy alumni. 
"His or her philanthropic ski lls will 
be all that more imjX>rtant," said Craig 
Camarali, Penn's vice president for 
finance. 
Penn's debt is large relative to its 
peers' because it invested heavily to 
revitalize West Ph'iladelphia; it owns a 
health system, which went on a 1990s 
hospital-buying binge to survive in the 
competitive Phi ladelphia health can: 
market; and because Penn lacks the 
sizablc financial resources its peers 
enjoy. 
Thc debt and four years of health-
systcm deficits totaling $400 million 
caused Moody's Investors Service to 
lower Penn's bond rating two notches 
through the late I 99Os. The A I ranking 
is still solid, but it puts Penn behind Ivy 
peers and other marquee research insti-
tutions, including Stanford and Duke 
Un iversities and the Univers ity of 
Chicago. 
Briefly ... news from college campuses across fue country 
• UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES 
The rivalry between the Univcnity of Southern California and the Univenlly of CalIfornia 11 Los Angel.,. 
became physical off the f .. ld when the soboois' students tauntiog w:h other began fighting early on Nov, 21 , 
The Los AnI!"Ie. Sheriff', Department500t deputies to control a SItuation when a crowd of hundreds gathered 
outside the Hard Roclc eare on Umvcnal City Yialk ncar Universe! Studios became unruly and began fighting, 
police say, The theme bar was hosting a prc-party for a fuotbalJ 8*O'e between the two ",hool., 
Duting the sttuggle thai ensued, an LASD deputy was severely beaten and later hospitaliud. Two men, both in 
their early 20s, were amst<d on charges ofbatt<ry with lVeaI bodily injury, 
• SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY 
The university senate at San Diego &ate University has approved the elImination of the school's American 
Studies major and minor. / 
Patrid. Dintrone, chair of the Undergraduate Cwriculum Committee, says the Collol!" of AIlS end Leners feels 
there are too few students in the major and minor to justifY putting resources into it. 
She said thc:re are three American studle. majors this .. _ . The last recent nWllbcrs during 'prins 2002 
showed there were J 2 majors. Most of those studerue had upper-division standing and have since graduated. 
The students who are cummtly majoring in the program can fmiah their .degree, she said, Students have catalog. 
year rights, and the delVee exlsted when they declared their major, Since the department isn't deleting any course~ 
students won't have any problem completing their major. 
• UNlVERSITYOFMICIDGAN 
Colored lights greeted members of the University of Michigan (nd ian Students Association last Friday during 
a celebration of Diwali, which some members see as a new begi nning. 
"Diwalj is the biggest event in India. It'slike Christmas here," said literature, science and the aN sophomore Uelay Ahuja, 
Diwali is celebrated in honor ofthj: return of the exiled god Ram, one of the three most important gods.in the 
Hindu religion. . 
'"'Almost every Hindu person is a devotcc of Ram," said Ashish Dcshpande, ISA corc member and graduate 
engineeri ng student. 
Diwali is onen referred to as the festival of light s, According to Hindu legend, Rain was we lcomed back 
from the wilderness with the illumination of the c ity. Nowudays, celebrants honor the god's homecoming by 
lighting oil lamps and fireworks in accordancc with the ritual!! practiced in India. . 
- From Chronicle wire r.cport.f 
Vicki ValtriolPhiladelphia Inquirer 
University of Pennsylvania graduate stUdents Susanna McFadden 
and Beck 'Feibelman take a break from their war!<. A higher pro-
portion of debt compared with its competitors, including the rest of 
the Ivy League, gives the university a harder job when trying to 
lure top-flight students and faculty. 
"At this leve l, Penn has a lot less 
financial fl exibility to issue more debt 
than other universities in their peer 
group," said Naomi Richman, a 
Moody's higher-education analyst. "At 
some point, this debt would put con-
straints on them. They might not want 
their bond rating to drop lower." 
Penn officials pride themselves on 
stretching a dollar. "We've always 
been under-resourced relative to our 
peers," Rodin said. "We do more with 
less. It's our mantra. Being in this posi· 
tion is not new." 
Yet PeM's new plan, which trustces 
approved this year and which sets out 
the university's goals-a wish list bil-
lions of dollars long- acknowledges 
the financial predicament. Although 
the university must continue to 
improve programs and facilities. the 
report notes " Penn will find itself chal-
lenged by serious financial con-
straints." . 
Mary Peloquin-Dodd, an analyst at 
Standard & Poor's, said that highly 
selective universities are engaged in 
"an arms race of facilities," building 
better resean::h space to lure faculty 
and more luxurious donns, workout 
facilities and other social venues to 
attract students. 
That leaves Penn with this chal· 
lenge: It needs more money to stay 
competitive, but it lacks the assets of 
its peers and is already burdened with 
greater debt load than that of other uni-
versities. 
Most colleges would envy Penn's 
facilities and its $3.5 billion endow-
ment. Its debt payments amount to 
only 2.7 percent of operating expenses, 
including the health system. 
But PeM's trustees have chosen to 
compete for students and facu lty 
against a rarefied group ofhighly com-
Rhodes Conlinuedfrom Page 10 
"I can learn a lot at Oxford that 
will bene fit the Army, and certainly 
my primary goal is se rving the sol· 
diers that I work for, " Helmer sa id 
last Sunday. He sa id he expects to be 
back in time to start hi s studi es 
there. 
Delavane Diaz, of Tampa, Fla., is 
an eng ineer ing major at the U.S. Air 
Force Academy who once held the 
. to p wing commande r pos it ion there. 
Jennifer M. Harris, a Wake Forest 
Unive rs ity senior fro m Lawton, 
Okla., has worked wi th refugees in 
thc Balkans and Afghanistan and 
plans to study inte rnat ional re lations 
pctitive institutions, and relative to 
those schools, Penn is shorthanded. It 
has to use operating revenue to cover 
financial aid, while Princeton 
Univen;ity, for instance, covers finan-
cial aid with endowments-freeing up 
operating dollars for other things. 
The competition at this level for stu-
dents is relentless. "Sometimes you 
ask, 'When are we getting to the finish 
line?' and there's no finish line," 
Camaroli lamented. 
"It's a real balancing act To com-
pete in this peer group, we have to'* 
make trade-offs," he said. 
So. Penn, even with its debt level 
high, plans to borrow $200 million in 
coming years. Camaroli said PeM 
officials were comfortable doing that 
because $350 million in old debt will 
be retired by 20 II. 
PeM's health system exacerbated 
the debt dilemma that PeM faced on 
the academic ·side. About $825 million 
of the debt is health-system related. 
On the academic side, meanwhile, 
Penn had been building at a breakneck 
pace. From a fitness center to the $140 
million Wharton School building at 
38th and Walnut streets, Penn was 
building to attract top students. 
Some projects, including the 
Wharton facility, were paid for with 
gifts and PeM's cash assets. Other 
buildings were designed to restore the 
neighborhood around Penn by provid-
ing attractive housing and more retail 
and entertainment sites to improve 
sidewalk traffic. 
It worked well, but Penn will be less 
ablo--and less inclined--to invest SO 
heavily in the community in coming 
years. "We're not pulling back from 
our commitment to the neighborhood," 
Rodin said, "but we won't do what we 
did in the past decade." 
at Oxford. Ehlmann played on 
Washington University's Ultimate 
Frisbee club team that made it to the 
national championships and plans to 
be at NASA's Jet Pro pulsion 
Laboratory early next year with sc i-
entists partic ipating in a Mars rover 
miss io n. 
Rhodes Scholarships were created 
in 1902 by the will of Briti sh philan-
thropist Cecil Rhodes. Winners are 
se lected on the basis of high aca· 
demic ac hievement , personal 
integrity, leadership potential and 
ph)lsica l vigor, amo ng other attrib-
utes . 
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO UBRARY 
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE WINTER OPENING OF 
ART OF THE LIBRARY 
THE RECEPTION WILL TAKE PLACE THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4,2003 
ON THE THIRD FLOOR OF THE LIBRARY (624 South Michigan Avenue) 
FROM 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
ART WORK BY SCOTTY CARLSON, 
REGGIE KIRKWOOD, KRISTY BOWEN, 
OTIS WEBB JR" BLANCA SUSTAITA, 
SAMANTHA KIRK, DANA PIKOWITZ, 
MONICA H.AR.RIS AND ANA LOPEZ, 
WILL BE ON DISPLAY ON THE FIRST, SECOND, 
AND THIRD FLOORS OF THE LIBRARY, 
\lliF.RESHMENTS WILL'BE SERVEQ, 
It's Tirne 
For 
Change! 
The penny war has begun. 
Support your favorite organizations by donating pennies, 
Eliminate opponents by contributing other coins (nickels, dimes, etc.) 
Donat ions can be made at t he 11 04 Sout h Wabash Building (in the Hub) 
Look for the Traveling Penny Cart coming to a building near you! 
Special thanks to New City Bank (or counting our pennies! 
.'-' 
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials 
Bright lights blind shoppers 
Exposure 
It's Saturday evening in the River 
North area, but not a typical one. It hap-
pens to be the last Saturday before thc 
"Tll:mksgiving holiday and thc "official" 
start of the Christmas shopping season . 
Standing at thc intersection of Ihc 
Chicago River and Michigan Avenue is 
thc heart or thc Magnificent Mile 
Lights Festival. It 's also the destination 
of the oncoming p3radc. Both sides of 
Michigan Avenue arc teeming with 
families and couples anx iously await-
ing the lights of the Magnificent Mi le. 
The ..:rowd is arguably the densest here 
at Pioneer Pl aza just south of the 
Chicago Tribune Building, but the line 
of eager spectators drifts all thc way to 
Water Tower Place and spills out onto 
every s ide street along the way. 
It's an impressive turnout, but how 
many of these people look past this 
event 's fapdl" and think about what's 
really going on? 
The thing is, this isn't a holiday 
event at all. Its roOiS aren 't in 
Thanksgiving, Christmas or any other 
day. This entire event is a monument to 
the beast that is American con· 
sumerism. 
It 's really quite jarring once you step 
back from the "holiday fun" and see the 
spectacle for what it is. The retailers of 
the Mag Mile are literally lighting an 
enomlOUS beacon to guide our wallets 
in the right direction, should they lose 
their way in the excitement of the 
Christmas season. 
And what do we do in light of this 
blatant effort? We get excited and bring 
our families out into the street to watch 
it happen . We purchase col1On candy 
and glow sticks for our children 
because they won't stop asking how 
much longer it will ~ before "He" 
arri ves. 
"He," of course, refers to the event's 
master of ceremonies. Not surprisingly, 
our emcee for the evening is Mickey 
Mouse in the flesh. 
One would be hard·pressed to find a 
more appropriate figurehead for con· 
sumerism than our 75·year·old friend. 
He's out there helping you and me to 
quit ~ing so stingy with our cash; to 
push this quarter's profits high into ter· 
ritory not enjoyed s ince the days previ· 
ous to our War on Terror. His white· 
gloved hands may only have four fin· 
gers, but he's using a ll of them to shove 
the Christmas season and a ll its inher· 
ent spending right down our throats. 
So re lax and have some cotton 
candy, it'll quell your gag reflex. With 
the celebration in full swing now, the 
parade is nearing conclusion and the 
mile·long beacon is lit. Yes, the sea· 
son's dignity is dead and gone, but 
don't worry .. We have the same funeral 
procession every year. 
Love and marriage, undefined Off the beaten path : Views from campuses across the country 
There are some thi ngs in today 's 
society that can easi ly be defi ned. 
Marriage should not be one of them. 
But during the past year, the state 
of Massachusetts has tried to do just 
that. 
Following suit with Alaska and 
Hawaii, Massachusetts state offic ials 
attempted to pass an amendment that 
would legally defi ne marriage as a 
union between a man and a woman. 
The amendment, if approved, would 
restrict two people of the same sex 
from legally joining under thi s union. 
The amendment was highly con· 
tested throughout the state, and a 
court case involving seven, same·sex 
couples that challenged the laws on 
same·sex marriage became increas· 
ingly vis ible. On Nov. 18, the 
Massachusetts' Supreme Judicial 
Coun ruled in favor of the coupJes 
that sued the state and ordered law. 
makers 10 re·evaluate their rules on 
marriage. 
Judges told the state to devise, 
w ithin 180 days, a way by which peo. 
pie of the same sex could get married. 
"Whether and w hom to marry, how 
to express sexual intimacy, and 
whether and how to establish a fami· 
Iy- these are among the most bas ic of 
every indi vidual 's liberty and due 
process rights," the majority opini on 
,cad. 
As a result of this ruling, 
Massachusetts could be the first state 
to openly recognize gay marriage. 
And some people are not happy 
about it. 
IRONY 
ISNOT HUMOR 
Pres ident George W. Bush, who 
suppon s the state 's proposal to legal· 
Iy define marriage, threw down a 
gaunt le t last week in regard to the rul· 
ing, saying, "I will work with con-
gress ional leaders and others to do 
w hat is legally necessary to defend 
the sanct ity of marriage ." 
The Catholic Church and legisla· 
tive opponents of the ruling also made 
sta temen ts announcing their senti· 
ments about the majority'S decision. 
There is a loophole for them, 
though-one that cou ld kill 
Massachusetts' chance at receiving 
status as the first 'state to openly 
accept same·sex marriage, 
Within the 180 days allotted to 
them by the court, lawmakers could 
move to institute " civil unions" 
between gay couples, similar to laws 
made by Vermont state officials in 
1999. 
What is it that these states are so 
afraid of'! Is it the fear that their mar· 
riage~pposing U.S. presi dent would 
look down upon them? 
By deny ing two people Ihe right to 
marry, the most public and vocal dec· 
laration of their love for each other, 
the state is instating discrimination in 
its purest form . 
If two people love each other, there 
should be no boundaries, especially 
from legali ties put into place in a rush 
to please officials who are dwelling 
on the past instead of looking to the 
future . 
Looking to the majority opinion in 
thi s case, allowing same·sex couples 
to marry under state law is the right of 
those couples. It should be granted to 
them . • 
The Massachusetts Catholic 
Conference described the 4·) deci· 
sion as "appalling," one that "defies 
reason" and "must be reversed." 
The group suppons the Marriage 
Affirmation and Protection 
Amendment and looks to so lidify the 
"union between one man and one 
woman, overriding the court 's m is-
guided deci sion in furtherance of 
sound public policy." 
Of course people hold close to 
them sacred religious beliefs and 
ethics, but the coun acknowledged in 
its written decision the idea that tradi· 
tional marriage is seen as a union 
between a man and a woman. Neither 
the court, nor the decis ion is attacking 
religion. It 's cenainly not prohibiting 
anyone's beliefs. 
It s imply recognizes that love has 
changed since the 20dl century. 
The Chronicle suppons 
Massachusetts' higher court decis ion 
on same-sex marriage, and we urge 
the lawmakers called upon to revamp 
the sta te's mandates surrounding the 
issue to follow through on the court's 
decisio·n. 
Instead of copping out and allow. 
ing a "civil union" between gay cou· 
ples-a feeble move that won't really 
appease anyone or fix any thing-
Massachusetts should openly support 
this type of marriage. 
Love and marriage, aner all, cannot 
and should not be defined . 
Leaving Iraq would be madness 
Robert Panzenback 
CoIege _ Magazile (SUNY· AIlany) 
(U·WIRE)ALBANY, N.Y.- In a 
scene reminiscent of the hit film Black 
Hawk Dawn. an American helicopter 
was shot down over Iraq Nov. 2, 
killing 16 soldietS. As suppoit for the 
WI{ seems to be weakening, Chinook: 
choppers will now be groun(ted, as the 
cal~ 10 lcash the dog:; ofwar became 
louder and louder. As many left·wing 
oppositions are, this one is extremely 
reactionary and fundamenlally ill c0n-
ceived. 
The left wing. in its effons to dispar· 
age the current administration and run 
it into the ground, is not considering 
the current situation or the fate of the 
Iraqi people. Apparently, those lives 
are less important than promoting their 
agenda, which itself is quite WlClear. 
Recent events. have even made me 
call into question my commitment to 
reform in the Iraqi region. After much 
soul searching, I realize that leaving 
the region is both strategically and 
morally tmaeeep<able. The conse· 
quences of leaving Iraq are far worse 
than the consequences we might incur 
by remaining there. FOI' a good ",fer· 
ence point, take a look at Lebanon. 
Lebanon is a country that lies to the 
west of Iraq. Lebanon. as a region, is 
very diverse religiously, and it was 
those divisions that plunged the nation 
into a crippling l6-year civil war. A 
somewhat legitimate Lebanese govenr 
ment is now in control of two-thirds of 
the country, but Syria maintains a JJ'UlS-
sive force that approaches 160,000. 
The Syrian presence allows for terror~ 
is! groups, most notably Hezbollah, to 
strike against Israeli citizens and foster 
instability in the region through homf· 
ic telTOrist acts. Such groups are safe in 
Lebanon, because Israel has no inter· 
national right to strike within another 
nation's bonIers, although that hasn't 
always stopped them. 
with the hope of wxiennining the sue· 
cess of U.s. efforts in the region. To 
leave the country now would make 
their campaign successful and woric 
toward perpetuating the existence of 
repressive, genocidal regimes in the 
region. When the Russians fled 
Afghanistan, it sent a message to those 
fundamentalists fighting for their sur· 
vival and dominance that they, by the 
power of Allah, could bring down the 
secular goverrunents of the world. That 
was the event that spawned the grov.1h 
ofOsama Bin Laden as the world's 
moSt dangerous terrorist. 
The U.s. anny leaving the Iraqi 
region would similarly show that we 
are still extremely susceptible to terror· 
ism and that it is a viable method to 
bring about our destruction. 
On the othe, hand, success in I'w.l, 
would produce great benefits and 31' ' 
this point it is far from out of the que;s. 
tion. An America-friendly power in the 
region, situated at a aitical point 
betw<:cn both Imn and Syria, would 
lead these nations to weigh the c0nse-
quences of their commitment to terror· 
ism. The establishment of an American 
style democracy iJ.t the region ..vould 
debunk the myth that the Middle East 
is incapable of such govenunent, and 
at the same time would encoumge 
those refonn minded insurgents within 
neighboring coontries to rise up. Such 
a scenario is not unreaJistic. It is on the 
vetg< of happening in Iran, giant of the 
terrorist sect oflslam, wherc: the I'Jl8Soo 
sive coUege-age population can smell 
the sweet scent offreedomjust miles 
away in Iraq. 
BY RYAN 
DUGGAN~""""",,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,, 
"I HAVE TO GET BACK TO THE RANCH, 
I'M STARTING TO rEEl HUMAN!" 
The suffering of the people of 
Lebanon due to international incompe-
tence is something each person in sup.-
port of our leaving should consider. 
The reality is that no matter how many 
small concessions Syria makes, they 
are our enemies. Our exit from Iraq 
would be their entrance. The Syrian 
leader Assad is now the unquestioned 
major opposilion in the region. Those 
insurgents inside Iraq that have been 
captured have included massive 
amounts of Syrians who no doubt infil· 
tmtcd Irnq through unsecured borders 
The situation, despite what 
Democrats might have you believe, is 
not quite critical. 1llere is no mass 
organized opposition to American 
presence in the region. The left, who 
wants nothing more than to leave the 
people of Iraq to slaughter each other 
and fall prey to another repressive 
regime is \WOOg in its assertions that 
this is another Vietnam. Perhaps leftist 
hopes that a retum to the glO<)' days of 
the Vietnam War would make their 
opinions relevant once again; they are 
behind their push to get troops out. 
Whatever it is, their hope that we 
leave the people of I~ behind to once 
again fall prey to the type of repressive 
regime we have freed them from is 
momlly bankrupt. The idea, that leav· 
ing would appease terrorists and pre-
vent further attacks is something only 
the b'Uly mentally incompetent could 
believe, 
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Never mind the bollocks 
Adam J. Ferinoton 
Commentary Edilor 
In thunders ends the voice. Then 
Albions Angel wrathful burnt 
Beside the Stone of Night; and 
like 'he Eternal Lions howl 
In famine and war; reply'd Art 
thou nOI Orc. who serpent-/orm 'd 
Stands at the gate of Enitharmon 
/0 devour her children; 
Blasphemous Demon. Antichrist, 
hater of Dignities. 
- William Blake 
All rue Britannia! 
King George II did indeed receive 
a chilly welcome to the land of 
Albion this week as the peasant 
stock and sovereigns alike took to 
the streets en masse, flashing their 
condemnation and poor teeth in a 
display unseen since 'the ascendance 
of her unholy majesty. Lady 
Thatcher. 
He came with the animal fear of a 
man staring down the cavernous 
barrel of a gun, importing dcad-eycd 
sni pers and war-machincs that 
tecmcd the skics over Dover with 
fearsome symmctry, yet hoping for a 
hero's welcomc, a blush of senti-
ment like warm brandy. 
"What's that, then? The President 
of the United States? Cor Blimey! 
Well, we'll run that blighter into the 
bogs. sure as a whore charges a tup-
pcnce on Sunday, we will. Come on 
lads. queue up then! Everybody gets 
a gouge!" 
The Brit's reaction hit Bush like a 
rusty knife in the gut; little stabs of 
guiltless bliss as they pushed the 
blade upward: "Get your Yankee 
meat ofT our island, you wanker. 
We'll take the piss out of you 
whether you like it or not." 
Bush's policy of arrogant, unilat-
eral action was met with a storm of 
uttcr loathing as a torrent of Britons 
ruptured from thei r homes in the 
dreary morning; eyes crackl ing and 
confectionary-smcarcd mandibles 
snapping as they loped down the 
street, haunches clattering under the 
London Town sky gone gray I ike the 
necrotic skin of a pensioner left in a 
rubbish heap, chasing him down like 
a rabid dog after a fox. It was prOQf 
enough that the sun nevcr sets on 
the British Empire. . 
Darwin was right; only the 
strong survive, and politics is a 
bizarre ecosystem in its own right 
where the weak arc hunted in packs 
and tom apart. 
It 's a wonderful feel ing, to know 
you' re right. and it comes on 
stronger and stronger now, a rush 
like radioactive jackrabbits hurl ing 
into the dark to do your filthy bid-
ding. 
Bush should learn better than to 
fiddle with other people's bits, to 
not expect anyone else to lug about 
his ghastly baggage. He has made 
himself king and anyone foolish 
enough to doubt his puissance will 
find themselves on the receiving end 
of a jackboot. All of this should've 
been taken care of years ago, but 
we've cast aside our notions of 
progress and equity for a priest to 
heathen gods, trembling with fear 
and faith . The latest counts ·from the 
front in Iraq show the death toll ris-
ing like bilge in a ship. but the rats 
don't seem to be jumping. 
As of Nov. 24. the world has been 
assaulted with reports of slain 
Ame rican soldiers defiled wi th 
rocks. crumpled bodies pulled from 
thei r vehicles and looted. Bush has 
basted the foundations of this coun-
try with the blood of our chi ldren, 
proclaiming that their forfeit is nec-
essary for the advancement and 
safety of the kingdom, yet thc rest 
of the world cries out in remonstra-
tion at the horror show conducted 
behind a curtain of egalitarianism. 
This is about pride now, bloody. 
foolish and misplaced. We get to 
pay for the mistakes of a pompous 
ruling class, a man-child mired in 
failu re with a di seased intellect. 
dearth of experience and probably 
Ryan DugganIThe Chronicle 
some kind of we ird urine fetish for 
all we know. If I had my way this 
would've becn dealt with a long 
time ago in the most severe manner 
possib le, his career and integrity 
shattered wh il e he burned from a 
bottle of cheap whiskey in an emu-
vial gutter. 
This holiday, we give thanks that 
the elcction year is just around the 
comer. This is our chance to make 
things right, to halt the grim machi-
nations that have hemorrhaged our 
country of respect and devel opment. 
Put your iron to the fire and gouge, 
lock every vote like a bullet in a 
cham ber, strap on your boots and 
kick the bastard into his grave 
where he belong~. This is our coun-
try now, and we change things. 
whether the cadaverous old vam-
pires like it or not. 
Now, go do something construc-
tive. 
Face the public: The Chronicle photo poll 
Question: Should gay marriages be legal? 
"Yeah. il should be legal." 
- Debbia Cben 
Freshmao, FuhioD Design 
" I don't see anything wrong 
with it." 
--Jose Moreno 
Junior, Traditional Animation 
"It's not going to hurt any-
one." 
-Brit Petenon 
Senior, Interior Architectural 
Design 
"They deserve to have that 
right." 
-John Schoenberg 
Senior, Music Business 
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Hokin Annex 
i 
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1-3pm i 
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Bring a drum or percussion instrument! j 
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eing a pf'Qfessional wrestler iSD't as easy as some people 
think. 
At Windy City Pro Wll'stiing-founded 10 1988 QD 
Chicago's South Side-wrestlers spetld seve;.d bouts 
each week practicing. Their regimen i. just as diffiCUlt 
as many professional athletes. 
These wrestlers often put on live evenlS 'at local high schools lind 
the wrestling headquarters at 10323 S. Commercial Ave. They 
have 8 loyal fan base that attend the events to cheer on their heroes 
and to bon the so-caJled "heels." 
B 
Many of the wrestlers aspire to be part of World W.esding 
Entertainment, while others are involved just for fun. 'UltimatelY, 
everyone is involved for the love of wrestling.,:--Heather Morkson 
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Business healthy 
for Apple's iPod 
iPod 
B.Y Kat Gresey 
Assis~ntA&E Edito< 
Some people are so into the Apple 
iPod it hurts. 
Instruct iona l Resource 
Coordi nator Jema! Diamond was 
rocking out to tunes from his jPod 
last year when he slammed the bicy-
cle he was riding straight into a 
parked car. 
"The whole thing was surreal," 
said 33-year-old Diamond of flying 
over his handlebars and crashing into 
me c(,merete. "People were trying to 
help me, but I sti ll had the earphones 
in and I cou ldn't hear them at a iL" 
Diamond's iPod played the entire 
duration of his fall, despite the fact 
that a chunk of it broke off during the 
collision. 
"It probably didn't even skip dur-
ing lIle accident," he said . 
It seems Apple's iPOd is every-
where today, not just in advertise-
ments on buses and television, but in 
the ears and hands of users . 
The iPod is a small, white. souped-
up MP3 player. It can hold up to 
10,000 songs and weighs less than 
two CDs. 
Its features are amazing. Hard d isc 
space ranges from 10 GB to 40 GB. 
Its battery life lasts up to eight hours. 
[t has a vo ice recorder, calendar, 
alarm clock, games, the ability to 
store thousands of digital images and 
unmatched sound quality from input ' 
to output blasting out of its head-
phones. 
Compatible with a Mac or PC, 
users have the ability to download 
thousands of songs, famous speeches 
or other audio recordings. Listeners 
merely need to v isit the App le's 
iTunes Music Store on the web. The 
store contai ns more than 400,000 
recordings. Each one can be bought 
fo r 99 cents. 
A recent iPod software update 
allows for faste r browsing and 
accessing of the extens ive music 
libraries. 
After songs are downloaded, users 
can create play lists or store their 
music in personalized files-the pos-
sibil ities are endless . 
'" wanted to carry my music 
everywhere," said 22-year-old Ken 
Tsang, who got his iPod last summer. 
Tired of carrying stacks of CDs 
around while commuting, Tsang was 
intrigued by the size and versatility 
of the iPod. He also liked its ability to 
connect him with older music via the 
iTunes music store. 
"[t's a great way to redi scover 
music," he said. " I can't really imag-
ine my life without the iPod." 
Neithe r can 20-year-old Linsey 
Burritt. She said she " freaked out" 
when she discovered her iPod was 
miss ing last month. A music fanatic, 
she couldn't bear the thought of los-
ing her collection of music files. 
"It 's so easy to misplace. It 's so 
small," she said. "Luckily, I found it 
at a friend's house." 
Burritt purchased her iPod on 
impulse after walking into an Apple 
store to purchase an iBook last sum-
mer. She didn't know much about the 
iPod, but the salesman told her it was 
on sale w ith the purchase of a laptop. 
Burritt couldn't say no. 
Now she has almost 1,000 songs 
stored in her iPod, and though she 
may have trouble keeping track of her 
tiny treasure, she likes the 
fact that she can just 
"grab it and go," 
not having to worry 
about carrying extra 
batteries or CDs. 
AndttW J. Chronicle 
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Eventually, she plans on using the 
iPod as a hard disc when traveling 
between home and school. 
" I'm not using it to its full capacity 
yet," Burrin said, "but I plan to." 
While the features alone are amaz-
ing, those who sell the iPod believe its 
success can be attributed to something 
more. 
Fonner Columbia Apple representa-
tive Joey Lindsey said the success of 
the iPod is also due to Apple's ability to 
create something better than a standard 
MP3 player at a very important time. 
"Apple saw a way to take something 
already getting popular and make it 
bener," he said. "It had been planning 
on getting into digital music distribu-
tion and marketing for years, but a 
good working model was needed." 
Though most MP3 players are cur-
rently cheaper than the iPod, they have 
nowhere ncar the amount of memory it 
has. An iPod can have 10 or even 100 
times the memory of a standard MP3 
player, which appeals enormously to 
consumers. 
The iPod is one of Columbia Apple 
Store's top sellers. 
Progressive marketing with recog-
nizableavertising has also helped 
push iPod sales, according te 
Lindsey. 
But not everyone has not iced, or 
for that matter, cared. " I don't think 
I've seen the advertising," said 23-
year-old Jackie Galloway said 01 
Apple's iPod ad campaign. 
She does know of the iPod, howe\'-
er, having once visi ted an Apple store. 
'" think they're really cool and I' d 
want one, but it's a big investment 
just for music," she said . ""m willing 
to pay, but not that much." 
The iPod starts at $299, and even 
the lowest priced iPod can be more 
than triple the price of a mid-grade 
MP3 playe r. The most expensive 
iPod, the 40 GB, costs S499. 
It can be bought from online dis· 
tributors for less, but one has not 
offered the advantages of purchasing 
the product directly from Apple. 
Diamond is glad he got his iPod 
directly from Apple. 
Alex Jose, a transfer graphic design major, rocks out to one of the many songs stored on his iPed. 
"I sell about two to four a month," 
LIndsey said, "and [the consumers are} 
pretty diverse. A balanced amount goes 
to students and teachers." 
"Even though my iPod still played. 
[Apple] replaced it since it was tech-
nically broken [after the crash]." he 
said. "It was st ill pretty new and I had 
the receipt and everything, but I 
neve r could have done that if I 
bought it online." 
inS arts & entertainment 
Wed 12/ 3 
RUIDO: Post l atin Music 
on the Edge, 
HotHouse 
9:30 p.m. 
S12 
31 E. Balbo Drive 
Fr iday 12/ 5 
Please bring an 
unwrapped loy or book 
7:30 p.m. 
$23.50 
3145 N. Sheffield Ave. 
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By Kat Gresey 
Assistant A&E Editor 
I left for Bos(on at midnight. I 
was alone and completely unpre-
pared. 
PAUSE. 
This trip cast was to be my 
fourth in four years. Each time I 
have gone to visit Chloe Quail , my 
best friend in the entire world who 
split from the northwest 'burbs to 
attend college in Bcantown after 
high school (I flew twice and 
drove once). I have always gone 
with a companion. I have never 
encountered a problem. All trips 
have been the smiling epitome of 
smooth sailing. 
It's approximately 1,01 5 miles 
10 Bos\on from where [ live, and it 
takes about 15 hours to get there 
via automobi le. Fourteen and a 
half of those hours arc spent driv-
ing on Interstate 90, a straight and 
glorious path leading almost direct-
ly into the rising sun. 
It is hard to make a mistake on 
such an accom modating man-made 
artcry of travel, assuming one is 
adequate ly prepared and ready to 
fo llow the rules of the road, which 
\<lry slightly among the six states 
]- '0 cuts through from Illinois to 
\]·ssachusetts. Of course, I neg-
j,,;, ..:d both guidel ines when [ left 
for Boston on Nov. 13, for the 
most intense road trip in the histo-
ry of the world. 
Press PLAY. 
There I was, listening to Blind 
r-.]don, shooting down 1-90 like a 
bL.rck bullet in my 2001 Hyundai 
Accent. The music w~ loud, the 
windows were down and the 
Mountain Dew was flowing. I was 
cruisi ng on only one hour of sleep, 
and at the time, I thought motiva-
tion alone would get me halfway 
across the country in a safe, wide-
awake condition. 
Early on, however, naive moti-
vation gave way to raw, sUlvival-
of-the-fittestlike-behavior. The fu n, 
si ng-along road trip I had anticipat-
ed quic kly turned into an ugly, ki ll-
l11e-now-before-it 's-too-late night-
rmrc. I had no idea what kind of 
trouble lay before me. My early 
optimism now seems like inexcus-
able ignorance. 
Foreshadowing of these treach-
erous events first occurred when I 
not iced my fuel gauge was nmni ng 
low. Calmly, I pulled into a Mobi l 
,talion located within Illinois' bor-
un, to frll up my tank with unlead-
ed 
rurn ing off my engine, I popped 
ope n the tiny door that exposes my 
gas tank and opened my wallellu 
retrieve my shiny, all-powerful 
Visa ATM card. 
The card was not there. 
Fool ishly, I had left it at Bar Louie 
the night before. Though thi s inci-
d..:nt fazed me (I hate losing 
things), [ did not think of the fu ll 
lInplication of having limited 
funds . I was so unconcerned I did-
n't even check to sec how much 
cash I had in my wallet. [ bought 
$8 worth of gas and jumped right 
back on the road, more determ ined 
Ih:\I1 ever. 
Before I knew it, I was out of 
Ill inois and Indiana. I was maki ng 
good ti me and feeling fine. 
Th.::n I spotted a cop. 
There is not much that one can 
do at three in the morning, on a 
completely deserted road, when a 
cop is waiting to snatch you up 
like some sex-starved felon. I took 
my foot off the accelerator, but 
was al legedly speeding at 89 mph 
in a 65 mph zone when I was 
pulled over in the middle of Ohio 
by a state patrolman. I was listen-
ing to Nine Inch Nails, and I was 
pissed. 
The cop, a younger .. fellow who 
at first glance appeared to be an 
easily influenced subject, followed 
standard procedure. 
He offered no chance of getting 
off with a warning, immediately 
taking my license and proof of 
insurance back to his car to fill out 
the necessary paperwork. 
Ten minutes later, he returned 
and handed me my things, which 
were accompanied by a $144 
speeding ticket and a "drive safe-
ly" goodbye. 
It took a Pearl Jam album and a 
bag of chips to make me feel bet-
ter, and by the time the sun came 
up, I was focused mainly on the 
good times that lie ahead of me. 
Pennsy lvania was no problem, 
and aside from some heavy snow 
in New York, the next stretch of 
hours were rather uneventful. Then 
I arrived at the Massachusetts 
Turnpike . 
The Mass Pike is 1-90 only with 
a different name. It costs about 10 
bucks to ride the Mass Pike, and 
this is where I began to worty 
about my dwindling funds. 
I was at the tail-end of the trip 
and I couldn't remember how 
many more tolls I would have to 
pay and I really had no idea how 
much farther I had to go. At this 
point, I had about $10 to my name, 
and my gas was running danger-
ously low. 
Sure, I was cutting it close, but I 
knew I was almost at Chloe's door. 
"Once you get off 90, you're only 
five minutes away, not even," she 
had told me on the phone before I 
left. 
I made it through the remaining 
tolls with my emergency gas light 
shining and change jiggling in my 
purse. As I was winding around the 
exit ramp, I began to feci exc ited 
and nervously anxious. [ was badly 
in need of some rest, real food and 
a stiff drink. 
And right before I got to the 
straightaway, two streets away 
(onn my destination a bus drifted 
into my lane, sending me directly 
onto the foot-high median to my 
left, popping my front driver-side 
tire. 
Of course, the bus didn't stop. 
Nobody else did either. I dec ided 
to exercise control and drove my 
black bullet to the right side of the 
road switching Oil my hazards. I 
called Chloe, got out my spare tire 
materials and had the pleasure of 
watching her two friends, whom I 
had just met, change my tire. The 
replacement cost me 50 bucks. 
FAST FOR'tIARD 
The ride home was equally as 
bad. Before getting to the gas sta-
tion only two minutes away from 
where I stayed, [ lost $20 of the 
$60 Chloe lent me to get home. 
Though I got $20 more from her 
before I left again, it just wasn't 
enough. 
Halfway through Indiana, I had 
to stop at a rest station to beg for 
gas and toll money. I was able to 
get $13 in less than 10 minutes 
thanks to some outstanding ci ti-
zens, and I made it home, once 
again, with less than a dollar and a 
drop of fuel. 
Just getting to Boston last month 
cost me more than $300. A plane 
ticket would have cost just $200. 
The lesson here is obvious: When 
travelin' the country alone in your 
car, remember your·ATM card 
from the bar. Don't speed 'cross 
the country 'cause those who try 
will quickly find out that it's 
cheaper to fly. 
EJECT 
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Columbia faculty makes 
'room' enough for two 
o Students, facu lty and alum ni fi lmed Kevin's Room 2: Trusr in Chi cago in two weeks 
Israel WrighU Laptop Photography 
Sanford Gaylord (right) plays the character Jha'lil , and Carter Dorsey (left) plays the character of 
Michael, in Kevin's Room 2: Trust, which premieres Dec. 14. 
By poris padayan 
ME Ed~or 
Enter into a room whose doors have 
been primarily closed to the rest of the 
world for what seems like an eternity. 
Enter into a place that shows the 
dynamics of a relationship between 
two ord inary people in love. Enter into 
the part in which characters struggle to 
find the strength within themselves to 
persevere, to move forward and to 
carty on, despite hard and unfortunate 
circumstances that can sometimes 
impact their lives. Enter into Kevin's 
room. 
On Dec. 14 at 9 p. m., WCIU·26 
will premier Kevin's Room 2: Trust, 
the second part to Kevin's Room. 
which made ils debut on April 21, 
200 ] on UPN. Funded by the Chicago 
Department of Public Health, Kevin's 
Room 2: Trust made its first sold-out 
debut in the 22nd Annual Chicago 
Lesbian and Gay International Film 
Festival, Nov. 9. 
The film was written, produced and 
directed by Lora Branch, di rector for 
the Chicago Department of Public 
Health's Office of Lesbian and Gay 
Health, and Sharon Zurek of Black Cal 
Productions, co-director of the film , an 
instructor and an artist-in-res idence in 
the Film and Video Department at 
Columbia. Kevin 's Room 2: Trust 
takes the viewer into previousl y 
uncharted territory: the insight into the 
lives, the conflicts, the pains and the 
relationships of gay and bisexual men 
of color. 
With the alarm ing number of AIDS 
cases rising each year, Kevin's Room, 
a 60-minute film named after two 
friends of Branch's who passed away 
from AIDS, was filmed to educate and 
combat the war on AIDS. 
The first installment of Kevin 's 
Room tells the story of a two-year rela-
tionship between characters Kevin 
(Keith Butler) and Iha' li l (Sanford 
Gay lord), a relationsh ip that was 
thought to have been bui lt on trust. 
Both believed that the other took HIV 
tests so that they would no longer need 
to worty about safe sex, but Kevin 
never ended up getting his results. 
Kevin s Room 2 introduces us again 
to the main character, Kevin, but this 
time as an entirely different person, 
running a support group of gay and 
bisexual men of color. In a scene 
where 'kevin, wno has a cold, comes 
into the room, one of the group mem-
bers asks hi m whether or not he has 
recently been tested. The story unfolds 
from there. 
According to Gaylord, a 200 I 
Columbia theater graduate, making 
Kevin's Room 2 was more enjoyable 
than part one because he "put his foot 
into the water" with part one. 
"It was a wonderfu l learning 
process. It was very humb ling," 
Gay lord said. 
Gaylord said that he would love to 
move toward filmmaking in order to 
reach a much broader audience in edu· 
cating, inspiring and impacting peo-
ple, causing a "rippling" effect. 
"Hopefully [the movie] wi ll be 
inspiring conversation amongst people 
that see it. Conversation and talking, 
dialoguing with one another is, I 
believe, how people can save them-
selves," Gaylord said. 
According to Zurek, most of the key 
actors from the original installment of 
Kevin's Room returned and at least 16 · 
of the cast members were affiliated 
with Columbia, five of whom are cur-
rent students. 
All the scenes were shot entirely in 
Chicago; on the North Side, the down· 
town area and even in the Columbia 
donns. 
According to Zurek, the movie was 
shot at 10 locations in 10 days. 
" I am real proud of it. This time, it 
was like fami ly gelling together 
again," she said. 
According to Gaylord, people today 
don't have the opportunity to see posi-
tive, favorable roles for the gay com-
munity portrayed within media such as 
television, film and theater. 
But with the new millennium, there 
is more opportunity and more leeway 
to see diverse groups of people whose 
lives have previously been kept "clos-
eted" from the rest of the world. 
"It wasn't that long ago that gay 
society itselfwas characterized by iso-
lation and self-hatred and so forth. 
And until we see a representation of 
ourselves, we can't feel affirmed," 
Gaylord said. 
" If it gets people to talk, it 's not 
such a closeted thing, it's not such a 
taboo thing. Unless people talk about 
issues, sexual identity, they' ll always 
be neatly tucked away somewhe~e 
where they should be," Gaylord said. 
" If you can at least know about it, and 
learn to respect it for what it is, even if 
you might not identify that way, you 
can at least understand that people that 
love tMe same gender are people too: 
They love, they bleed, they want rela-
tionships, just like anyone else." 
Zurek said that one of the funniest 
moments in the shoot was in a restau-
rant scene, wh ich ended up not even 
running in the final version. 
When the cast and crew showed up 
to the restaurant, the air conditioning 
was broken and the temperature 
seemed to be 110 degrees. 
"With in a minute, the actors would 
just break into sweat, and we'd have to 
stop and wipe them down and start all 
over again," Zurek said. 
"The restaurant was right next to the 
el. So, it was doomed to begin with. 
We ended up editing the scene. You 
never heard the el, you never saw a 
sweaty face. And then we ended up 
not using it, only because once we saw 
everything together, it didn't add to the 
overall story." 
Zurek said that being involved in 
Kevin's Room 2 was also more fulfill-
ing than the fi rst part, because two 
years were spent becoming friends 
with the cast and crew; getting togeth-
er with the actors for rehearsal and 
see ing the characters develop in the 
script and as actors. 
"I hope that what students willlcarn 
is that we don't always think in differ-
ent avenues and different ways to do 
our craft and do our art and also try to 
make a living at it," Zurek said. " It 
always seems so black and white of 
Hollywood-or th is or that- and so I 
think I'm one of the lucky ones that I 
get to work on a film that entertains 
people, that educates people. To me, 
that's success." 
Kevin's Room 2: Trust wilJ premiere 
on Dec. 14 at 9 p.m. on WC/V, 
Channel 26. Pre-screening festivities 
will be held on Dec. /4 at Club 
Escape, 1530 E. 75th St., and at Club 
Reunion, 81 J W. Lake St. Doors open 
at 7 p.m. For more information, call 
(312) 747-5855. 
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Columbia jock a 'creative genius' 
Student takes on a full-time schedule in preparation for future success 
II .KVCft o'dock In the momlnl. A 
_ """ Iona blond h." and • plaid 
-' "'itt _ h""",lf up ItIugaly 
behind • racbo mGOphone, MKhu'IC 
.. bIaIU. Jaaml"l women and the 
.... of _,nl "loss fly dirc<tly 
... the wall. of the freshly pa,nted 
.. MTOUnd'"' him. h IS another 
_. Columb ... ·s WCRX-F"r..i 's !lId.o 
..... "Monday Momlng Reg..rme." 
Ind with this OJ runrun& the program. 
III)1I\inI tan happm 
"'Oood momma. Vretnam," Mike 
c.-cio. arb "MIChael Jac" shouts 
do his microphone:. For haVIn& 
woken up II 3:30 a.m., Casaccio is 
IIIOC'e cncraiud than the Energlzcr 
loamy. pourina ....,. ounce of energy 
... his oadio_, 
He starts early E \o-uy Monday m: 6 
a.m . the 27·ycaroOld Columbia srudent 
meets hn c~hosI and ~ at 
Swt:Juch k) hnc:-up the ITIOfmns racho 
program They dl5CUSS breaklllg I"IC'W'S 
SIOnQ and how dq ",,11 ,ncorporale 
than mla thc show's dance mustc for· 
mal 
0u:I of every how. he and his co-
host Chns Palomar act I S minutes (0 
diJCUSS trNS. cntatu1'1ll1alt and the 
weather He wishes he could talk the 
entire time. 
"Unfortunately. we ha~ 10 follow. 
cbncc format bcc.au5c: lhafs WCR's 
pohcy.- Casaccio said. 111is is music: 
you can drop ·X'io. MusK thaI people 
wa""e glow shcks around to." No!: the 
tdcal format for nc"'NS covcrq;c, but 
Casacc:io works with it. 
"Hc 's always spining out ideas," 
said producer Suz Moreno. "He's a 
Michael Casaccio and hi. radiant, energetic personality host 
"Monday Morning Regime", aired Mondays at 6 a,m, 
c:realJ\o"C FOllIS 
Past topICS ha\'C Incluckd c,"O')'ttung 
from (he Federa l CommunIcatIons 
Coml.HIOf1 and drugs 10 Rush 
Lunbaugh and o.c., D< l.& Hoy •. One 
of Cas<KX:IO'S (nonce subjects IS the: 
Cubs 
"I hate the Cubs." saJd CasacclO . 
\0\00 remaUlro • dle·hard Sox fan c\-cn 
when the Cubs had a shot at the: WorkS 
Scries. He loves vocahzing his ytcws 
to his radio auchencc 'The biggesl 
tllC)f'Ofl5 in the city live on the Nonh 
SKk. Now. if you want a real leam, 
there's the White: Sox:' he said on the 
air. 
Palomar belicves CasaCCIO brings 
Otn the best and wont In her on-air per-
fonnancc as they run through scgrnc:nts 
such &S "Ask Palomar." an e-mail 
advice segment. and "Monday 
Morning Munonhcad:' where they 
point out the tdK>c of the \\'eck. 
"It's like we're a mamcd couple:' 
she said. "We kid each other back and 
forth . He's really good at whoat he 
does," 
And he makes her laugh. 
"I thought (it) was funny when he 
wanted to send our stm:t crew out to 
[Immigration and Naturalization 
Scrvices] and welcome them to this 
country," Palomar said. 
YNNI.I"VtIfire.tomINM .. toMrangtf 
Michael Casaccio (righl) interviews guests during one of his 
cable access shows, 
"[That1 was a failure," Casaccio 
said . .. It could've been a loC bener, but 
everyone went inside [when we got 
there) ," 
In addition to his morning show at 
Columbia. Casaccio is an intern at 
WSCR-FM, a sportS radio program. 
He said it's very challenging. and he's 
noC lying. For that gig, he wakes up at 
2 a.m, heads to the station. begins 
information-gathering and call screen-
ing. and he doesn't even get paid for it 
(though he does get school credit). 
Besides baseball, he really isn't even 
a sportS fan. His true: love is music-
hard-hining, in-your-face music. 
That's why he started up his own 
cable access talk show almost four 
years ago, called "SRTV: The Static 
Experience." 
"{ always wanted to do a TV show. 
and { am doing it for nothing." said 
Ca.saccio. who took classes one day a 
week for three months in order to get 
his show, which airs in the Northwest 
suburbs on channel 19 on Fridays at 
12:30 a.m. 
Taking shots at pop culture, politics 
and society. while staying devotedly 
focused to its hard metal format. 
Casaccio. who hosts the show undcr 
his self-given pseudonym. the Stoned 
Ranger, said nothing is off limits . "We 
will take on any topic," he said. 
Casaccio has racked up quite a guest · 
list on his show, including metal icons 
Rob Zombie, Cannibal Corpse and 
baNd 
Night 
A(BAND]ON 'WACK MUSIC" ! 
Type: 0 Negative. 
Even Casaceio has become a bit of a 
celebrity. On assignment at the 
Jagermeister Music Tour at the House 
of Blues, he was recogni7..ed by a fan, 
but such attention astounds him. 
"I have a cult following which real-
ly makes me laugh," Casaccio said. " I 
never thoUght I could influence people 
at all, but I guess I WItS wrong." 
The TV show's current format is sct 
to changc within the year, and though II 
is net toCally mapped out, Casaccio 
said he would like it to be a debale 
show. 
·'It will be called Mass Debate," he 
said. " It will be a different debate 
show. We will [plant people) in theft' to 
make: it intcft'sting and screw it up." 
See Disc Jockey, Page 27 
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Rancid 'Indestructible' 
Billy Bob's 'Santa' 
naughty and nice 
Bv M, Ubew Jllter 
ME EdilDr 
Ask Billy Bob Thorton why he got 
involved in the film Bad Santa. and he'll 
give you two answers. 
.. , laughed out loud on every page of the 
script." 'Thorton said in a recent interview 
with The Chronicle. '" didn't have to hold 
back whatsoever. I could be this nasty talk· 
ing, drunk guy always pulling someone', 
chain." 
That's the easy answer, the answer peo-
ple expect to hear from Thorton, but it's not 
the only one. 
w, try to play a different character in 
every movie." Thorton said. "This was a 
great opportunity to do a Christmas movie. 
I'm very sentimental this time of year." 
Although Thorton plays an alcoholic, 
chain-smoking pervert in Bad Santa, the 
actor has a soft spot for holiday films like 
11:r a Wonderful Life and A ChriJlmw 
Slory. 
.. , love the formula for Christmas 
movies; someone always gets lost but finds 
their way at the end," Thorton said. " I 
wouldn't mind if every movie was like 
that." 
Bad Santa, which opened on Nov. 26 in 
Chicago, isn't exactly the sentimental holi-
day fare audiences are used to seeing this 
time of year. The film has a dark side with 
a very unlikabl.e character leading the way. 
In the film, Thorton plays Willie T. Sake, 
a drunken thief who spends the holiday 
season posin" as Santa Claus to rob malls 
aeron America. 
"'lad Sanla il ,ort of the anti-Christmas 
movie," Thorton laid. '" know people like 
this chllrll(.1Cr who like to jUlt say thingl to 
cau5t controveny. " 'Ie even encountered a 
few Stint". who've hatl one 100 many cock· 
usi l.," 
Through the C(Jur/U: flf the fi lm, Willie 
dillCovefl hi. !Wftcr. gemle r . itle Ihank, in 
Pllrt If) II young kid he mccll played by 
"relt Kelly. IIc'l an oUlllder whu doesn't 
know how to .ptnd up fm hilllKlf, Will ie 
,tnmedillit ly Identlfie!! wi th Iht kid. anti 
they r'll'" ,In UlIlI!tw.1 bund, 
" II II bet"rne 100 " 'lIj,nc",al, Ihe IiIm 
wf1tJldn'l wtlr'k." Thortfln fluid. 
Ife c'ed" , dlrcCl1Jr 'rtlt')' Zwi¥O" (of 
OhMI World lumlt) (or "I 'lIng lhe IIClorll 
~m,e crclltlve freedom 1m the H I. 
"I've bee.n lucky enough to work with 
directors who let actors do their thing," 
Thorton said. '" love working for guys like 
ZwigotT, Sam Raimi and the Cocn broth-
ers." 
Tony Cox stars as Marcus, Willie's part-
ner in crime. Bernie Mac plays the chief 
security guard at the mall . Lauren Graham, 
Clons Leachman and the late John Riner 
have supporting roles in the film. 
" It was a joy to work with John Riner," 
Thorton said. " I was thrilled that he was in 
the movie." 
The actors previously worked together 
on Thorton's independent film, Sling Blade 
and the short-l ived sitcom "Hearts Afire ." 
Bad Santa docs an incredible job of bal-
ancing between a black comedy and a hol-
iday film . The clever script and hilarious 
performances create a world where these 
pathetic characters become almost like-
able , Thorton's character is especially 
effective. 
During production, Thorton wou ld fall 
asleep in Santa's chair and someone would 
nudge him right before it was time to shoot 
the scene. 
He wanted to commit himself to thi s sad 
character that was dealing with all these 
children during the holidays. 
As a result, Willie looks like this angry, 
drunk, horribly depressed monster of a 
human being. h 's exactly the kind of pcr-
formance Thorton was looking for. He 
joked that there were severa l similarities 
between hi m and hi. character. 
"He likes beer, cigarettes and women," 
Thorton said, " I can re late to that ." 
What the character Isekl, however, IS 
Thorton 's enthusiasm about his own fami-
ly. He aet. e:xcited talkina about spending 
the holiday. with family and fricnds in 
Little: Rock, Ark . 
Growin" up in Arknnllu!I, Thurton Willi 
onc of thOle: kid. who hud u hltrd time Ie:t-
ting So of the mYlltlque of Sltnta Clnull , 
" I believed in Santa Clltus wily too 
1011&," Thorton lu/d. " I couldn't undc:rlliluld 
how he: could ,,0 10 evc:ry house ill the 
ne:i ~hborhnOlI . but I bdlc:vcd in him." 
Unlike: ~III C: or hill Oll-wcrcc:n pc:nmnus. 
" hurton IIIIA U 1100 . Ide:. lie lovel hili fuml-
Iy, !I t ill believes ill holldilY "pirh lind hope. 
lIudic:ncc:. will ,,0 ftc /Jatl Stmtu lind " 1111'10 
the IIh-- c:ntcrllllncd out ufthcrn ," Tho Itlllll 
jUtl wlmlf umllcllcc, to be hIlPPY. Maybe, 
111: '1 1101 lhllt bud M ~Yfl l' . ner Mil . 
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"PACKING AUDIENCES 
IN ALL OVER THE 
COUNTRY ••• A NEW 
CRAZE FOR AN OLD 
FAVORITE!" 
- NBC's TODAY SHOW 
SEE THE CLASSIC fiLM AND JOIN IN THE 
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PERFORM- A- LONG 
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Python fanatics get Idle tour 
o 'Greedy Bastard' exploits comedy troupe in 'another stupid eyening' performance 
By Scotty Cadson 
SlaffWriler 
AI last, the truth can be told about 
Eric Idle: The man is a greedy bas· 
lard. . . 
And the evidence comes straight 
from the ex-Monty Python mem-
ber's mouth. 
Idle titled his new tour, which vis-
ited the Vic Theatre, 3145 N. 
Sheffield Ave., on Nov. 21 and 22, 
The Greedy Bastard Tour: Another 
Stupid Evening. 
Want more? Five miriutes into the 
program, Id le announced to the 
crowd, "The theme this evening is 
greed. I'm only here to put my 
daughter through college and my 
wife through collagen." 
Idle then introduced the Vic crowd 
10 the latest innovation in live per-
fonnances: the Encore Bucket. 
"The days of free encores have 
come to an end," he said. " If you 
want us to come back out when the 
lights go up, start filli ng it up." 
He was kidd ing, of course, but 
then again, he would have good rea-
son to be a little greedy. 
Idle founded the seminal televi-
sion comedy "Monty Python 's 
Fly ing Circus" iti 1969 with ' John 
Cleese, Michae l Palin, Terry Jones, 
Terry Gilli am and the late Graham 
Chapman. 
Over the past 30 years or so, the 
group's populari ty has swelled enor-
mously, with each member being 
regarded by .fans as a comic god. 
The Greedy Bastard Tour is actu-
ally a ~eque l to his 2000 sketch/sing-
along smash tour, Eric Idle Exploits 
Monty Python, providing more c las-
sic FI~ing Circus sketches and his 
" rude sing-alongs" from Python 
albums, such as "The Penis Song" 
and "Sit on 1'1y Face.",_ .-
But ' ''sequel' ours" don't often 
work, ending up a rehash of the fit st. 
And considering Monty Python's 
creative pool is already so well -
known to fans that entire audiences 
( including those at the Vic) have 
been known to quote sketches rather 
than listen to them, there's only so 
much that Idle could do with a show. 
Thankfu ll y, Id le kept his new 
show fresher than a can of Spam. 
Though initia lly' hyped as an 
extravaganza featuring multitudes of 
mystery guests, the show actually 
turned o~t to be a pleasant burlesque 
or Vaudevi lle act, which certainly fit 
Idle's tones better than any "specta-
cle" show. 
And the mystery guests, if there 
ever were any, remained a mystery; 
only Id le and two othe r actors 
appeared on stage- a total of four if 
you include the piano player. 
Apart from singi ng, co-star 
Jenn ife r Jul ian stayed mostly in the 
background of sketches, si nce the 
Pythons have always played nearly 
99 percent of the women characters. 
But it was Peter Crabbe, the 
show's other perfo rmer, who had the 
unfortunate task of fi ll ing in fo r the 
missi ng Pytho ns in .sketches like 
"Nudge, Nudge" and "The Argume nt 
Clinic." 
Fi ll ing those spac:es is no easy 
task, considering most of his roles 
were orig ina lly played by fan 
favorite Cleese, arguably a master of 
comic t imi ng and form. 
The real treat of the show, though, 
turned out to be the non-F ly ing 
Circus-half, a showcase of Idle's life 
before and after Python, includ ing 
the perfo rmance of"BBC B.C.," the 
fi rst skit he perfo rmed pub li cly 
(which was co-written with Cleese), 
and a new song inspired by a request 
pe rformance by the Getty Art 
Museum of Los Ange les ("the 
largest art pri son in the world"). 
The second h3lf also featured an 
affcc 109 look at onc of Idle's closest 
friends, the late George Harrison. 
After learning he was a Python fan, 
Idle met the ex-Beatie in 1975, and 
they remained close -fr iends until 
Harrison's death in 2002. 
Harrison ponied up money for the 
Python fi lm Life of Brian and was a 
fanatic in every sense of the word 
about Idle's 1978 Beat les parody 
The Rutles: All You Need is Cash. 
For Python maniacs, a show like 
this is close to a once- in-a-lifetime 
opportunity. (Well, maybe twice-
Idle was on tour only a few years 
ago.) 
After Chapman died in 1988 and 
Michae l Palin let slip in the 2000 
BBC documentary, The Life of 
Python, that despite having 
announced plans at their 1998 
reun ion for an ann iversary project, 
the group would not reunite. 
Duri ng the show, Idle announced 
plans for a Broadway mus ical based 
on the film Monty Python and the 
Holy Grail. 
The working title, Spamelot, 
probably raised the audience's 
hopes, but the show wi ll not featu re 
any of the five remaining group 
members. 
So, for the many fans at the Vic 
this weekend, I d le ~s performance 
was a must-see event. 
Perhaps it 's not the last tour; Idle 
is, after all , a greedy bastard. 
Without other Pythons touring or 
working on any new projects and 
with Idle's recent two films (a live 
show from the Exp lo its Monty 
Python Tour and a sequel to The 
Rutles) being de layed by Warner 
Brothers, Python fans know from 
now on they' ll have to be just as 
greedy as the ir hero, ready to get a 
piece wherever they can grab it. 
For more information on Eric 
Idle's "The Greedy Bastard Tour: 
Another Stupid Evening" or infor-
mation on Monty Python, log on to 
www.pythononline.com. 
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Same 01' 'material girl' 
By Matthew Jaster 
A&E Edilor 
America's favorite piece of eye 
candy re leased her fourth album 
titled In the Zone on Nov. 18. 
Between kissing Madonna and deal-
ing with her break-up with Justin 
Timberlake, Britney Spears found 
some time to put together an album 
of new material. 
Actually, it's more like a collec-
tion of Janet Jackson and Madonna 
B~Sides. By bringing in Madonna 
for the first single, "Me Against the 
Music," Spears escaped the poss ibil-
ity of a "material"- size lawsuit. 
Regardless of Spears ' naughty and 
nice image, she's pretty much a stan-
dard Madonna clone. Songs like 
"Touch of My Hand," "Early 
Mornin'" and "Breathe On Me" 
could have easily been taken from 
the Like a Virgin archives. 
The problem is Miss Spears is no 
Madonna. The I'm-not-a-gi rl-not-
yet-a-woman routine is about as 
in teresting as a 24-hou r Martha 
Stewart marathon. 
This newly discovered sexua lity 
feels like Spears ' own prepackaged 
dark side. She's not di rty, she's just 
advertised that way. With lyrics like 
"It's so hot and I need some air, and 
boy, don' t stop cause I'm half way 
the re," Spears is try ing to convince 
the worl d that she's ready to play in 
the same ball park with the divas of 
Christmas past. 
But will fans of the pop princess 
play a long? As long as the lip-synch-
ing, raspy voice routine inc ludes a 
provocative music video, she'll be 
just fine . 
Since the Louisiana native started 
appearing on MTV, it's been more 
about her magnitude and less about 
the music. Spears is simply bub-
blegum pop, super-sized. 
Duran Duran proved in the '80s 
that one cou ld make it in the indus· 
try on looks alone, and Spears. at her 
most vu lnerable, multimillion dollar 
state, is fo llowing suit. 
Producers like P-Diddy, Moby and 
R. Kelly were brought in to add 
some credibility to the album, and 
they do an effective job of overpro-
ducing Spears. There are enough 
toe-tappin~, funky beats to punch 
out an entire album of remixes. 
If she plans on keeping up with 
Madonna's career, it 's the club scene 
that Spears needs to concentrate on. 
"Breathe On Me" and "Toxic" arc 
tolerab le; ironically, they are two of 
the songs on the album that Spears 
didn't co-write. 
While the dance tunes are mildly 
groovy and somewhat easy to swa l-
low, the ba llads are downright indi-
gestible. Songs like "Shadow" and 
"Every time" are standa rd Justin 
Timberlake heartbreakers. It's hard 
to feel sorry fo r a girl who looks that 
good and sounds that awful at the 
same time. Those searching for 
mind less, pop drivel have come to 
the right place. 
If In the Zone teaches us anything, 
it 's that Spears has the right people 
around her mo lding her into 
Madonna's bastard chi ld. 
They watched Madonna grow 
from a lip~synching dance idol into a 
cultural phenomenon, and Spears 
has been taki ng pretty good notes. 
Time will tell if she can push the 
right buttons and shock the right 
people in order to sustain he r 
pseudomusic career. 
even santa shops here! 
CALL FOR ENTRV 
Artwork Deadline: .January 1 6. 2004 
Drop off@ 
Robert Morris College 
401 South State St. 
ChIcago, IL 60605 
(8th floor, sune: 809) 
9:00a.m .• 5:00p.m. 
Notification of acceptance: 
January 26, 2004 
Robert Morris College Gallery seeks submlsalons 
for an art show: sport& Hen through the Afts, opening 
on (new date) February 20, 2004. The art show will 
feature artwork Inspired by sports. Artlsts must be 
students enrolled In a Chicago area college or university. 
No more than three entries per artist may be submitted. 
There Is no guarantee that all entries will be displayed. 
All entries should Include name, home address, contact 
number, school, art title, year a eated, media, and size. 
Two-dImensional art should not exceed 60 Inches In 
height and 30 inches In width. Artlsts working In Oils, 
acrylics, watercolor, mixed media, and sculpture are 
eligible to submit. There Is no entry fee. Artlsts selected 
for show will be awarded $150. For further Infonnallon 
contact: Marissa Liker at 312.935.6050 
truLy unique 
dothinr; + accessories 
* lip ser vice 
* serious 
* paul frank 
* steady 
* dickiegirls 
* dragonfly 
* tripp 
mon· l llu "'m-/Opm 
trl ll,m'mldlllllllt 
u l " ' m-m /dIl11l1lt 
lUll lIooll ' 9pm 
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Street Wear 
For the week of: Dec 1 ... DK4 7 
Aries (March 21-April 19) The constant l1aunting of your lack of 
clothing is not impressing anyone, in fact your mere presence is get-
ting on everyone's nerves. 'Go hbme and put some damn clothes 00. 
Take the $50 you made on the' street comer and go buy a decent 
skirt. 
Tauru. (ApriI20-May 20) what the hell is' that smeil? S-. i. that 
garlic? For Christ's sake, pop a &eakin' mint, people can smell you 
from across the room. 
Gemiui (May 2 I-June 20) You wanna know where you' lt be in five 
years? On prime time TV as the featured suspect on "America's 
Most Wanted." 
Cancer (June 21-July 22) If you hated your last job so much, why 
do you keep stopping by the office. Hello? Go buy a life. Most peo-. 
pie don' t visit a job th"" got fired from. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) You' re Jove life is in a rut. The words, "Not 
even if you were the last man on ea.rth. '" seem to be rolling off the 
tongues of the ladies all too often. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) This week. you need to learn bow to take a 
joke. People will make fun of you wherever you go-deal with it. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) You creepy, squirreUy little man, stop look-
ing ~, Internet pom and do some damn work . . 
Seo~io (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Just because you caressed a co-worker 's 
ass, doesn't mean you can tell your drinking buddies that you 
scored. 
~gittaJ'ius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) If it looks like a duck and it talks like 
a duck that doesn't mean ifs the S:allle duck. 
Capricorn ([)Ce. 22-Jan. 19) No more sugar for you- I mean it! 
Step away from the Candy! You keep hording aJl the Starbursts, and 
your friends and family are going to plan an intervention . 
. Aqaarius (Jan. 2()"Feb. 18) Your "Melrose Place" antics have taken 
over the hutCh time conversation at work. Don't have sex in the 
boss's office if you don' t want it to make the next ~ompany newslet-
ter. 
Piscu (Feb. 19-March 20) In the real world, you are what you eat. 
In your world, you are what you pay for. 
A&e: 20 
Major: Photography 
"Style (rom Salvation 
Army or the dump-
sler." 
Every week, The Chronicle brings you 
fashion from fellow Columbia students. 
A&e: 21 
Major: Fine Arts 
"Kinda eot into eoth tyt:»e 
dothine. It sort. stuck." 
Name: Stephan.ie Combs 
A&e: 18 
Major: Early Childhood 
Education 
"More rockish visually.; ..... ... 
• Happiness eq ual s flannel. • Boy Bands: Thank the New Kids on 
the Block for giving us Backstreet Boys, 'N 
Sync, 98 Degrees and all those other dream-
boats on pillowcases across America. 
• Bill and Monica: The most historic 
moment in the history of the Oval Office 
involved a cigar, a dress and a president who 
liked to "slap and tickle." 
• The Grunge Scene: Disciples worshipped 
Seattle rock gods like Nirvana. Pearl Jam. 
Soundgarden and Alice in Chains erasing nasty 
memories of Poison. Vani lla Icc and Color Me 
Badd. 
• Titanic: One of the most overrated 
fi lms in the history of cinema conquered the 
box office. proving that millions of people on 
this planet have extremely bad taste. 
• Sipping on "Gin and Juice": Snoop 
Dogg sent millions of fans on a path toward 
inebriation. 
• Y2K: Secret government conspiracy 
plot 10 generate profit at Anny Surplus stores 
across the country. 
• The Movies : The '90s Were a great 
decade for flicks like Pulp Fiction, 
Goodfellas, The Usual Swp«ts, Fargo, Toy 
Story. The Shawshanf Redemp#on, n e 
Silence of the Lambs and Showgirls. • Homer Simpson: a role model for beer drinking, slacker dads ac ross America. • "Seinfeld": A show about nothing that 
gave audiences plenty to talk about. 
Nothing 'reckless' about this Chicago record collection 
By Jeff panna 
SlatfWflter 
, Music enthusiasts arc greeted by 
Buddy Holly. Frank Sinatra and 
Charlie Parker at Keckles, Records, 
2157 N. Broadway Ave , The record 
store ha, been catering to music 
junkiel in Chicago for the pal t 14 
yean . 
Granted Huddy, Frank and 
Charlie were all mug lihulli impo!K:d 
ontu record II leevcl, but I( eckles! 
will alway, be a place where l ime 
. land, Itill. siving record uficionadoll 
the: pick or the mUlic~1 liller from 
cl:6Ch p'd • • in" decade. 
Wh~t bcpn u. it l ,ondon· baliCtl 
record label &ptcia lizing ill ohlC utc 
~ngliJh bund •• like Urllinlilc S amI 
The Hev'. Prond . Wit , lrunl formed 
i'11O it loc"l lecord I iole in ICJH2 by 
label helJd ( hurlel T!.Iylur. ISCcurdhlK 
10 a Neptcmhc, I /) ~/} l"llie (If Ihe 
c hicM,," "eMdel, 
And sooner Ihan the Sex Pistols' 
career ended, Reck less became a 
chain, with another London store 
openi ng in 1984. 
A San Francisco store followed in 
1988. and Chicago was fortunate 
enough to be bitten by the Reckless 
bug Iwiee- once in 1989 and aga in 
in 1995. 
" It's a greal store in the fact thllt 
we have a COmpUI!!r dalabllSe with 
everything in it, and you can place t& 
speci .. 1 order if you're looking for 
Jomclhln" you can'l find unywhere," 
said Jum!!1 Barron, a record clerk at 
the North Broudwuy Avenue !llurc . 
"Sture, like fCunrornla record "lunlJ 
Artluebu lire aOlllzln", bUI they don 'I 
huvc a curnpUlt r. You can't t!!11 what 
Ihe), huve ," 
It !!cklefll ' devoled cU!JlornerH f1nd 
pl enty of rClllWII, 1(1 hUfflCrl !! them-
, clve. In Ihe 1I10Ie'. colleCllol1 OfllfilW 
lIfIll ulcd ,"ulI lc Ihlll Includfilll "nuled 
vhly l LI'II. CUll und Clllllelhll, 
'" come because they have a big 
select ion, " Chicago resident JefT 
Laura" 25, sa id , "They have" good 
se leclion of used viny L" 
Laura" who admittedly is willing 
to spe nd freely on music. is seeking 
oul standard pop records on thi s par· 
ticu lar occasion and is doing IIIl 
excellent job, hold ing under his IIrm 
classic 12-inc hcs by The Bcatlcs lind 
The Belich Boys, IIlong wilh Til", 
Coa." /3 Never C/cClr b)' Cillifornln 
Indie popsters 'oculuh , 
MUll Vute" 31, 1I seriou, retord 
tollcttor who !lpllts his time belween 
Washi ngton, I) ,C , lind ChlcllSo, vis-
it" Reckless not just betuuse of III 
famoll l! vinyl le lcctlon. bUI ullIa 
bttUUlie (If Its know lcdKcllble IUlff. 
In Yllle,,' hllnd I" II sluck of Jazz 
UlllJ rotk rc:curds by Ihe IIkel of 
Johnny Hod",,., Ucme Ammon" 
DeKIer (Jortit'"' The Small FItCOI, 
IUld The! Who. 
"Yuu nnd '" lUI of . lufT like! thl . 
here," Yates said, holding up The 
Who's BBC Session and The Small 
Faces' self-titled, lillie Nuggets . 
The majority of the used records 
that collectors like Lauras and Yates 
scavenge through ate oblained by 
Reckless from people looking to sell 
off their co llections or at least parts 
of them, Barron said . 
Those wishing to un load their 
music onto Rcckles~ ' shelves will 
receive uround 40 percent of the 
price the " Ibum will be sold for. A 
new or us!!d CD returned with its 
corrospondlng ID card- yellow for 
new, white for used- roluOled in th(l 
I"me condition It Wid purchftscd In 
will net the cUl ttllnor 60 percent of 
Ihe lIulo priCe! , 
"We do ton.lanmont, " stlld 
Btlrron, "which mOims that loca l 
bAnds cun come In hero o.nd sail tI\olr 
COl In our 1101'0, nnd W(J Irtlllk their 
I t\lel l tlnd ovorylhlna. It ofThrs peuplc 
wht) au ttl thllir IhoWI Ihll uhttllC(I hI 
come in here, see their product and 
buy their product." 
Flipping meticulously through the 
shelves of used vinyl. it 's possible to 
discover everything from the rare to 
1he common, 
Within minutes of browsing hard-
to-find albums like The Vibrators' 
Pun Mania for $2S, Blue ChCi!r's 
I1ncehus Eruptwm for $16. both in 
near mint condition, arc ellsy to 
locato. 
At tho same time. the vinyl racks 
arc loaded with value.priced c lassics. 
like Mil •• Davis' Sk. /CMS qfSp<.in. 
Stevie Wonder's SoIt.tl.t /" tM It.)' (I) 
Lif. and Tho Pretend .... • ,olf-titled 
Orst "",ord. hovorina ill tho $3 I\) $~ 
ra1lllo. 
At III heort. R..,kl ... Ro«>rd, I, • 
hume rur one hla tftmlly or In~k 
funs who wurk hnrd .. support thoir 
local sctna Imd can', aOl onuuah of' 
Iha new O\l1kast .- lbuIn, 
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Mario drives the gaming season with 'kart' 
.ax Andrew Greiner 
SlaffWriter 
Video games have become a big 
business, rife with price wars, 
research and development spri nts. 
With Nov. 28 'being the busiest 
shopping day of the year, it's no 
wonder why garners are giddy- the 
game companies are putting out 
some of their best stuff for the holi-
days. 
Take for instance, Max Payne 2: 
The Fall of Max Payne. This game 
conti nues the tradition of "bullet 
ti me" set by its predecessor. 
The s tory flows like a D.C . 
Comic, because all the cut scenes 
are still panels of comic art. Max 
Payne 's plight is an interesting tale 
with narration from Payne's own 
gruff voice. 
The best thing about this game is 
ils enhanced interface. The creators 
did some work on the physics of the 
cyber world, making objects " seem 
more rcalistic. It's noticeable in the 
little details, like the way a dead 
guard slumps against the wall. 
After some Payne, roll over to 
Nintendo GameCube for a little 
Zelda action . Nintendo has stayed in 
the gaming market by carving out a 
niche for its legacy characters like 
Link and Mario. Legend of Zelda: 
The Wind Waker has been out for a 
while now, but it's a good example 
of the Nintendo lineage. 
Wind Waker puts morc emphasis 
on so lid game play than flashy 
graphics. The cartoon art for this 
game is sort of a tum off, but the 
familia r story- Link rescues Zelda 
from Gannon- is nicc. Other rt!ffi-
nants like Links' sword and guttural 
"heeyahs" keep longtime Ze lda 
players content. 
Another Nintendo legacy head-
Disc Jockey ContinuedJrom Page 23 
Casaccio believes that all of his 
media work is valuable experience 
for what he really wants to become-
a morning show OJ in a major market 
such as Chicago. He has dreamed 
about that ,s ince he was 8 years old. 
Growing up listening to older radio 
personalities, Casaccio always liked 
the "spinning records" aspect to dee-
jaying. When he was in middle 
school, his parents bought him a 
miniature OJ kit. 
His work at Columbia is so enjoy-
able ' that he recently became a 
teacher's assistant. 
"Basically, I assist teachers," 
Casaccio sarcastically said of his role 
as a teaching assistant, before going 
i!:! to a full explanation of how he gets 
to work with students one-on-one, 
teaching them how to use the control 
board and make commercials. 
Casaccio said assisting teachers not 
only helps the students, but also helps 
him gain experience for his radio 
show, even if no one is listening. 
"We joke around that only five 
people are listening," Casaccio said. 
"I'm not really sure who listens to the 
show." 
Callers do. Recently, listeners 
"When on the air, an 
audience may see a rebel 
or someone who's contro-
versial and abrasive. He's 
. really a teddy bear." 
- Mike Casaccio, DJ 
called In to yell at Casacclo because 
someone had mad~ a com ment 
likening Dusty Baker to Mike Ditka. 
He doesn ' t describe himself in a 
traditionally complimentary way 
either. He says he's nuts~an annoy-
ing little brother- whose goal in life 
is I to "entertain and annoy at the 
lines a new game. Mario is back in 
Mario Kart: Double Dash. A slew 
of familiar Nintendo faces pack the 
latest addition to the Mario Kart 
series. The new version allows two 
characters in each cart, one to drive 
and one to throw stuff. 
Certain characters have specific 
items to throw, so players can 
choose a slick driver and a devastat-
ing pitcher to fight their opponents 
for track supremacy. 
Playstation 2, which is known 
more for its variety of games than its 
character lines, is trying to join the 
legacy niche with some adventure 
characters of their own. Jak /I pro-
pel s the saga of a big-eared hero, 
Jak, and a smart-al eck weasel, 
Daxter. 
This game has solid playas well 
a,s solid graphics, but the missions 
lack challenge- players are guided 
through the levels~and the weasel 
same time ." 
"It doesn't seem like he's focused, 
but he is," Pa lomar said. " I think it 's 
hard for people to get that." 
Moreno adds that, despite his out-
spoken, often-critical comments, 
Casaccio is really just a nice guy. 
"One-on-one, Mike is conscious 
of other people and their feelings. 
He will never hesitate to he lp some-
one out," she said. 
"When on the air, an aud ience 
may see a rebel or someone who's 
controversial and abrasive. He's 
really a teddy bear." 
A teddy bear with a loud mouth 
and a vision, Casaccio believes he 
will truly make it in the industry as 
long as he keeps trying. 
" If anyone has a dream, they 
should not sit around and wonder," 
he said . "They should chase their 
dreams, and go for it." 
is down ri ght annoying. 
Playslation 2 does better with 
games like Madden NFL and Final 
Fantasy, which both have new ver-
sions out. X-Box is a big competitor 
on the market without a rea l niche. 
X-Box games have excellent graph-
ics, and a big selling point for the 
system is the built-in hard drive, 
which makes saving a breeze . 
X-Box is making headway in 
online gam ing. X-Box is releasing a 
number of games, including Halo 2 
and Gotham Racing Underground. 
All these gaming options can 
make an average garne rs' head 
swim. lf you don't have all the major 
systems, you may be stressed about 
which system to buy for the best 
games. 
Luckil y, some of the best games, 
like Madden NFL 2004 and NBA 
Live 2004, are being rel eased for all 
systems. 
One of the best crossove r games 
this year is The Simpsons: Hit and 
Run. This game is available for all 
major platforms. The designers 
combined the best clements of 
Grand Theft Auto and introduced 
them to Springfield . 
There are seven levels, with a dif-
ferent Simpsons character doing the 
driving on each level. It's great to 
drive past Moe's, run over Barney 
and hcar Homer's witty comments ( I 
am cvil Homer, I am evil Home r). 
Thi s ho liday season is a great 
ti me for garners, with competit ion 
fueling more and more gaming inno-
vations. The consumer ends up win-
ning, as a result. 
No matter what system you have, 
there is a great game being released 
for it. So get to the store, buy a game 
and start your own eye-glazing, 
thumb-bruising l 2-hour video game 
binge. 
Rapper's shoe is on the other foot 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP}-A 
cryptic text message. Ballet shoes. 
Tights, All clues that New York City 
rapper Hashim . "Trends" Smith was 
about to take on a different kind of 
artistic endeavor here. 
Sntith switched lives Nov. 19 with 
Albuquerque ballet dancer Eva 
Wieland for a segment of the reality 
television show called "Switchedl" 
The show, which airs on ABC's 
Family cable channel on Satun1ays at 
<) p.m." pulls a switch on two com-
plete afrangers who must live the 
other P""On" life for four days. . 
~ Smith, 22, who is a part..awner ofa 
~reCord label and has a debut album 
tided ThiS is Not My World. has been 
a rap artist for almost '10, years and 
performs at clubs and colleges. A few 
weeks ago, be perfonned at Madison 
Sqwue Garden. 
That explains why Wieland, a prin-
ciple dancer in ~the New Mexico 
Ballet Company's prOduct!on of "The 
Nutcracker," fOWld a microphone and 
a copy of Smith·s compact disc when 
she arrived in New York City. 
Becoming a rapper was something 
that left Wieland "extremely nervous" 
and her stomach a little uneasy. 
"I've just been working on (creat· 
ing a rap song], trying to memorize it 
and making sure it.sounds good, that 
it sounds coo~ you know'll' she said 
about her mission. "Because I'm real-
Iy a dorky girl." 
Wieland spent part of her time 
Thursday teaching a class on media 
literacy,~something Smith does as part 
of an after~school program.!~ 
The same day, Smith gOfa'~ of 
ballet, "Oh man. I'm really tired," 
Smith said. "I didn't know it was 
going to be that much work" 
On Saturday, Smilh modeled and 
served at a local restaurant--.-just like 
25-year..ald Wieland usually does. 
After that. it was back to the dante 
studio. 
THE CROWNING WORK 
OF THIS YEAR! 
You won't come out unaflected, because the depths 01 Intimacy that 
Alejandre Gonzjlez tnarrltu plumbs here are so rarely touched by Ilimmakers that 
'21 Gr .... ' Is tantamount to the discovery ol a new country:' 
Elvis THE NEW YORK TIMES 
OLUDMW'I CSfTURY CENTRE &EVANSTON CENTURY 12 
NQrNorlh8OO.fANDANGOI1I9 QiQgoN~9 EYIIlI1oo84m9NI123 
CALMl:tm:S~ .[I)~ .lBX.m~ .~~ 
,-. 
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Uf you!? 
~C£H£Rf 
lilt Chronicle i5 hi(,.n1 for -lite. .spr;flj Semester: 
In+u(Sftd? p,cJ( fA.p an o.ppkr.a:non @ (,23 S. WAhaSh 1 1m. M:. 
and -/all< -It> ChriS f&'cJ,trt, 3t2~3~t{~ 7'i3Z.. 
10% OFF 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
15% OFF GET ONE 
ALL FREE 
UV·FREE OFF LOTIONS MYSTIC TAN mWE' •• 
~-- LOTION 
(;rNA's CUISIN~ 
If'llf s. Wa~a<;n, '31'l.'?'?lf . I'll'? 
We Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound 
Burgers, Submarines, Turkey Burgers, 
Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs, 
Croissiants, Gyros, chili Cheese Fries, 
Chicken Gyros and many more items. 
We Au;ept; CKecltb cat-dc;1 
099er/ng 0"'" 00 ~ 09 be«'I TM bes~ burgers ;n Chicago! 
World f>amous chicken """9.' Watch your f'aVorit. sports .v.nt. on our 70" TVI 
701 S. STATE STREET AT BALBO· 312-'t27-2787 
a WHk • I\n-Fl"'i W 'tAU • loti W S ..... 
In a religion that was born in a barn, 
an open door goes without saying. 
Our church In ... iles you to join us this Sunday in the worship and fellowship of Jesus Christ. 'The door is always open. 
CClbrrd~a a!b~ lKi1m!' 
ILWa!bitlffiill CClbw~lb 
Advent worship with Holy Communion 
(beginning November 30) 
every Sunday at 10:00 a. m. 
Chrlslmas Eve 
Candlelight Scrvi~e 7:00 p.m. 
Potluck Supper 8:00 p,m, 
Students Welcome! 
Rrv. Scott Chinblll'g, Pastor 
1532 S. Michigan Ave. 312-939-3720 
Sharing God's Love al/d Embracing Diversity 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Decompose 
4 Peaceful 
harmony 
9 Gushes forth 
14 Sympathetic 
attention 
15 Lamp resident? 
16 Small stream 
17 Goddess of 
folly 
18 Freshen up 
19 Basketball 
coach Pat 
20 Silver server 
22 Buzzing insect 
23 Agassi or 
Citroen 
24 Waters off Bali 
30 Mexican hal 
32 Informed 
33 Adage 
35 Snobbery 
37 Top 
38 Org. of Strange 
. and Couples 
39 _ on your life! 
40 John's Yoko 
41 Fruity concoction 
42 Break bread 
43 Of guardianship 
45 Holzman or 
Auerbach 
46 0481in9 sword 
48 Some musical 
chords 
50 Butts 
52 Singer Crystal 
55 Gangster's gun 
56 Quarterback al 
times 
57 Parade 
component 
60 Diet guru Jenny 
63 Likewise 
64 Main artery 
65 Wafted 
66 Put a slop to 
67 Large horns 
68 Searches for 
69 Sultry West . 
DOWN 
1 Ranch name in 
"Giant" 
2 Like Cheerios 
3 Stays afloat 
4 Pact 
5 Run into 
6 Lodging house 
7 Even score 
8 Landscaping 
shrub 
9 Loose rock 
debris 
10 Mass leader 
11 Moray 
12 Like a little Scot 
13 Cloud cover 
21 Letters in theate 
lobbies 
22 Bond portrayer 
24 Deep-fried 
cake 
25 Countenance 
26 Cal Ripken's 
team 
27 Sol and its 
orbiters 
28 Omit in 
pronunciation 
29 Annexed 
31 Hung loosely 
33 Velocity 
34 Wide open 
36 Home contracts 
44 Holiday tead-in 
r 
Solutions 
, 
, 
, 
47 List of mistakes 
49 Is down with 
51 Jots 
53 First name in 
bad hoteliers 
54 Create a gorge 
56 Pastel red 
II 
,I 
57 Love-handles 
content 
58 Bud's buddy 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
Valet Parking Attendant- Grea1 Pay and Flexible Hours . Work in Fun 
atmospheres , nightclubs, restaurants, and hotels. Full and Part 
time hours. 847-670-0871 . 
"'ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+ 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202 
·Spring Break - sign up with Student Express and get FREE roundtrip 
airline tickets to over 15. International destinations - including Aruba , 
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica , Caribbean hot spots and more. Why go 
with anyone else. Limited offer - call now. Commission rep positions also 
avai lable. 1-800-787-3787 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Columbia student seeks Female roommate 20-25 
10 share 2 bedroom apartment. Available Now. Walk to all campus buildings 
and downtown. Close to "L" station. Great Lake Views! $700/mo. +util. 
Parking avail. for $125/mo . Call Maggie at 312-663-6918 or 847-217-0242. 
Artist' residence studios and one bedrooms from $450 steps from el, lake 
and shopping Included: heat and gas, computer lab with internet, darkroom, 
gallery performance and rehearsal space, and painting and sculpture 
studios. Contact Hunter properties at 773-477·-7070 or will at 773-505-8668 
Spring Internship Available l! Medical Contracting Services , Inc. Please 
submit resumes 10: in1ernship@medicalcontracting.com 
Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn 
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students.com/columcol 
59 Powerful sphere 
60 Hwy. radios TELEVISION STUDIO CREW: Seeking to fill various production 
positions in 1he popular & proven weekly television program ; 
NUDE HIPPO YOUR: CHICAGO SHOW. Call 773-772-1200 
ext. 270 or visit www.NudeHippo.com/crew for details ! There is 
no pay, just great experience & exposure! 
61 Shad delicacy 
62 Exist 
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE AT: 
www.ColumbiaChronicieClassifieds.com 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
www.columbiachronicle.com 
312-344-7253 
I'Vf; oun.:rve:o A pf.~5ION. 
1WO WORL.V WARS, 'rnRu: 
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'&1 
Lou Cevel.'s got the policy. Since 1970, 
this grad has been racking up awards as 
a State Farm Insurance agent. Lou also 
spent many years in advertising and 
broadcasting. His son, Randy. is also an 
alumnus, graduating in 1990 with a B.A. 
in SO\lnd. 
'&7 
Word Warrior Gary Yellen battles for 
the Ruiz Agency in Morrisville. NC, 
where he creates campaigns for the 
Hispanic and mullicultural markets. He 
also docs campaigns for the YOUlh mar-
kel, including anti·smoking and a line of 
superhero cards, which features the 
smokin ' American Idol runner-up, Clay 
Aiken, aka "SuperClay." 
'71 
nan Liu is in Atlanta, where he spent 
15 years in the magazine industry. He's 
now working on a non-fict ion book about Shamanic Witca, a 
Wiccan philosophy Ihal combines Shamanic wisdom. 
'72 
AI Ruho received a Chicago International Television Gold Plaque 
award for cinematography and videography (or "Nubia and the 
Mystcries of Kush," a documcnlary dctailing the scientific methods 
archeologists are using to make their discoveries. It was shot in 
Egypt and Sudan, and fund~d by the National Sciences Foundation. 
'73 
Marc uif, C barlie Carner ('78) and Michael Goi, ASC ('80) 
hostcd a packed LA screening of their TBS movie "Red Water," 
which premiered in August on the suPerstation. As in all their collab-
orations, Charl ie directs, Michael is cinematographer and Marc edits. 
Mark Braun is writing an encyclo~dia on the Chicago area in thc 
Civil War, and lecturing on shipwrecks. He also owns a cable net· 
work, which produces sponcasts and is available to 250,000 sub-
scribers in the North and Nonhwesl suburbs. 
Margaret Madison Jamison has becn nying high for 30 years as a 
flight attendant for Delta. 
Tony Gr onner returned to Columbia from the film industry to 
launch his c~r as a \'oice-over actor. After a few classes, he got 
his demo ready, known as "'Tony Gronner-Ham on Wry," to illustrate 
his particular sound. You guessed il: a linle bit of ham with a whole 
bunch of wry. 
The theater departmenl's Albert (8iJ1) WiUiams was recently 
inducted into the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of Fame. Williams, 
who coordinates the musical theater co~ntration with Estelle 
Spector, was recognized for his " important contributions to the cui-
twallife of Chicago" as ajoumalist, theater artist, teacher and 
activist. Williams is an award-winning theater critic and has been the 
chief theater crit ic at the Chicago Reader since 1991 . Bill has been a 
member o f the faculty si~ 1985. 
Gil Peten is president of Sound Targeting Inc., a 
commWlicationsimedia company specializing in radio. They produce 
" Rural Radio News," and a one-minute daily program about baseball 
in conjunclion with Elysian Quarterly, an intellectual view of base-
baH. He's been married fOf" 28 years to Catherine and together Ihey 
have raised seven Australian Shepherds and an Appendix-
Quarterhorse. 
J'lDes Fraber logether with CODDle 5<": .. 10. (74) appeared al 
Milwaukee's Irish fest in August to deliver a leclure and print exhibit 
recounting their experiences hand-cutcing turf in County Sligo, 
Ireland in 1978. The two are founders of Bogfire Inc., a pholography 
and graphic design finn . 
'74 
Laarie Sliter loves grant writing for Easter Sales in DuPage. She's 
always been passionale about disability issues harkening back to her 
days in radio and TV at Columbia. Little did she know that a car 
accident would give her first -hand knowledge. She lold us that she 
has "cae memories of her coliege days. 
Del rd rt Garvey is living in SI. Paul. MN, working u • business 
analyst for lhe U,S. Postal Service in the Infonnation Technology 
Sector. This good Samaritan also doe. mission work in Haiti. (click 
on image to view enlarged photo of Deidre with S<?"1e of the kids) 
Jill Urd.ak has been with Shadow Traffie for five years. Hear Jill 
on WHBM, WKRS and WKRQ infonnina her lis teners o f all the 
headac:hes they el1oCOWlter on the open rcadl, 
'75 
Mlrbm Soloa is a ¥Taphie designer for a . mall company that manu-
faclures and wholesale. food ' rc::Jaled Kift ilems. She 's also a drum-
mer and a student of Japanellt. Her dau~ter, Sarah, an alumnus o r 
Columbia's Summer ArU Camp and High Schoollnttitute willarad. 
WIle from American Vniverl ily nell t year, 
'red Ch.mbers is Matter Conlrol Operator for WPLD/ WPWR_TV 
in Chicilao. Hi. broadeu t career wun him kudo, wi lh hi. hiilh 
.chaol, where he w • • inducted lnco Ihe Gordon Tech ~htll of )l.me, 
Hi, IOn MichKl i. ,.."w allenclln" Columblil 10 ~tudy mm. 
'71 
flbb .. ,lIbll' i8 r.lher "fthrec, I . alu rep (or a diet.ry supplement 
« ""VI"Iy and youth coaeh ClCtllOfdinal re. Hc ' •• I.w Invulved In the 
church choir lind MveralloCiI band • . 
'71 
M.rty,. Kin. II It iSk1r11 repvr1" .l lh, NUC . mllil. WOWT.TV 
in Omaha. He won an AP award for Best Sports 
Special ror his show on Heisman Trophy winner 
Eric Crouch. He's also an associate minister at 
Salem Baplist Church. 
'79 
Ricbard Cbwedyk won the Nebula Award for 
his novella "Bronte 's Egg." He's also on the short list for a Theodore 
Sturgeon Award and a Hugo. 
'BO 
Rick Erwin is producing a documentary aboul developmentally dis-
abled young adults who excel in theater. sports and business. The 
project is narrated by Bob Costas and slated for 2004 release. 
DonD. 8easley is accounl di rector at Burrell Communications 
Group. But her real passion is kids. She's the author of the children 's 
book "Music in the Family," and she and partners have started 
Kidding Around Entertainment, a company that produces children's 
AV products targeted to African·American fam ilies. 
'B2 
Todd Panagopoulos is Associatc Director of Photography at the 
Chicago Tribune. 
C heryl Lou ise Baits is the CEO and founder of P.H.O.E.B.E. 
(Pcople Helping Others by Example). Shc's also CEO and founder 
of the fint African-American museum in Hot Springs National Park, 
AK, where she works as a preservationist. 
Mary Hogan lives on Lummi Island, off the coast of Washing Ion. 
She's an art ist and teacher or art history and photography at 
Whalcom Community College in neighboring Bellingham. This sca-
son she's teaching RenaissancelBaroque art history and history of 
photography at University College in London, England. 
'B3 
Stepb.nie Weaver writes and develops conlent for exhibits at San 
Diego Zoo and Wild Animal Park. 
Alexand ra (Poplawski) W.llace works in Global Regulatory 
Affairs for Alberto Culver in Melrose Park, IL. She helps ease the 
way for the sale or AC products in more than 30 countries. 
Michatl Buras is an educator with the Chicago Public Schools. 
Tracey Alston is the CEO of Daniel Ie Ashley Advertising and 
Public Relat ions, celebrating 10 years of successful business. Her 
client roster includes Walgreens, Soldier Field, and Volvo North 
America. 
Larry Zambello lives in New Mexico, and collects designer furiti-
ture of the mid-20th century. His very cool house was fealured in 
August !n the Albuquerque Journal . 
Paul Nelson is celebrating the tenth anniversary of II Plays in Peoria 
Productions, a nonprofit producing weekly radio interview programs 
on Whole System approaches. 
'B4 
Micbael Malone is local sales accounl manager at the 
NBClPAXfTelemundo triopoly, housed at NBC Tower in Chicago. 
He represents all three TVstations ~o advertisers and ad agencies. 
'B5 
Scotl Stone is assistant VP and director of matrix operations for the 
Daily Herald in Arlington Heighls. IL. He oversees the paper's four 
bureaus and coordinates special sections and community expansion. 
He also sits on the board of DriveChicago.com. 
Alln. (SmUk) W.llace is artistic director of Dance>Detour and 
CRIPmark Cards. Daoce>Detour is a mixed-abilities company com-
prised o f dancers with and without disabilities. CRIPmark Cards is a 
line of glittering greeting cards that showcases people with disabi li· 
ties. 
Ha l Unterbereer is in sales in the wholesale division of Facets 
Video, part o r Facets Multimedia. He has been married to Amy 
Saltzman for two yean . 
'BI 
J.me. Whuton is • detective, arson investigator and hostage nego-
tiator with the Chicago PD. 
Kelley C I ... runs her own LA-based bwineu, Clm Represents. 
She is an independent sales rep for production, animation and design 
companies. 
Eln. Welch is a jazz and blues singer. and runs her own graphic 
design studio. She has recently released "Catnip Cafe, " through her 
company, Hi·Five Recor<is. "Catnip Cafe" is a classic collection or 
jazz and blues originals and standards, rully loaded with attitude and 
finesse. Listen to music samples and read whal everyone is saying 
about the new CD. Check it out at http://www.elenawc1ch.com 
'B7 
Tkerru WO'lnlckJ jwt graduated from therapeutic massage c!mcs 
.nd I. focusing on helping fo lks reel aood and aet well. 
Th.d Vtumer is on the (asl tnck in LA, where he 's teamed up with 
players in the crealion of a TV series on low·bodaet filmmakers. 
He'. also in development with Gene Simmons on a project based on 
lhe real . Iory o f II losi ng hiah school footba ll team thai begins to win 
once they started lis tenina to KISS . 
Mlch.le Winner aol her mn, tcr's dcaree In Cu"lculum and 
In.truelion (rom California Lulh~ran University, lind hu been tcach-
Ina nfth "rade. 
Yran Mllon i. in Seattle, workina u I rreelNlce edl lor lind writer . 
She publi. he. person. 1 eilIY' on n lne-ss. aardenlng, hiking and Ihe 
grCll t outdoor. on Iwo web . he. : Fl lnolc • . net and www,nor1hwesl-
note • . not. 
Michele lJ.rb.r (The rel"nln" Mrs, 11110(11) competed In the 
SClptcrnber 19 Mr • . Amcrlcn plI"elnlln Honolulu, 
'II 
MaryJan. Url~London I. the collc,e oounlOlor . t l.OI Ana, ln 
Ccnter (or Hnrlchod Sludl" . which WI. r. led U tho lonth bol t hlah 
school in the nation by Newsweek. She has laught art and math in 
LA's public schools and received her masters in Educational 
Counseling from California State. She is manied with two children. 
Su ... (Mabmllji) MacNkol is president of Strategic and Creative 
Marketing, whiCh implements marketing and promolional strategies. 
Mitl MlrtOD is a staff photographer for the Daily Southtown . He 
lives in Chicago with wife Sarah and newborn Olivia. 
Kilby G urchlek is a business writer for the Salt Lake Tribune in 
Salt I:ake City. 
Jennifer Rusbin&·Strader is a pre-schoolteacher 's assistant for 
special ed in Elk Grove District 59. She's studying improv at Second 
City and completing the first ofa three-part novel. She's been happi. 
Iy married for I I years. 
Rich 8enlel is a financial advisor with Waddell & Reed. He's mar-
ried with three gi rls and lives in. Aurora. 
K.thleen Misovlc is a magazine editor for the National Safety 
Council. She celebrated her first wedding anniversary with Paul 
O'Connell. 
'B9 
Timothy Line works in Institutional Settlements at laSalle Bank. 
He returned to Chicago after a stint in Vail, CO, working in moun· 
tain rescue. Makes banking look tame. 
Pete 8iagi is back with Pete Jones (Project Greenlight) shooting a 
new script " Doubting Riley," which films in Chicago· and north sub-
urbs. 
Brian Rupt teaches painting and drawing at the Metro Suburban 
Drop-In Center, and works with the mentally ill. 
DI D LoDdoD just landed a new job as produclion director at Classic 
RoCk 102.9, which serves Chicago's western suburbs. 
Paul Crossey is manager or multimedia production for Chicago 
Tribune Co. He ptoduces corporate videos fo r employee commuoi-
cations and customer relations, TV and radio commercials that pr0-
mote the paper and its products, and TV spots for ad clients. 
Simira RobinsoD (2001 M.A.) is working on her book "This Side 
or Heaven," a book of inspirational and socially conscious poelry 
and essays, targeted for late 2003 release. She teaches at Malcolm X 
College in the Communications and Fine Arts department. 
Animator Curt C hia relli is working on the Halo action figure line 
for Microsoft CorpJBungie Studios. His action figures have received 
rave reviews in the trades, and one character, Cortana, completely 
sold out two weeks aftcr its release. Look for the newest character, 
Covenant Elite, already on shelves. Curt's also working on models 
for an upcoming Planter's Peanut commercial. All oftha! creativity 
has landed Curt a gig at the prestigious Acadcmy of Art in San 
Francisco, where he's developed a Marquene Sculpting Seminar, 
which he will teach in the spring semester. 
'90 
JeffWebrmeilter·and eleven partners are working on establishin!'"" 
the '60s Museum in the C hicago area. Funding is slow, as some 
potenual investors wanted to erase all references or Playboy and pol. 
Imagine"the '60s without them, Jeff's not into revisionist history; S')" 
he keeps plugging for dollars. He's also rehearsing with mUsic group 
Dr. Watts Medicine Show. 
Tim S.uen (M.A.) is producing director for Urban Gateways, • 
Center for Arts Education. He oversees all program areas. deverop...: 
ment, marketing and sales. In addition to numerous professional 
affiliations., look for lim's byline as a theater reviewer and arts 
writer for Gay Chicago Magazine. 
Michael Szromb. plays a mean David Lee Roth in the enduring 
Van Halen tribute band Fair Warning. The group's been around since 
1986, and according to Szromba its production is "as close to a real 
Van Halen concert as humanly possible. with flawlessly duplicated 
music, almosphere and mood." Michael is also president and CEO or 
3rd Millennium an .udio, video and software media manufacturing 
company specializing in services for indie musicians. 
Grol'le Tillman and Bob Teitel ('91) hosted llIioois Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich on the Chicago set of "Barbershop," where the govemer 
signed Senate Bill 785, which creates a tax incentive to attract film· 
making back to Illinois. 
Bill Sckelbe is the assistant sports editor of the Herald News in 
Joliet. IL. 
Kurt B. IdY,I .is a t.noo artist with Body by Design Studio, special-
izing in portraits, tribal and non-traditional designs. Kurt jwt bought 
• new howe, celebnued his lOth wedding anniversary with wife 
Lynn and is lovina his four-year-old <!eughler, Hannah. 
'91 
Man: Selz is working on his second reature film, "Unaware," a dark 
psycholoaic.l thriller being shot in Galena. IL. 
Sound man N.II Stra .... aecompanied alt-rock band Mink to the 
Penian Gulf and AfBhanistan last Spring. Mink was the firsl full 
band to enlertain troops in Afghanistan, just six months after 9/ 11 . 
He acts around: lUI aig was July" week o f concerts in Guanto.namo 
Bay, Cuba, 
Ja.o .. [ rkes is president of Spor1S and Social Clubs. o.n organizer or 
adult sport leaaues and social events. He he lped 250,000 yoooa pro-
fesslonftls have fun lu t year in Chicaao, San Francisco. Orlando and 
Philadelphia. The eompany was broke before Erkes and his invc:ston 
turned Ihinas around. Way to ao, 
Mkh •• 1 DIGioia is w ist"nt di rector ofa documentary on two 
Cuhan wri ten, one who ned h~ the US In 1994, He ntmcd in 
Chlcaao and Cuba and hopes 10 be done In sprina 2004, He's abo 
Ilnishlna' book o f CuMn pholo¥",pN he took dunna ' hike trip 
across Cublln Marth 2000 . His joumey is chronicled at 
www.mlchacldlalola.com. 
Nllt)' Groumll (M ,A.) lenches Rhetoric. ~atlvt 'M-Itina. and 
Sorvlce Leamlna clum DI DePAIiI University and Is the Assistant 
Dlroocor o( the l.A&S Honora Prollram, She Is also wwklna on a 
oovol and I. mom to Kavlll, I ', and Maulo, 12, 
Kul Gibson is the office manager in the newsroom of The 
Hollywood Reporter's west coast bureau. 
'92 
Russ Grubbs is mixing promos for "Extra", "Celebrity Justice", 
"Judge Mathis" and the "Ellen Degeneres Show". 
Caroline Lual finds time to act, write, do voiceover, record, dance, 
play guitar, teach piano and music and enjoy sunny California. Her 
alter ego, Pinky Jones, performs original material "Songs of Lovin' 
Hale" throughout L.A. 
Derek Barlholomaus is post producer on "Fear Factor." 
Ezequiel Hodar i lives in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where he has his 
own graphic design firm. 
Joe Kon rath recenlly signed a thrce·book deal with Hyperion. His 
first novel, "Whiskey Sour", features Chicago cop Jack Daniels. It 
will be released in hardcover in 2004. For more information on Joe 
and 10 see a cool web site, go to www.joekonrath.com. 
'93 
Lee Filas is staff writer for the Daily Herald. He plans to get married 
this October. 
Arnie Bernstein has a new book. "The Hoofs and Guns of the 
Storm: Chicago's Civil War Connections" has been published by 
Lake Claremont Press. Sen. Paul Simon wrote the introroduction. 
Pau l Bronsteader works freelance production on national sporting 
events for ESPN, OLN and CBS Sports. He was nominated for a 
national sports Emmy for his work on the National Finals Rodeo. 
Suzy Bra ck was selected by VH I as one of 10 finalists in their 
national "Divas" competition. Suzy heads the band Suzy Brack & the 
New Jack Lords. 
Kyle Bronsdon scored ''This is ICT' for USC's Institute for Creative 
Technologies, with director Randal Kleiser. He has also fell in love, 
got his heart broken (twice) and lost 35 pounds. 
Honors Alumnus and former Albert P. Weisman Scholarship recipient 
Alan Harris Stein was appointed Oral Historian for the Goldring 
Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish LifelMuseum of the 
Southern Jewish Experience on July 1,2003. Stein travels the Deep 
South documenting the Southern Jewish condition. For further infor· 
mation see the website www.msje.org. 
'94 
Candice Porten founded her company CAP Media Management, 
which serves the entertainment and sports industries. 
Darlelle McAlpin (M.F.A.) is a playwright. screenwriter and editor 
with a lot of projects in the pol. She edits and reviews manuscripts 
for luniversc and develops, adapts and edits doc, corporate and fic· 
tional scripts. She's also working on her next play, "Field o f Souls." 
J ohn Boyla n says he's "stuck in the most carbon"'«lpied trend biting 
town in America, where most of the guys wear baby· T's and the girls 
dress like videos." He's living in Peoria, II., where ifit plays there, it 
plays anywhere. John's also working in mixed media·related projects, 
painting, photography and web design. . 
Kassie Miller landed a new position as color team director at Jaeger 
Di Paola Kemp design, based in Burlington, VT. 
Cbristopher Billiau is an officer in the U.S. Coast Guard. 
'95 
John Bigness is a public affairs executive by day and comedian by 
night. He's the opening act for Arab-American comedian Ray 
Hanania at the new AI· Khayam Club, 2326 W. Foster in Chicago, 
every Thursday night through Nov. 20. 
'9& 
Karyn Bosnak was $20,000 in debt and unemployed. But'Jnternet 
surfers came to the rescue through her SaveKaryn website. Now she's 
back on her feet , has a book out and a movie deal in the making that 
chronicles her rags·to-riches story. You can check her out and get a 
few money·saving tips at www.savekaryn.com 
Hill ari Hunter is assistant to one of the regional VPs at Children's 
Hom.e and Aid Society of Ill inois. She also became a member of the 
USA Amateur Boxing Association. and she's kicking around a few 
screenplay ideas. 
Scoll Maurer is art director for Aqua Magazine, a monthly pool and 
spa trade. 
T ina BaUle is communications di rector for the Chicago Foundation 
for Women, one of the nation's largest women's funds. She's also 
performed her poetry with Russell Simmons' Def Poetry Jam, The 
Last Poets, Sonia Sanchez and Gwendolyn Brooks. 
Sylvia Patterson is head writer of "Switch Play," a comedy/music 
video show airing in Detroit on the WB. 
Jamie Vanadia is audio post.production mixer/engineer and sound 
designer at Avenue Audio. 
John Borowski completed his first feature documentary "H.H. 
Holmes: America's First Serial Killer," through his company 
Waterfront Productions. 
Melinda Roenisch (''The Secret") has completed a new screenplay 
and is in the early phases of production. 
'97 
Oladlmeji Adeoye received a Ph.D. in political science from UIC in 
July 2003. A former journalist in his native Nigeria, he authored "The 
Morning of a Coup: The Dictatorship of Nigeria's Ibrahim B. 
Babangida." 
Rob Fegen lives in L.A. and works as a production coordinator on 
films and commercials. He just completed a shorl, "Elope," which 
was presented at the Cleveland International Film Festival. 
Edward "Eddie" Torres landed the role of Palomo in Nilo Cruz's 
2003 Pulitzer Prize·winning drama, "Anna in the Tropics," staged by 
Chicago's Victory Gardens Theater. Cruz is also the c.o.founder of 
Teatro Vista, the only Latino Equity Theater in the Midwest. 
Rita Hawn helps Columbia coordinate the Las Vegas alums and she 
pens our Las Vegas e·letler. To get the e.letter, go to 
www.colum.edulalumnilLasVegas/VegasNews.hlm. 
Man Lo Cascio is a writer.producer for CLTV. 
'98 
Jen Plants just completed her M.A. in acting at Florida State 
University/Asolo Conservatory. She is now a member of Actors' 
Equity and an adjunct instructor at Hood College in Frederick, MD. 
Jen just celebrated her fifth wedding anniversary. 
Tricia Van Eck is curatorial coordinator at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Chicago. She assists the chief curator with the 
oversight of exhibitions and adminisiration. She's now working on 
the upcoming exhibition "Kerry James Ma'rshall • One True Thing, 
Meditation on Black Aesthetics," opening this season. 
Bernard Larsson completed his Masters afFine Arl in film editing 
from the American Film Institute in L.A. He 's since worked on fea-
ture films for Univerial, Warner Bros., Columbia Tristar and Nu 
Image. He manages the website www.swedishfilmnet.com. which 
originated from a project at Columbia. 
Shena Omotola works at Clear Channel Communications as traffic 
and billing manager for the Traffic Division. 
Steve Berman is production representative at Film Finances Inc., one 
of the largest completion bond companies. They bond more than 100 
indie films annually. with budgets ranging from $1 million to $60 mil· 
lion. 
Jackie Weiuman lives in Portland, O.R., where she works as an 
Avid editor and instructor at the Art Institute of Portland. She is edit· 
ing "Loud," a doc about the rock 'n roll camp for girls in Portland. 
hsa Boulos perfonned with the group he co.founded, Radio 
Maquam, at the Chicago World Music Festival in September. He's a 
part.time lecturer in the Department of Music at the University of 
Chicago and is finishing a CD with Turkish Kemence master Nennin 
Kaygusuz, entilled "Rif." 
Yusa ku Mizoguchi is currently wri ting and di recting his first feature 
film and developing one feature documentary project while working 
as an editor at Tricoast Studios. He is a three-time Golden Trailer 
award nominee. He is also an action choreographer/stuntman. He per· 
fOnn! Japanese samurai stage combat at various festivals on week· 
ends. He is one of the founders of Rider Entertainment. 
J ennifer Edwards is wardrobe supervisor for The Lookingglass 
Theater Co. in Chicago. 
Maryann J. Sca rborough is director of Linle Feats Family Center in 
Chicago. She is pursuing her doctorate in organizational leadership at 
Argosy University. 
Melina Long does event planning, consulting and freelance graphic 
design. 
Eric Fisher and his wife Sarah started a new business called E.S. 
Fisher Handcrafted Signs in Morris, I.L. They specialize in custom 
decorative signs, window and storefront design, murals and displays. 
Kenshin Nawa directs film and TV documentaries for a Tokyo for a 
major commercial film production company. His major area of 
expertise is corporate branding for commercials and creating docu· 
mentaries that promote cultural subjects and humanitarian issues. His 
list of clients includes: Sony, Honda, Toyota, Japan Railroad, NTT, 
Nesle, Mori buildings, Eizai, Pfizer: GlaxoSmithKline, Warner· 
Lambert, Toshiba, Meiji Insurance, Axa Insurance, Hanover 
EXposition, China Mobile and ccrv. One of the episodes he directed 
for the TV Asahi documentary series "Paradise of Life" hit an "all 
time high" audience rate in 2001. Currently he is working on projects 
for Lexus and NTT communications. 
'99 
Susan Fore works for Turner Broadcasting, where she's senior coor· 
dinator in the broadcast operations center for Cartoon Network, 
Boomerang and Tumer ClassiC Movies. 
Jennifer Zabotb is a freelance copywriter specializing in the not·for· 
profit sector. She's also an actor with a recent role in Simple Theaters 
Production's first performance of SheJ Silverstein's "The Devil and 
Billy Markham." 
J eff G illette is owner of False HurraH multimedia, specializing in 
video, animation and CD Roms. 
Alexandra Hisc ben·Dombrowski worked as an interior designer 
specializing in space planning for the General Service 
Administration. Now she's full·time mom to son Luca Falko. 
David Ham joined the Navy, where he's a journalist and new crew 
memberofUSS Warp out of Norfolk, VA. 
Zach Hubeck is marketing coordinator for a wireless dist ribution 
company in West Chicago. I.L., and missing the good old days of 
CCC. 
Herb J ackson 's (M.F.A.) Vietnam story, "A Kill.Talc," was selected 
for inclusion in Chicago Works: A New Collection of Author's Best 
Stories. Jackson wrote the story as part of his master's thesis, and it 
originally appeared in Hair Trigger 18. 
'DO 
James Azrael's band Court Jester has a new album with Cellar 
Records and appeared at the Wizard World 2003 comic convention in 
Rosemont, IL. (click on image to see enlarged photo) 
Kristin Weber graduated with a Master in Fine Arts in Editing from 
AFI and is heading back to Chicago to direct a movie she wrote. She 
wants 10 eventually pursue her Ph.D. in film studies and help open up 
the film community to women and Hollywood outsiders. 
Seneca Coley received her M.S. in Integrated Marketing and 
Communications from Roosevelt University. She's a substitute 
teacher who writes and produces hip-hop. 
Darlene C urcio·Elsbury (M.F.A.) teaches writing at Rock Valley 
College in Rockford, I.L., and moonlights as a script consultant for 
Sorelosers, Inc. She's writing a novel and non·ficlion racehorse sto· 
ries, scheduled for 2004 publication in the New York Stallion 
Registry. 
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Krysta l Morris is reporter/producer and weekend anchor for 
WMBD·TV in Peoria,I.L. 
Micbael Black (M.A.) is author of "A Killing Frost," due to be 
released in papcrback. His second novel, "Windy City Knights" will 
be published in March 2004. 
Cecille Ga llot is out in L.A., freelancing as a makeup artist for print, 
music videos and film. 
Venita Griffin is launching two indie projects: an e·zine entitled 
"Midwest Edge" that highlights the works of Midwest artists and a 
line of jewelry. Find her at www.mwedge.com. 
Kristin Webster got her Master's from the American Film Institute 
graduate program for editing. She now heads back to Chicago to 
direct a feature she has wrinen. Ever the student she plans to move to 
the U.K. to pursue a Ph.D. in film studies. Her main goal is "never to 
stop educating myself, and to help open up the film community to 
both female filmmakers and those outside the Hollywood circuit:· 
'01 
Sabina G bebremedhin is producer of the "Brooke and Jill Show" on 
WZZN·FM ABC Radio in Chicago. She also freelances for ABC 
News Network Midwest Bureau, working on stories for "World News 
Tonight" and "Good Morning America." 
Alison Fancber wants to attend law school this year and enter gov· 
emment or not·for.profit work. 
Qween Roy-Wicks is directing "Wives," written by CCC's Alexa 
Pride. "Wives" opens at the Dusable Museum in October and moves 
to the Duncan YMCA. Qween leaches in CCC's Senior Seminar 
depanment. 
Megan Lawless works in the legal department of the motion picture 
division at Paramount. 
Regina Willis is a paralegal with Katz Friedman Eagle Eisentetien 
and Johnson. 
Vegas alumnus Michael Monahan works in production with Fox 5 
KVVU News. he says he's been using the alumni business directory 
to meet and chat with other alumni. For info on being part of the 
di rectory, go to www.colum.edulalumnilnetwork.htm. 
Ross Wi!liams is the Audience Associate for "The Sharon Osbourne 
Show." 
'02 
Renee Bajek interned for and was hired as a graphic designer for 
WLS·TV, ABC 7 in Chicago. She works on print ads, news anima· 
tions, promos and news graphics. 
John Kula is living in L.A. and looking to produce his comedy; 
"Grateful Dreads," about life in a heads hop. 
Robyn Adams works in post as an editorial assistant on "2 1 Grams." 
Therese Thompson is a retail slave at Walgreens, where she's 
worked for more than 10 years. Her dream is to get into design and 
advertising. 
Paula Kucb arski moved to L.A. and became an assistant to director 
Len Wiseman, working on Lakeshore Entertainment's upcoming film 
"Underworld." 
Shundrey C. Patterson is sales manager in the retail division of 
Cingular Wireless out of FI. Myers, F.L. 
Tim J ennings is a writer's assistant for ''The Man Show." 
Shannon Rose Su llivan is a singer/songwri ter/guitarist and perfonns 
in her band "The Spring." She released her debut albuin on her 
Navillus Records, her own label. 
Joseph Ebeling is state director of communications and marketing 
for the March of Dimes Greater Missouri Chapter. 
Renee M. Anthony is AV tech at Fast Channel Network in Chicago. 
Daniel J . Pico's student film about WWII, "Two Days in Limbo," 
was accepted into Indie Fest Chicago. 
'03 
Natalie Scbab is events coordinator in the sales department of 
Restaurant Development Group. She does party planning and events 
for all the Bar Louie's in Chicago and Nick and Tony's in Cleveland, 
Omaha and Cincinnati. 
Elij ah Licbtman is producing a cable access show called Kowbaka. 
He's also working on admission to the JETT program. where he will 
teach English to Japanese high school students in Japan. 
Melanie Ramsay is a studio crew member at C LTV. 
Mia Z ifkin is moving to New York City to begin h~r theater career. 
Tommy J. Bradford is an archivist at Playboy magazine and gets to 
look at nude women all day. Not even that can deter him from his 
dream ofperfornling saxophone, which he's done on studio projects 
both locally and nationally. 
Vincent Williams is the founder of the Black Theater Alliancellra 
Aldridge Awards, which honors African·Americans in the perfonning 
arts. This year's ceremony took place at the Hyatt Regency 
McCormick Place in Chicago. 
New grad Ricardo De La Cruz is rounding out his resumc. He 
starred in the Peoria Players Summer Youth Theater production of 
"Once on This Island." 
Nicholas Krebill hitchhiked the West Coast for three weeks and got 
inspired 10 improve community·building and rais~ environmental 
consciousness in Chicago. 
In Memoriam 
Mary Catherine J ewel Lombardo, who attended Columbia in 1983 
and was employed by the college in its admissions office, died on 
Nov. 12 aller a long struggle with MS. Delores Lombardo, Mary 
Catherine's mother, said Mary Catherine battled the disease for eight 
years and "was a fighter to the end, never complaining about a 
thing." Mary Catherine was 53. 
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city beat commentary a&e campus 
U n d e rg ro l!n.~Ch£~!~nt 
this week's speciaLs: 
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
Cream of Potato Soup in a Bread BowL optional bacon, cheddar, 9 
onion served with pretzels $ 3. 75 
Breaded Cod Sandwich tartar sauce, cole slaw served wI potato chips $4. 
Cheese Steak Panini peppers, onions, mozzarella cheese served with 
potato chips $4.00 
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'Wireless emancipation' 
prompts cell m~rketing 
Andrww J. ScottIThe Chronide 
Landlines can now be turned into your new cell phone number under the new federal law. 
By Bruce Meryerson 
AssOOaIed Press 
NEW YORK (AP}-Phone com-
pany ads proclaimed "Bring your 
number up to speed" and " Your num-
ber on America's best wireless net-
work" as new rules went into effect 
Nov. 24 letting consumers switch 
cell phone service without switching 
their phone numbers . 
The long-awaited rule change, 
which some call "wireless emancipa-
tion," has set off a marketing blitz by 
cell phone companies. fearful of los-
ing their customers and anxious to 
snare new ones from rivals. 
Forecasts vary, but millions of cell 
users are expected to switch wireless 
services over the next year now that 
they can do So without the hassle of 
losing their phone numbers. 
"We're seeing some survey data 
that suggests some 21 percent of the 
population with cell phones may be 
interested in doing that," the chair-
man of the Federal Communications 
Commission, Michael Powell , said 
on CBS' "The Early Show." 
" You can already see carriers com-
peting very aggressively to get those 
new consumers," he said. 
The nation's two biggest 
providers, Verizon Wireless and 
Cingular Wireless, reported brisk 
activity at stores and on sales phone 
lines. 
The new federal regulations also 
allow consumers to move their home 
landline phone number to a cellular 
phone. 
TSI Telecommunication Services 
Inc., a company that serves as inter-
mediary for the process of switching 
from one company to another, 
brought on 200 additional workers to 
handle the expected workload. 
"We've heard estimates as high as 
nine million on day one," TSI 
spokeswoman Helen Harris said. 
"We believe it will be more in line 
with one million. and we have engi-
neered our systems to handle more 
than the anticipated volumes." 
But if the number of requests 
approaches millions, she said, "It's 
reasonable to expect some hiccups 
on day one with an implementation 
of this magnitude." 
Carriers such as Verizon Wireless 
and T-Mobile hired hundreds of peo-
ple to deal specifically with the new 
rules. 
Although the FCC has set a target 
of two and a half hours for cell carri-
Cell phones Continued /rom Back Page 
health club chain, restricted the use 
of cell phones from its locker rooms. 
Since then, the trend has spread to 
Ame rican soil where the rapid 
growth of technology threatens to 
bring invasion of privacy issues, as 
'described in a September 2003 
Washington Post article. 
Dave Wendel berger, 21, a 
Rooseve lt student who uses the 
school's gym, sees came ra phone 
bans as excessive, although, he said, 
it could be safe to post warnings for 
camera phone users in larger gyms. 
" I think people have the com mon 
sense not to abuse that phone tech-
nology," Wendelberger said . 
YMCAs, like fitness centers, have 
"Iw become aware of the privacy 
issues concerning camera phones. 
"Our {intention1 was to consider 
banning camera phones and what 
SlCpt should be taken on cell phones 
in general," said Arno ld Collins, 
au odate director for media rela-
tion. fo r YMCA of the USA. 
Uccau.e 011/ 'YMCA. are inde-
pendent of Ihe nationa l officc, each 
hal it. own separate policieJ, yet 
('/I I lin •• aid that Y Service8 Inc ., the 
YMCA', in.lurance pru vider, devel -
uped " prototype w'Hn in" , ign fur 
YMCAs h ... cd in Mlt ryland , 
The sign makes people aware that 
some cell phones !'\Ow come equipped 
with built-in cameras. All YMCA 
guests are encouraged to keep an eye 
out for cell phone uscrs who could be 
unassuming camerapersons. 
The warning sign a lso reads, 
"Anyone caught taking inappropri-
ate pictures of another person w ith-
out their permission and knowledge 
will be prosecuted to the full extent 
of the law by the YMCA of Central 
Maryland and may lead to the termi-
nation of their membership." 
Nico le Renn , pub li c relations 
director for the YMCA of 
Metropolitan Chicago, sa id Ihat all 
of Chicago land's 36 YMCAs have 
taken it upon themselves to protect 
their guests based on this new 
advancement in tcchnology. 
The YMCA of Metropo litan 
Ch icago's collective policy consid-
ering ce ll phones and cameras has 
always been that no pictures can be 
taken within the YMCA without pcr-
misliun from the director and cell 
phonc, IIrc nut allowed in any o f the 
Iitne»s areall or l<K:kcr room • . 
" 'f II ,"emMcr need s 10 be on clI lI ," 
I(cnn ~ul jd, " they cun rcgllner at thc 
dC !lk ." 
No incident!,! invn lvinK ClllIlcru 
ers to complete the transfer of a num-
ber to a rival, experts and most of the 
companies say the process is likely to 
take at least a day at first . The num-
ber transfer from a landline to a cell 
phone will take about four business 
days, Powell said. 
" We'll be a heck of a lot better at 
this o n Dec. 30 than on Nov. 30," 
said Howard Walennan, a Verizon 
spokesman. 
Martin Dunsby. an analyst with the 
consulting firm inCode Telecom 
Group, said that it could take weeks 
before the process is "seamless and 
speedy" and that problems will per-
sist much longer. 
Powell advised consumers who 
are considering changing carriers to 
compare services. 
"There's going to be a dizzying 
array of choices here," he saiil. 
Ce ll phone users a lso need to 
review their current contracts to be 
prepared fo r any fees that may be 
charged for getting out of service 
contracts early. 
The process to change companies 
is easy, Powell said. " You just con-
tact the new carrier you want to 
switch to and they're responsible for 
handling the rest." 
phone-toting peeping Toms have 
been reported, but this policy has 
since been ex panded to ban the 
devices entirely from Metropolitan 
Chicago YMCAs, protecting adults 
and children alike. 
Both Dunford and Wendelberger 
feel that such strict policies on cam· 
era phones arc unnecessary and sug-
gest that posting warning sisns 
wou ld be a much more acceptable 
way to go about combatins the cam-
era phone insurgency. 
"Technology is constant ly 
advancing," Dunford said , "You 
can't ban a ll forms of video and 
technology," 
Dubose sugaests making the pho-
tography function more obvious to 
surrounding persons. While camera 
phones do emit a slight noise when a 
picture is tuken, Dubose thinks a 
louder sound, such liS a beep or II 
buzz, wuuld be sufficient to make 
people in the vicinity of the photog-
rapher aware that a photo has been 
tuken. 
Whether or not this plillcrn uf cum-
erll phune buns will hllve lin effect on 
ve ndon' businesses is stili t1 ques-
tion. but Dunford's oUllook is simple 
(Iud oplirnl,tic : " People ure ulwuys 
lookhl j! ror cUllhlK edye /lOW thhlKS." 
ay; to 
friendly 
Portability: What you need to know 
Do not tenninate your service 
with your existing carrier before ini-
tiating service with the new carrier. 
Contact the new carrier, who will 
start the process by contacting your 
current carrier. You may request 
service from a new carrier at any 
time. 
. Be aware you are obligated to pay 
any early termination fees you may 
have under 'your existing contract 
and any outstanding balance owed 
to your old carrier. Review your 
existing contract to determine what 
fees or charges apply. However, 
once you request service from the 
new carrier, your old carrier may 
not refuse to move your number, 
even if you owe money for an out-
standing balance or tennination fee. 
The Federal Communications 
Commission does not regulate the 
rates of wireless service providers 
because the wireless industry is very 
competitive . In most areas, con-
sumers have many options available 
for service providers and wireless 
plans. Competition brings tht' low-
est options for consumers. 
Carriers are allowed to charge a 
fee to recover their "porting" or 
transfer costs. Carriers mayor may 
not choose to charge a fee and their 
fees may vary. If they do charge 
specific fees, the fees cannot exceed 
their porting costs. 
Even if carriers decide to charge 
for wireless local number portabili-
ty, they may not refuse to transfer to 
another service provider because a 
consumer has not paid a porting fee. 
Additionally, some carriers~ may 
choose to pay the old carrier's costs 
of porting the ,benefit of. their. new 
customers. Ask your new carrier 
whether it has a policy of paying or 
.reimbursing' these charges. 
-Federal Communications 
Commision 
And_ J. ScotVTht ChIonlclo 
Valeria Hemingway, a photography major, uses camera phones. 
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HPRN offers lofty experience Manhattan's 
Andrew J. ScotVThe Chronicle 
Jennifer linic's loft is one of a dozen opened up to the public during the sixth annual Loft Walk. 
By Jennifer Golz 
Ciy Beat Edlor 
More than a dozen South Loop resi-
dents will open their homes to total 
strangers as part of the sixth annual Loft 
Walk. on Dec. 7. Sponsored by Historic 
Printers' Row Neighbors, the self-guid-
ed tour will showcase lofts with styles 
ranging from contemporary to classic, 
all with varying themes. 
"I live in the transportation building 
[600 S. DearlJom St.) wh;ch has 250 
units. That's 250 different way of deco-
rating the same space," said Paulette 
Boyd, the Loft Walk comminee chair. 
"There's so many different ways of 
interpreting space, and the quaJity [of 
the lofts shown] has always been very 
rugh." 
Jennifer Linic said her loft has been 
described as Disneyland because of her 
eclectic taste and jungle-themed home. 
" ['ve always liked the jungle theme," 
Linic said ': And I love hot weather 
because we don't get much of [it] here 
in Chicago, so 1 thought I'd bring it in 
until I can move to wanner weather." 
Linic's 10ft, at 801 S. Wells St., is a 
large open space with a lot of greenery 
and leopard and zebra prints through-
out. 
"My dining room has been described 
as an arboretum because of the seven 
huge hanging plants; it gives a tropical 
feel to it," Linic said. 
"We need lofts with the 'wow' fac-
tor," said Boyd, whose loft was shown 
three years ago. "We tl)' to get new lofts 
every year-we try to keep it fresh so 
people see new buildings and new ways 
people create their homes in the South 
Loop." 
''The home is the most important 
space I occupy and Ililce to think of that 
in the same way for other people," said 
Kay Garvey, whose Dearborn Tower 
concrete-loft will also be shown at this 
year's event. 
Dearborn Tower, 1530 S. State St., 
which used to be Bealrice Foods Cold 
Storage, offers unobstructed views 
from its floor-to-ceiling windows. 
large canvas and works on paper. 
Most participants of the Loft Walk 
have viewed other lofts in previous 
years. 
The Loft Walk started as a response 
to surrounding neighborhoods' garden 
and terrace walks. It provided a vehicle 
for homeowners to show off their indi-
vidual styles and unique decor. 
"The Loft Walk is a great fund-raise r 
that shows the quality of homes in the 
area and provides a means fo r the 
[HPRN] organization to show off the 
historic areas of Chicago," Boyd said. 
Tickets are sti ll available for this 
year's event and can be purchased for 
SI5 (SIO for students and seniors) in 
advance at Sandmeyer's Bookstore, 
714 S. Dearborn S1.; Prudential 
Preferred Properties, 725 S. Dearborn 
S1.; Prairie Avenue Bookshop, 418 S. 
Wabash Ave.; Printers Row Pharmacy, 
721 S. Dearborn St.; Glessner House 
Museum, 1800 S. Prairie Ave.; and on 
the HPRN's website, www.hpm.org. 
Tickets on the day of the event can be 
purchased for $20. 
The Loft Walk will kick-off at the 
Dearborn Station, 47 W. Polk St., at 11 
a.m. A free trolley will run in a loop 
throughout the day at the various loft 
stops from noon to 5 p.m. 
Loft Walk participants will receive a 
map of the homes as well as a map of 
the South Loop with a suggested route, 
highlighting the trolley stops. The map 
will include key features about the 
individual lofts as well as historical 
significances of some of the featured 
buildings. 
HPRN is a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to the preservation and 
awareness of landmark neighborhoods 
and buildings in the South Loop. 
For more information about the Loft 
Walle or HPRN, visit www.hprn.org or 
call (3/1) 409-/700. 
, ScottfThe Chronicle 
With seven large hanging plants and an extensive collection of 
mixes it up 
o South Loop destination offers convenient 
alternative to downtown clubs 
Char1es KushnerfThe Chronicle 
Manhattan's owner Andrew Marini, above, along with brother 
Alex and Matt Bowman, are creating an atmosph.ere for the 
younger South Loop residents, including Columbia students. 
By Tawney Saylor 
SlallWIi~ 
With all of the exciting nightlife 
Chicago has to offer, the South Loop 
is often overlooked as an entertain-
ment destination. However, just a 
few blocks away from Columbia lies 
Manhattan'S, a place that bar owners 
call the "h idden treasure of the 
South Loop." 
Manhattan's, a two-story bar 
located at 415 S. Dearborn St., is 
open seven days a week and f~~tu~es 
an extensive liquor and martini list, 
a food menu that includes pizzas, 
paninis and other sandwiches, and 
DJs spinning music on the week-
ends. 
Co-owner Alex Marini, 25, said 
the bar has "a relaxing atmosphere, 
good ambience and great prices." It 
offers an ideal location for students 
to "sit back, enjoy a few drinks and 
catch up on homework during the 
week," he added. 
Marini and his twin brother 
Andrew are no strangers to the bar 
scene. Originally from Florida, the 
pair have been mixing martinis from 
coas t to coast for almost seven 
years. Since taking ownership of 
Manhattan's last year, the duo, along 
with partner Mall Bowman, has 
completely renovated the site from 
floor to ceiling. 
A wood floor and lighting system 
have been installed, and a new 
upstairs bar area is expected to be 
completed in February. The upper 
level of the bar will hold pool tables 
and offer special packages for pri-
vate parties, such as three hours of 
open bar for $20 a person. 
"We want people to know that 
things have changed," Marini said. 
"Based on customer feedback so far, 
I think we've succeeded in bringing 
freshness to this bar." 
Marini said he hopes the improve-
ments will attract a larger audience 
and give the bar a "younger feel." 
There are some students that come 
in from nearby law schools, he said, 
but the crowd is primarily made up 
of middle-aged businessmen who 
frequent the bar after work. 
Marini predicts that when the new 
"superdorm" opens in the South 
Loop next year, which will house 
students from Columbia, DePaul 
and Roosevelt universities, 
Manhattan's will see more interest 
from college students. 
"When all of those kids are stay-
ing in the area, it will be a different 
ballgame," he said. "A lot of bars 
will cater 10 them, including 
Manhattan's. and that will open up a 
lot of business for us." 
Other bar owners in the South 
Loop, including Brad Barnes, owner 
of Buddy Guy's Legends at 754 s . 
Wabash Ave .. said the area is contin-
uing to expand its nightlife options. 
"There seems to be a shortage of 
places to go in the South Loop, but 
the area has definitely been develop-
ing lately," Barnes said. 
"People tend to go toward thc 
Gold Coast when they are looking.( 
for a place to hang out," Marini said. 
"but they don 't realize they have thc 
perfect option sitting right front if 
them." 
The bar features live music on 
Wednesdays and DJs on Thursdays, 
Fridays and Saturdays. There arc 
drink specials avai lable throughout 
the week, including $2 bottles on 
Mondays, $3 paninis on Thursdays. 
and S4 house wine on Wednesdays. 
For more information call (3 J 2) Garvey chose the 10ft because it 
reminded her of the views she left 
behind when she moved from 
Colorado. 
"Instead of the natural landscape of 
the mountains, I have the magnificent 
man-made view of the city's skyline," 
Garvey said. 
957-0460. 
lamps, Lin;c's loft has been descnbed as Dls:n~eTY::.;la n;;d::';;;-&-_-;:::::;;;;~~;;;::;r:=;r==n;::::===rr;::::;;=;::::r==i]r;;~r.;;;==ll 
Map Key 
Garvey, a former art dealer, has left 
herwalls shades of white in the past and 
let the artwork speak for itself. 
However, in her new home she has 
decided to experiment with color. 
The kitchen, living and dining room 
walls arc! painted in a latte or creamy 
brown color; the office is in a sage 
color' and the smallest room, the bed-
room: is in a black-green color. 
"[The bedroom] is a small room, and 
a lot of people would not have done ~t 
that way," Garvey said. "But I wanted It 
to be darlcer at night because of the 
ambient light from the cityscape." 
Given her past, Garvey has a .Iot of 
artwork from artists she preVIOusly 
represented. Some of the artwork 
types included are abstract, repre~n­
tation, contemporary, construction, 
YMCA bans cell 
phone cameras 
o Health club officials are concerned 
about locker room privacy issues 
By Jeff Danna 
S~"W~er 
The typical gym locke r room. a 
private have n for sweaty athletes. 
may now double as the unlikely set· 
ling for a s teamy photo shoot. 
But the models are nol professio n-
als: they are unsuspecting health 
club patrons. And the photographers 
are armed with only a cellular 
phone. 
Camera phones----cell phones thai 
double as miniature cameras-are 
the cause of concern among fitness 
cl ub managers across the country 
who wish to pro tect their members ' 
privacy. 
The concept behind the camera 
phone, said Joe Dunford . a Sprint 
PCS representative who works at 
Sprint in Marshall Field's, is similar 
to that of a standard digital camera: 
The operator simply points the 
device at a subject. clicks a buuon. 
and in an instant is staring at a digi-
tal replication of the scene at hand. 
However. the key diffe rence 
between the digital camera and the 
camera phone is the natu re of how 
they can be used. 
The digital camera is generaJly a 
bulky piece of equipment. difficult to 
conceal when it comes to spying on 
locker room neighbors. It draws 
immediate attention to itself when a 
picture is taken, as the photographer 
assumes the J'm-taking-a-picture posi-
tion: camera at eye level, one hand to 
steady it, a finger on the trigger. 
At first glance. the camera phone 
appears to be an ordinary ce ll phone: 
compact with a flip-up display and 
probably even a little holster so the 
carrier can draw it from his or her 
hip at the drop of a hat (or. in this 
case. the piercing ring of an incom-
ing call ). 
It's so handy. in fact. that while 
the o perato r of the phone is staring 
studi ously at the display, seemingly 
reading a text message or playing a 
video game, he or she could actually 
be snapping a candid thumbnail pic-
ture o f that guy in the locker room 
shower or even you. as you change 
out of your gym clothes at the next 
locker over. 
With the picture stored o n the 
phone. the user the n has the option 
of deleting or sav ing it. Shou ld he 
o r she choose to hang onto the pic-
ture. it can be transferred to a per-
sonal computer where the photogra-
pher can digitally alter the image or 
even post it on the Internet for mil-
lions of eyes to observe . 
For Columbia s tuden ts who take 
ad vanlage of the gym fac ili ties at 
Roosevelt University's Marvin Moss 
Student Cente r. 425 S . Michigan 
Ave .. Roni sha Dubose . the gym's 
program coordin ato r. said the gym 
has not yet in stitu ted a camera phone 
policy. 
However. even though the gy m 
has no policy o n cameras . ce ll 
phones or camera phones. Dubose 
be lieves placing restrictions on the 
use of camera phones in locker 
rooms is a good idea . 
" It 's an in vas io n of privacy," 
Dubose said. "but. a lso. to take a 
picture of (someone] naked is just 
creepy 
According to a January 2003 arti-
cle on techno logy news s ite 
SiliconValley.com, the cell phone in 
the locker room debacle originated 
in Ho ng Ko ng, where Physical. a 
See Cell phones, Page 34 
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Chicago's holiday season began with the 121h Annual MagnifIcent Mile LlghIs FestivaJ Nov. 22. 
Mickey Mouse and fellow Disney characters made 1heir way down MIchigan A_. lighting 
more than one million while Iigh1s from Oak Stree1 to Wacker Drive. The parade was followed 
by a flrewor1<s display at !lie ChIcago River and Michigan Avenue. 
Rally SUpports Chicago's black and HisPanic youth 
_ J. IGoIIII1It C/IIonIoIo 
Rev. JeMe JIJCk8on'8 rftlly for tM IImplOymllnt of ChlQago" 
minOrity youths was CU1 !!hart when tl18 gelMrlng OrOWd tumed 
agaln8t hlm. questlonlnq his agenda. 
8yKWIII1tAbuI P ......... 
AssodatoEdlor 
A Nov. 2S rally billed as a call to 
action for black and Hispanic youths 
was cut sho rt after the crowd of more 
than 200 turned against some of the 
event's speakers, incl uding Rev. Jesse 
Jackson. 
The downtown rally, organized by 
Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH Coalition. 
brought morc thnn 200 demo nstrators 
to the John C. Kluczynski Federnl 
Pluza to ask for more jobs for blllck. 
and Hispanic youth , 
But the criell for equal treAtment 
were drowned out by It second group 
of counter prolClucl'lI including mem-
ben of VOTE. or VoleeA of the Ex· 
offender. 
A reprcscnuulve from the group 
rnlaed questions l1bout the VAlidity of 
Jackson'lI And other bhtc: k leudC1n ' 
direction In the minority community. 
" W,'ve been comlna OUI here (or 
30 ye." Krul nuthlna h .. hAppened." 
• ald Molvln Dnlloy . •• puke.", ... for 
verm. "Wo'", not bol nK ",p,.'.lItod 
by theto blll<:k lolld.". Wo',. boln. 
hu.tlod." h • •• Id. 
Son, O.,n.k Obo .. " (D·Chle'a6) 
" Id he ' Ylnpbthltcod with Ih. UOlillto 
prule!l,er meAs",. 
"I IInd .... tihd III .. VOTt! I ptutlll," h. ,old. ''1\Jo onl. thl .. • • • 101 of 
rhetoric and no substance. But today. 
leaders understand they cannot just 
feed the people words and get away 
with it," he said. 
Yet others had an altogether differ-
ent interpretatio n of the counter pro-
testers. 
" What we had today helped 
(President! Bush," said educationaJ 
services consultant Peggy Ann 
Griffin. "He loves to see bhlCk folks 
split up. That's what they did during 
slnvery ... 
Bush, it seems, was the group's one 
common enemy. The rolly's speakers 
pointed to Bush ns " key tenson 
behind why an inereL·dna number of 
It minorities nre out of work. 
"We've been under oppression for 
four yC!lurs ." saId Cnrol Moseley 
Brnun. Il fonner U.S. senotor from 
IIIlnol" nnd It t urrent CMdldllto for the 
2004 Oemocnuic presldtnliftJ noml .. 
DIllion. "O~ll1c Bush must 10 If we 
wonl 10 I»otllhl, country bIIck. Thot ', 
the answer." 
StftlO S.n. Jo"'o' T. Mttlk. (l • 
Chlc.»o) ,old Chl.Olll oltl' n, nm't 
8tlU'l " Iho 10<:01 1 ... 1 In order lU 
h .. rd n'llu"olly. H. ,old 'cll&O' 
lob,,, fore. I. u,, 'on·bllll'll, but all or 
tho u"lun', trII'"ln» J\\<lIIUetI lilt In 
down,tl t IUlttul •• 
"ThO,.', no ""10" Inlnl". I'ot 00t 
youth In 1110,,0. 1.01', ntn thtttt 
unions out of town until they train 
people who live here to work. here." 
he said. 
Meanwhile , Alderman Joe Moore 
from the city's northwest side raised 
questions about the funding of the 
U.S.-led war in lrnq. Illinois has con-
tributed $1.3 billion so flU'-money 
that he sllid should have gone to 
schools and other domestic needs. 
'1'his money needs to go toward 
our youth. not Bush's war: ' he said. 
Accord in& to Denise Dixon. 
RainbowlPUSH national fidd OIJ~ 
izer, the noontime ",Uy was sparked 
by ret."ent stntistic:s from Northeastun 
University's Cenler for Labor Marktt 
Study. which shows that S.S millioQ 
Amerkftns bet~ the a.aes of HS to 
24 "~ unemployed Md not in school. 
Dixon said mURI th .. 100.000 \II\Oln-
ployod youth IIv. In Chic .. ", 
.. enty po .. ent aRl bl.ck or 
HI,ponle. 
"Th .e kid have.o hopo nor 
I\IlURI I. Job tralnl and "",tit\l\. tt·, tinle to buld tM d ,l'OO' til'" 
.nd ted 1'111 ao.ornl1' nt • ",.,t-
ablo." Dlxoo ""d. "Wo·,. ,III I'ot 
.statoot "mo ... ""c ." 
The ,m .I~ d"'<l thot III 
.","p1. II lit I I t It III t I. 
l l. 19<1 , Id c\llftnt 1M 
It<ImI IItndtil PI' \I tu 
th.litllt. 
